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Yippie vs Yuppie Clash Comes to Roberts
by Ceci Connolly

Two middle-aged men?once
friends, now little more than sparring partners?brought their sideshow
to Boston College last Tuesday night.
Former '60s youth leaders Abbie
Hoffman and Jerry Rubin debated
the subject of "Yippie vs Yuppie" at
Roberts Center as part of a traveling
tour covering much of the US and
Canada.

Hoffman, dressed in scruffy courdoroy pants, rolled up sleeves and
cap, attacked what he calls the "Year
of Designer Brains" where campuses
are "hotbeds of social rest and people are only concerned with getting

ahead."
In Hoffman's opinion, the moral
issue of our times is Central America
and more than once the former
fugitive urged his audience "to stand
in oppositionto US policy in Central
America."
Rubin, quick to point out he was
not dressed in a three-piece suit, but
rather a two-piece suit, said the basic
purpose and mission of yuppies
(young urban professionals) is "to
improve the world," adding "the

baby boomers have moved into the
capital accumulation phase of the
generation."
Over an eight-year period the
founder of networking said he went
through a "gradual yet sudden"
change of heart. After a friend and
comrade of the '60s committed
suicide, Rubin said he woke up and
realized he could not live in the past.
Through the course of four hours
of private interviews, a press conference, debate and audience question and answer period, the two performers began to sound like broken
records. Key slogans were the name
of the game.
For Rubin's part, themes such as
"time is money and money is
power," "the information business,"
and"the age of achievers" have
replaced his anti-establishment cries
of two decades ago.
His opponent revived a few
slogans of the 60s such as "power to
the people" and "you don't do it,
you ain't got it," as well as employing a popular new phrase: "better active today than radioactive
tomorrow."
Rubin, who said over and over

again he did not vote for Ronald
Reagan, believes the most important
issue today is the arms race. "It is the
goal of most yuppies to banish the
arms race in our generation," he
said. "This might mean using force
when necessary against terrorism."
In addition to the arms race, Rubin
favors a number of tax incentives
aimed at enticing businessmen to improve poor living conditions in this
country. In other words, a
businessperson who invested in lowincome housing would receive a tax

Hoffman, Rubin Quotes
by

Ceci Connolly

Rubin on networking: Networking means four things: people helping people
ahead, loyalty to craft, people without inheritance rising, and communication comes from all levels.
Hoffman on General William Westmoreland: You mean General Wastemore-land? Obviously he's a liar. There's no doubt in my mind the CBS report
was accurate. I hope he sues me too.
Hoffman on drug addiction: Drug addiction is a clinical problem, not a
criminal problem.
to get

write-off for the action.
"Stop looking at labels and start
looking at action," Hoffman cried,
criticizing the term yuppie as being
"elite, undemocratic, label conscious
and material oriented."
Looking to the future, the debaters
struck perhaps the most discordant
notes of the evening.
"You can create the future,"
Rubin told his student audience,
Abbie Hoffman
"because you can create a high tech I .terry Rubin
Rubin on the debate: It's like a therapeutic exercise. I'm not doing u for
revolution. I'm saying you can make
the money. My purpose is to give our generation a sense of itself.
money and still have a social consRubin on Hoffman: On some deep level we respect one another, yet we
cience and run the world. The new
disagree on many things.
Kx-Yippies, page 12
Hoffman on President Reagan: I will give $10,000 to Ronald Reagan's
favorite charity if he can name ali the members of his cabinet.
Rubin on President Reagan: I don't like him. I don't think he's a friend
of the business entrepreneur.
Hoffman on fashion: It's right next to fascism in the dictionary...they tell
inadequate for the number of
us
what to spray under our arms, what to eat, and eventually tell us what
sludents in intercollegiate sports."
to think.
Campanella said there would be an
Rubin on future presidents: In 1988 we will have a yuppie oriented presiemphasis on office and training space
dent
and we will control every election into third decadeof the 21st century.
in the new Complex, and that even
Hoffman
on yuppie wealth: The rich earn their money the old-fashioned
once the Complex is completed there
way; by screwing the poor. Yuppies are so generous the moneys gonna trickle
could be some expansion of support right down
their legs to the poor.
space, although not of seating space.
Rubin
on
the above: If you have aims to be rich you are hypocritical to
"The athletic offices, ticket office, applaud
phrase screwing the poor.
the
coaches offices, locker rooms for inRubin
on
wealth:
it's in the self-interest of everyone to abolish poverty.
tercollegiate sports, weight, training
__2
poverty are bad business,
War
and
and equipment rooms" are all
designated to be included in the coaches who don't have offices. We
ing May or June. If we don't start by
Sports Complex, according to have a space need for auxiliary
a certain time, we would wait
Campanella.
services."
through the fall, because we don't
Flynn said plans call for the ComConstruction
want two seasons with the hockey
plex to consist of an 8,000 seat
I-'lynn didn't know when constructeam off campus. We're not going to
basketball/hockey arena, offices, tion would begin, although he said
do that."
and other department needs. "It ihe Complex would replace McHugh
Regarding the possibility of conwould have io be for a lot more than Forum. "I don't know if it would
hockey and basketball. We have start in May or June, or the followSurplus, page 9

New Arena to Replace McHugh
by Mike Corcoran

Boston College is going ahead with
plans for a new on campus multipurpose Sports Complex, most likely al the site of McHugh Forum.
However, construction dates and

costs have noi been finalized, according io Athletic Director William J.

Flynn and Executive Vice President
Dr. Frank Campanella.
Currently, Roberts Center and
McHugh Forum supply most of the

playing and administrative facilities
for the athletic department, a poor

Fifteen Cents

setup according to Flynn. "When we
built McHugh and Roberts we had
five sports. Now we have 30 sports.
The office and locker room space is
totally inadequate. We need three to
four times that space. Hopefully we'll
get that [with the Sports Complex]."
Campanella agreed, slating.
"McHugh and Roberts are both over
25-years-old. The McHugh locker
rooms and the public facilities for
4.000 people speaks for itself. Look
at what's happened over the last 25
years. We now have 30 intercollegiate
teams.

The facilities are

completely

Collins No Longer Housing Head
by Susan Parker

As of Thursday, January 17,
Director of Housing Richard Collins,
was no longer employed by Boston
College. Neither administrative,resident, or office staff will comment on
the circumstances surrounding Collins' sudden departure.
When asked whether he had

resigned, was asked to resign, or was
fired, Collins himself refused to comment, and would not say whether he
was presently seeking new
employment.
Associate Director of Housing
koberi F. Capalbo, is currently acting as Director until a replacement
can be found for Collins. In
meetings, administrative staff were
told Friday, senior staff Saturday,
and resident staff Sunday, that Collins would no longer be their superior
and thai Capalbo would replace Collins for the time being, a resident
staff member said.
According to the Office ofStudent
At,"airs, Collins, as Housing Director, oveersaw a 10 million dollar

budget, and a staff of over 200, from
Assistant Directors, to Area Coordinators, to Resideni Assistants, and
was responsible for decisions affecting every student in campus housing.
According to the lop ad-

he (Collins) is no longer Director of
Housing That's about all the University is going to say about it." Acting
Director, Capalbo, also refused
comment.

According lo Duffy, there will be

ministrators questioned, the University is treating Collins' departure as
a confidential personnel matter. All
questions have been referred to

Director of Personnel, Leo Sullivan,
who refuses to comment except to
reiterate what all others have said:

i hat Collins is "no longer employed
by BC."
When asked why the Director of
a service agency having a 10 million
dollar budget, and a staff of over
200,

was suddenly

"no

lonjicr

employed" by BC, Vice President for
Student Affairs, Kevin Duffy said,
"We don't discuss personnel issues
with people not directly involved. We
don't wish to comment on this ai this
lime." And, he added later, "We are
having conversations with Mr.

Collins."
Executive Vice President, Dr.
Frank Campanella said, "It is true

Kormer Director of Housing Richard
Collins
a search for a new director this
spring. When asked if Capalbo is currently being considered to fill this
vacancy permanently, Duffy said,"lf
he applies, he'll be considered."
Collins had been employedby the
university for 14 years, a resident staff member said.
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Commentary

Mixed Emotions Characterize Haiti Pilgrimage
by Kathy Long

than I had ever imagined. The people there always sing and smile, even
Editor's Note: In the January 21, though they have so little. Maybe
1985 issue an article appeared
since they do not have much, they
counting one person's experiences have learned to appreciate every litduring a pilgrimage to Haiti the tle things they do have. In that sense,
beginning January. Below is an acthey have so much more than we do.
count by a Boston College student They appreciate life.
who also accompanied Assistant
Walking through the slums of
Chaplain Robert Braunreuther, SJ, Port-au-Prince was not a pleasant exto Haiti.
perience, but visiting Father

All in all, 1 had a really good experience in Haiti ?parts of the trip
were really hard and made me cry,
but other parts were more beautiful

Bohnen's schools there was what

really hurt. Father Bohnen is a Dutch
missionary priest who has been in
Haiti for 30 years. He has created
over 135 schools and feeds 13,000

US Secretary-General
Calls For Cambodian Talks
by Imran Vittachi
Preparing to visit Cambodian
refugee camps in Thailand, United
Nations Secretary General Javier
Perez dc Cueller Saturday called for
negotiations to end the "suffering,
destruction, and agony" in

Cambodia.
Dc Cuellar is scheduled

to fly to
the Thai-Cambodianborder Sunday
(o tour the refugee camp of Khao-i-dang, it was reported in The Boston
Globe Sunday.
About 62,000 refugees fleeing a
Vietnamese offensive against Cambodian rebels recently moved to the
camp. The Globe also reported.
Yesterday, the non-communist
Khmer People's National Liberation

Front revealed in a radio broadcast
Vietnamese plans to assemble 5,000
iroops as well as 40 "Soviet-

supplied" banks and 10 artillery
pieces to attack the Sanro Changan,
the I iberation Front's last camp
which is reportedly defended by
about 1,200 guerrillas.
Last night, in a banquet speech, Dc
Cuellar thanked the Thai government
for welcoming about 600,000
refugees over the past decade from
Cambodia, Vietnam, and Laos. He
praised the effect of resettling nearly half a million of these refugees as
remaining "unique in the history of
refugee crises."

The suffering of the Cambodian

civilians, he added has "underscored
the urgent need for a resolute return
to the part of dialogue and negotiations, without which there can only
be further suffering, destruction and
agony for [all] concerned."
Dc Cuellar will also visit Vietnam
during his peace mission.
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children every day.
I saw classrooms of children watching us, white foreigners arrive. Instead of being wary of us like they
should be, they looked at us as if we
were gods, and crowded near just so
they could touch our white skin. And
then, all together, they sang a
welcome song to us to the tune of
Auld Lang Syne. That js what finally made me start crying. We visited
class after class, and seeing all those
eyes looking up at us in expectation
was more than I could handle. Finally, one little girl about six years old
grinned and reached up and hugged
me as if she would not let go. But at
that point, 1 was not sure who was
holding on to whom the hardest.
I guess you cannot make sense out
of the misery there, just as you cannot make sense out of anything in
life. But you have to keep plodding

along with whatever you do. And
now that we are, that I am, aware of
what goes on there, it has become a
part of my life. I guess that somehow
in the future I'll have to plod along
and in my own way I'll have to do
my little part, not to change the

by Imran Vittachi

of US?Pakistan relations. American
officials say that the US is backing
Pakistan primarily because of the
Soviet presence in neighboring
Afghanistan. Indians, including the
Prime Minister, on the other hand.

world, but to make someone's life

so bad.
We tend to think of missionaries
as romantic figures, going off to convert the heathens, but what it really
is, is a lot of hard, dirty, monotonous
work. It must take a lot of dedication and devotion for the Sisters of
Charity and the others who work
there to spend day after day, and year
after year caring for people they do
not even know, for strangers they
view as Jesus in disguise.
It must be frustrating to look on
mile after mile of filth, of hungry
people, of raw sewerage, of barefoot
not

children with distended stomachs,
and wonder how your little bit could
begin to make a difference. But then
you look at one person, and realize
that this is his home, and if you can
do one little thing to make his life
easier or to make him smile, it is worthwhile. You have accomplished the
will of God.

?

We had a two hour lay-over at
John F. Kennedy airport in New
York, so we sat at a bar wasting time,
and some people ordered $2.50 beers.
There was a little five year old sitting
next to us. she was holding a Cabbage Patch "Preemie," and she told
us that she had another one at home.
She had a chocolate bar in the other
hand and was chewing on it to keep
herself occupied. Suddenly she noticHaitians, page I*)

Indians Suspect CIA In Spy Ring

"We can safely be assured the
Soviets are stirring the pot," declared
an American diplomat in an interview in New Delhi with The Boston
Globe, responding to Indian press
implications of Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) involvement in there
cent espionage scandal there.
"They have vested interest in
disrupting any rapprochement between the United States and India."
he added.
A French plot to illegally obtain
Indian defense plans and secrets was
revealed by Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi nine days ago leading to the
recall of a French deputy military attache from New Delhi to Paris, it was
reported in The Boston Globe
Sunday.
However, it was also reported thai
press speculation repeatedly has implicated the CIA.
A headline in the daily Hindustan
Times of last Monday ran, "CIA
behind spy ring, gas leakage,

assassination."
An Indian commentator who
recently called many press reports on
ihe spy ring "based on pure fantasy"
declared firmly "There is no doubt
whatsoever that the CIA had access
to at least some of the most crucial
documents."
American officials have denied
such involvement, and the Indian
government has noi accused the
United States.
The reason behind such widely
held press speculations is India's fear

registration:

are fearful that Pakistan is arming
itself in order to fight India.
"It is a kind of knee-jerk reac-

tion," commented a US Embassy official, adding "Everyone always

blames the CIA."

Update

Military Shuttle Launched
America's first military Space Shuttle left Cape Canaveral last Thursday
amid a cloud of secrecy.
The Washington Post reported earlier the shuttle would place a satellite
in orbit designed to monitor communications within the Soviet Union. The
2:50 pm launch went according to plan and the Discovery is expected to return

in four days.
United Press International reports that 15 more fully-classified military
missions are planned for the shuttle through 1989

Sharon Loses Lawsuit

Former Israeli Defense Minister Ariel Sharon lost his $50 million lawsuit

against Time magazine. The jury presiding over the case found no intentiomal
malice in a controversial article in which Time implicated ! haron in a

"massacre".
Although the story has been proven inaccurate, jurers agreed that Time
belived the information to be correct at time of publication.

Archbishop Visits Cuba
Boston Archbishop Bernard F. Law is in Cuba this week with a delegation of clergy to observe the state of religion on the communist island.
Law and four other members of the National Conference of Catholic
Bishops met with Cuban President Fidel Castro last Thursday. One member
of the delegation said he hoped the meeting would open a dialogue betwen
Castro and the Catholic Church.

Jet Crashes Off Honduras
into the
An Air Force transport on a "routine airlift mission" crashed
plane
say
Officials
the
Tuesday.
Carribean off the coast of Honduras on
press
the
As
ot
explain
incident.
was not under seige and were at a loss to
missing.
were
still
time, all 21 Americans aboard
by

January 30- February 3
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Committee Sets Tentative 1985-86 Budget
also requires more funding, explainlahey, SJ, Director of the Budget
ed Fitzpatrick. Tuition and housing Committee James Kennedy. UniverAfter meeting regularly since rates are considerably impacted by sity Secretary Leo McGovern, SJ,
August, the University Budget Comthe increased capital expenditures, who was University President J.
mittee arrived at a tentative budget such as the leasing and depreciation Donald Monan's representative of
for the 1985-1986 academic year last of the Baptist Home, purchase of the board, Dean of Arts and Sciences
Saturday.
high tech equipment, and depreciaWilliam Neenan, SJ, Financial Vice
recommendation
for
mods.
The tuition
tion of the
President John Smith, Organizanext year is $8.225.(X), approximately
Another major factor in the tuition tional Behavior Associate Professor
a 10% increase over this year's tuiincrease is the financial aid budget.
Jim Bowditch, History Professor
tion of $7,475.00.
An increase in this budget was John Heineman and student
The Budget Committee formulated necessary "as a result of a small, representatives, Daniel Fitzpatrirk
<q
the tuition figure by adding up all modestly funded class of 1985 being and Ellen Heavey.
costs and expenses then factoring in replaced by a larger, more heavily
Fitzpatrick explained how UGBC
income, (sports, accrued interest, funded class of 1989," according to
utilized the Budget Committee as a
etc.), according to student represena UGBC news release. This increase means to initiate programs assisting
tative to the Budget Committee adds $250,000.00 to the $140 million certain areas. Some of these changes
Daniel Fitzpatrick. The tuition rate overall budget.
occurred in non-revenue athletics.
is the differnece of these two comA housing increase of approxThe athletic department added a full UGBC Budget Representitive Daniel
ponents.
imately 12.7% to 16.5% was recomtime women's assistant basketball
Kitzpatrick.
a
Tuition superseded the estimated mended as well as a six percent inwill
also
as
day and Saturday nights from 5:00
coach who
serve
$8,100.00 goal due to several
crease in the board plan.
women's athletic director and food
pm to 5:00 am.
"unavoidable" factors, according to
"It is the worst real tuition increase stipends will now be give to athletes
UGBC president Jeff Thielman
Fitzpatrick. Certain fringe benefits ever," commented Fitzpatrick. "The during pre-season practice sessions.
supports the tuition'increase calling
exceeded the original expected rate by I uition increase of ten percent is douIn addition, extra equipment will be
the reasons "justifiable." "Past adalmost $900,000.00, including Blue ble the rate of inflation which is five purchased for the swimming and tenministrations have promised to
Cross premiums, retirement funds, percent."
nis teams. These changes account for
reduce tuition increases, and the stuetc. Another factor in rising costs is
$30,000.00 in the budget.
He said he believes the Committee,
dent body has been let down." he
a reevaluation of Boston College's composed of administrators, faculThe UGBC and the housing office
said.
utility costs which necessitated ty, and two student represetatives,
received a $170,000.00 increase to
Thielman said UGBC would not
alloting substantially more funds did a very good job "despite cover upgraded and more widespread
plan any protests against the increase.
toward this expense, especially due to unavoidable problems." The Comsecurity on lower campus. Uniform"Rallies rarely work It would be unthe O'Neill L ibrary.
mittee consisted of Vice President of ed security guards will now replace
fair to hold a rally and get up the stuSince BC has switched bus comStudent Affairs Kevin Duffy. dorm receptionists on Thursday. Frident body's hopes," he explained.
panies and improved the service, it Academic Vice President Joseph
by Veronica Noonan

ot ij^

uifof

unaifQ

"In my platform I said, 'Jeff
Thielman will not mislead you. He
does not have a magic formula to
produce short term reduction in the
annual tuition increases.' I didn't
raise hopes in my platform"
However, Thielman promised the
increase would not force students to
leave BC. "What UGBC will do is
keep Father Monan and Dr. Campanella to their promise of last year,"
he said, referring to their word that
no student should ever have to leave
BC due to tuition increases. "If there
is an individual," Thielman concluded," forced to leave BC because of
ihe increase, come see me. No one
will be forced to leave."
Executive Vice President Dr.
Frank Campanella called the tentative tuition a "fair increase" and
plans to spend the next few days
reviewing the entire budget and
possibly revising some aspects.
A tuition forum will be held on
Wednesday, January 30. at 4:00 pm
in Murray Conference room. Dr.
Campanella, John Smith and other
Budget Committee members will be
present to answer specific questions
regarding (he budget and tuition.
The Board of Trustees will vote on
the tuition rates and budget Friday,'
February I

New Escort Regulations Set
by

Christina Hippeli

To minimize escort service abuses
and reduce student waiting time, the
Boston College campus police has
made specific guidelines to establish
geographic boundaries within which
students can be transported in order
to eliminate the use of the service as
a ?"taxi." said BC Police I ieutcnanl

Executive Vice President Dr. Frank

Campanella.

State Financial Aid Bill
Reaffirms Solomon Law
by John Morrier
A bill, passed by the Massachusetts
Legislature in December, changed the

financial aid laws of the state, but it
will have virtually no effect on those
applying for financial aid because the
federal Solomon Amendment
supersedes it.
House Bill 3811 reads in part,

"Every applicant for any scholarship

or other financial aid administered
under any program established...shall verify, if applicable, his
compliance with the federal Military
Selective Service Act..."
"Basically, there is no impact
because the Solomon Amendment,
on the federal level, supersedes the
state action," said Boston College
Director of Financial Aid Paul Combe. The Solomon Amendment is the
federal law on which the state action
is based. The distribution of state
funds is mostly controlled by the
federal law.
The sponsor of H.3811, State
Representative Walter A. DeFillippi
(R-West Springfield), said that while
thefederal law covers most instances,
his bill is designed to "take up the
slack" and close any loopholes.
Combe added that the state bill "was
more of a gesture on the part of the

According to the Governor's Press
Secretary Rick Gureghian, "There
was no need to sign it, primarily

because it was a redundant bill; the
federal Solomon Amendment
supersedes it."
Enforcement of the bill is up to the
individual schools. A question now
appears on the BC Financial Aid Application, asking the applicant to certify compliance with the federal
Millitary Selective Service Act. A 10
year jail sentence/$lO,OOO fine
punishes perjury on the form.

Frank fees.
The new guidelines, implemented
Tuesday, formalize policies which
""were not written down in black and
white," Tees said.
The new boundaries are Route 9 to
the south, Newton Center to the west,
Newton Campus to the north, and
the Cleveland Circle area between
Avenue,
Commonwealth
Washington Street and Beacon Street
to the east. Calls requesting escort
beyond these boundaries will not be
serviced and alternate means of
transportation will be suggested.
"There will be virtually no exceptions,"
Tees.
asserted
?'The reason escort sometimes
takes so long is a loi of kids use it to
and from the Chestnut Hill Mall and
such," he said. The escort van travels
an average of 100 miles a night ?too
much for a campus BC's size, Tees
added.
Tees also said students taking
escort to parlies and bars, in such

A student takes a request for the escort service.
areas as Coolidge Corner, is part of

the problem. "I feel the University
obligation to take a studeni
there,"
down
he emphasized.
"Through the frustration of
students, and students driving the
van,
we've sei down these
guidelines," Tecs said.
Any exceptions will only be made
at ihe discretion of a police officer
on duty, rather than the student hired
to answer the service's phones, "to
take ihe decision out of students'
lias no

hands."

Another change in escort service is
that the students answering phones
will try to discourage students from

Voices on the Dustbowl

using the service along shuttle bus
lines. Tees said that an exception to
this rule is a student who must wail
alone at the bus stop at night.
The escort requests will also be
screened for the number of peoplerequesting a ride. Six people, male or
female, have a low probability of being assaulted or hassled and do not
need escort. Tees explained.
Tecs said the changes had not yet
met with much resistance from
callers. "Since Tuesday, we haven't
had too many requests beyond ihose
limits," Tecs said. "I would expect
it io be challenged more Friday.
Saiurdav. and Sunday nights."

By PJ Brady and Steve Fitzpatrick

How do you feel about having to present your BCID before you can enter the O'Neill library?

legislature."
The bill became law on December
14, 1984, although Governor Michael

Dukakis refused to sign the measure.
He vetoed similar action in the 1983
legislative year. DeFillippi said the
Governor's action "indicated a lack
of courage. If he really wanted the
bill, he would have signed it."
DeFillippi suggested that the
Governor's opposition to the bill
stems from a belief that the law
punishes citizens without benefit of
trial. However, the US Supreme
Court determined that the federal
version was constitutional. Dukakis
has said that he waited until the
Solomon Amendment passed the
Supreme Court test.

Paul Bielakiewicz A&S '88

Cara Ferragamo A&S '85

Joe Gerbasi SOM '86

Carla Sandy A&S '85

It doesn't bother me, I don't read.

I think it's ridiculous because it
requires me to carry my ID with

It's a good idea because it keeps
students from other colleges from
using the resources that we've
paid for.

I think it's an inconvenience, and

me

at

all times...lt's a pain.

I would rather not be accosted
before I do my homework.
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Editorials
Off-Campus Attitudes
Recent attempts by University officials to crackdown on reported disruptive behavior
by Boston College students living in the Cleveland Circle area has brought to light an
important, often overlooked issue, at BC?the role of off-campus students.
While it is obvious that excessive drinking, blasting stereos at 3 am, vandalism, and
littering should not and cannot be tolerated, the crux of the matter is BC's general attitude towards (against) off-campus students that must now be examined along with
ihe numerous complaints registered by Cleveland Circle area residents.
The situation is quite simple. The University does nothing for its off-campus students.
Sure, the off-campus housing office is in existence?but that's about it. It might attempt to aid a particular student in his/her search for an apartment but that is where
the help ends. Many residents in the Cleveland Circle area complain about ruthless
landlords who see desperate students coming and try to exploit them. All the Housing
office has to say is "Sorry, but we really can't help you."
That's a pretty negative attitude to have towards such a substantial segmeni of the
BC community. In fact, such an attitude would be unacceptable if ii only involved one
student.
Then there is the horrendous bus service. How many times have you seen two or three
empty busses pass by Higgins Stairs bound for Newton and several freezing students
waiting for a trip to Cleveland Circle?,
But the best is yet to come. Don't you like to hear the Dean of Students, Edward
Hanrahan, SJ, compare BC to a factory who is dumping "loxic waste" (off-campus
students) into a thriving town (Cleveland Circle), as he did in the January 21 issue of
The Heights! "We shouldn't be trailing off toxic waste," said Hanrahan. "We're trying to clean it up."
The University has also sent a letter home to the parents of off-campus residents.
Is ii really necessary to send such correspondence to the parents of adults, who can
vote, in some cases go to bars and get drafted in to the armed forces before actually
speaking with these students first? Isn't this reducing Hanrahan to the level of a junior
high school or high school vice principal who has to send letters home to a child's parents?
Maybe the University, instead, should have a forum between area residents, BC officials, and off-campus residents. The only such meeting was held before the current
semester began and included only administrators and Cleveland Circle residents.
The entire situation comes down to the attitude of BC towards its off-campus students.
The University seems to care more about its image rather than the welfare and concerns of c// its students. The only time that BC even recognizes the existance of its commuter students is when a problem arises.
Yes, BC has the right and obligation to deal with the complaints of area residents
about the unacceptable behavior of some its students. If this is not done, some landlords
might refuse to rent apartments to BC students, which would further add to the already
terrible housing "crunch."
However, it should not, after settling this short-term problem, once again abandon
the long-term needs of off-campus students.

Open Budget Policy Needed
January 19, the University Budget Committee arrived at a tentative budget for the
1985-1986 academic year and once again Boston College students will be forced to pay
a substantial increase next year.
The budget calls for a 10% increase in tuition over the present figure of $7,475.00,
which means that students will be paying $8,225.00 to attend BC. This is the largest
single jump in BC history. Housing will also see an increase?a 16.5% increase to be
exact, as will the Board Plan, which will rise an estimated 6%.
Because of these projections, University President Donald Monan, SJ, and Executive
Vice President Dr. Frank Campanella should be forced to adhere to their promise last
year that no student will be forced to leave BC as the result of tuition increases.
With today's inflation rate holding steady at approximately five percent, it is difficult to see the rationale behind a projected tuition increase which is double that of
the Consumer Price Index. Even more astounding is the housing figures which are 11.5%
above that inflation rate.
Yes, the University has released several general reasons for such exorbitant increases,
such as improvements in non-revenue sports programs and upgraded security on lower
campus through the use of uniformed security guards Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
nights from 5:00 pm to 5:00 am. These are definitely postive steps taken by the BC.
However, at the same time, we call on the Budget Committee to make the entire
1985-1986 budget available for public scrutiny. It is logical that the students who are
paying the tuition should be allowed to study the projections made by administrators
and make their views on the subject known. If the BC community concludes that the
projections are justified, then the proposed budget should be passed.
The key element in the process, however, lies in an open attitude by the Committee
which will allow for a fair increase in tuition and housing costs next year.
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Reader's Forum
Dean of

It' Lather Hanrahan's only concern lor us is
cleaning up BC's "toxic waste" then perhaps
in- title should be changed to "Dean of Oni. jinpus Students," otherwise he is welcome to
visit our apartments. One word of advice,
however; if you take the bus, leave yourself
plenty of time for waiting.

Off-CampusStudens

.

To the Kditor:

To the Lditor:
While we as off-campus students were proud to make the front page of last week's
Heights we wish it could have been in a different context. Instead we were threatened with
\u25a0severe disciplinary action by Dr. Barton and
Father Hanrahan, who, in the article, compared students living off-campus to "toxic
waste" he is trying to clean up.
While it is undoubtedly true that Boston College has a responsibility to the neighbors around
Cleveland Circle, it should also be pointed out
that the university has a responsibilityNo those
students whom they force to live in these
neighborhoods. Many of those students were
refused housing when admitted to BC and have
their names sitting stationary on endless waiting
lists for campus housing for years. This system
may seem fair enough until one realizes that
there are students from as near as Newton living on campus because of connections or, as
the admissions office explains, "the strength
of their applications," while students from all
over Massachussetts are forced to commute or
take up residence in the Cleveland Circle area.
While we are encouragedby the construction
of a new sports arena, we can not help but be
disappointed in realizing that this simply means
that the construction of a new dormitory
building where the "temporary" mods now
stand will be put off for several more years.
Father Hanrahan's concern over our
behavior should perhaps be redirected into concern for our well being. We receive no help
from BC in dealing with ruthless landlords; our
mailings from BC arrive days, even weeks after
students on campus receive the same materia 1
and we must deal with a bus service that leave
much to be desired. It is not uncommon to vail
at Higgins steps as two or three empty busses
head off for Newton Campus than pack like
sardines on a bus for the Circle.

,

With a Grain of Salt

The Fine Art Of
by

Hanrahan's
Letter Unfair

Jim Garaventi

Yes?it's true. Doug Flutie has little in common with me. Now, Doug might have been running all around Dallas saying that he had a class
with me, or that he had a friend whose
girlfriend knew, but the fact of the matter is
that I don't know Doug from Gerard, or
Adam.
We may both stand at 59 3/4" ?my only
reservation being that 1 don't know my height

the nearest quarter mch?but that is where
the similarities end.
The world treats the two of us very differently. I am able to walk where I please, unmolested. Girls don't pursue me ?they never
have. The only time 1 sign my name is when
I buy something on credit.
to

?

"Could you sign this for my little sister?"
"Sure, what's her name?"
"John ?it's an old family name."
?

1 have yet to be forced into leaving my phone
off the hook. If people are going to bother me,
they know where to find me and they usually

do.
Besides administrators at BC, nobody
associates my name with a number. The
bookstore will never make money off shirts
with my social security number silk-screened
across them.
No?I am not engaged. Ido not plan to be
engaged in the near future. I don't even have
a girlfriend. But if I were to have a girlfriend,
or be engaged, it would not be with a girl from
my high school homeroom.
Not that there is anything wrong with being
engaged to a girl from your high school
homeroom, it's just that I have a problem with
my particular homeroom?no rich blondes.
You would never see my fiancee interviewed on the 5 o'clock news.
?

"What's it like to be engaged to Jim
Garaventi, Miss Vaurnet?"
"Wert, it's not bad, ye know. Like, shur, he's
not Matt Dillon, but he's not Marvin
Stackhouse either. Marvin is such a nerd, ye
know?"
"What's the future look like for the two of
you?"

"Well, Daddy gave us this cute little Malibu
house, so I guess we'll, like, live there, ye know.
Daddy also gave Jim a job, so like, I guess he'll
work?or something."
"And how do you think marrying Jim;
Garaventi will change your life?"

Brian Donnelly
Off-Campus Student
SOM, '86

Heaphy in Belize
To the F.ditor:
Dennis Heaphy is a 1984 graduate of BU participating in the Jesuit International Volunteers
(JIV), based in Washington, D.C., in Belize,
Central America. As part of the first group to
participate in the JIV program, Dennis has
worked with BC graduates, Nancy Small and
Mary Loise Vitelli in Belize. The 1984 Summer
PULSE Belize group met Dennis here in Boston
in March and then again in the summer when
he came to Belize to assist Fr. Ted Dziak in set-

ting up the JIV program.
On the Thursday before Christmas, Dennis
broke his neck in a swimming accident in
Dangriga, Belize, where he has been working.
He was "evacuated" first to Belize City and
then to Jackson Memorial Hospital in Miami.
Because Belize is an underdeveloped country
his evacuation was extremely difficult and painful and expensive. Costs of emergency services
and the evacuation totalled $6,000. If Dennis
survives his hospitalization, there will be additional enrollment costs for a rehabilitation program. In order to alleviate some of the financial burden on Dennis and his family we are
asking for any support you can possibly give.
for the next few days Dennis can be reached at: Mr. Dennis Heaphy, West Wing, Room
817. Jackson Memorial Hospital, 1611 Northwest 12th Avenue, Miami, IL 33136
Thank you very much.
Rick Fitzpatrick '85

Kirn Kates '86
Ursula Kelly '86

While I was visiting home over vacation a
letter from Boston College Dean of Students
was brought to my attention. My mother received the letter addressed to her and called me into her room concerning it. She had a cross, accusing look on her face and seemed disappointed in me. Father Hanrahan accused off
campus students of loud parties, acts of vandalism and littering. He threatened extreme
sanctions against such students and recommended that all parents discipline their children.
After living off campus for two years and feeling thai I had grown independent, my status
and reputation was slandered. I have a student
loan and a part time job and consider myself
responsible for my actions. Here sat this letter
unjustly accusing me of being irresponsible.
Living off campus is an adult situation and
should be treated as such. As a member of the
off campus community I am equally held
responsible for my actions as any other member
of the Commonwealth.
Although this "admittedly impersonal'" letter was addressed generally, one can only personalize its message.
The people involved in the incidents should
be held personally responsible. The situation
should have been handled by the proper
authorities, i.e.. landlord, police, not by the
Dean of Students going to the parents of every
off-campus student.
My objections to this letter are: I. The insulting and degrading attitude of the B.C. administration towards the off campus community; 2. This letter created unnecessary and unwaranted tension over my holidays; 3. Why
wasn't the matter brought to me personally instead of violating my independence by going
over my head to my parents?; 4. This letter itsal f is a blatantly false generalization.
This is a desperate act to preserve BC's

sumerist article on the relative merits of cer:ain birth control devices and methods, which
appeared in the Dec. 5 issue of The Heights.
According to Professor Sheehan, "The real
underlying issue here is not the method or the
means, but whether indeed, unmarried students
should, by implication, be encouraged to
violate the laws of chastity." He went on further to say that the article is "hedonism, pagan
philosophy and should not go unchallenged..."
I appreciateProfessor Sheehan's concern and
am pleased that he took the time to express his
viewsa on this important subject. However. 1
do not consider myself to be morally indifferent hedonistic or pagan. As Director of
Health Ser ices at a major American university, I consider it one of my responsibilities to
provide health education to the student body.
I do not advocate a violation of the laws of
chastity, but, I cannot ignore thai many
students are sexually active.
Professor Sheehan stated that "Boston College owes it "distinctiveness' primarily to the infusion of the Christian message into all aspects
of intellectual,spiritual and social life." I agree
with his assertion and hope that representatives
of various points of view will engage in continuing discussion so that, as he stated, "out of
the ensuing debate we might veil emerge with
a spiritual renewai and a commitment to the
virtuous life more in harmony with the professed ideals of Boston College."

Arnold F. Mazur, M.D.
Director of Health Services

Woody Says...

image.

Dan Guariglia '85
Ken Kupersmith '86

Job Hunting

"Like, not much I hope, ye know. I'll catch
rays, do aerobics, go shopping?whatever. Ye
know, like ditto. Like, fur shur, that's what I'll

do."

"Is there any truth to the rumor that you're

Miss Vaurnet?"
"Like, no way. I'm just like a virgin, ye

pregnant,

Tom Parkinson '86

Medical
Responsibility
To

(he

Kdkor:

*

In his letter which appeared in the January
21 issue of The Heights, Professor Robert
No?I don't part my hair in the middle. 1 will Louis Sheehan expressed a sense of outrage and
usually give my hair that semi?sort of?part revulsion against "Dr. Arnold Mazur's conon the side. That would be my left, your right,
Commentary
if you passed me on Higgins Stairs.
Sometimes ?when I get to feeling a bit
radical ?I won't even part my hair, but never
do I part my hair in the middle.
Now, just because I don't part my hair in the by Vin Sylvia
middle I don't want anyone to get the impression that I discriminate against those who.
."Do you want to be a failure," admonished
choose to do so. I am not a hair parting bigot. Jerry Rubin, former radical-activist/counterAs a matter of fact, some of my best friends
culture guru, current venture capitalist. "Or do
you want to make money?"
part their hair in the middle.
Money is the best measure of success, he said.
No ?I haven't brought my father along to
job interviews. Not that I don't love my father, His message to the 1,000 or so spectators who
it's just that I haven't seen it recommended in had come to see him debate Abbie Hoffman,
a Career Center pamphlet to drag him along.
his former colleague in civil disobedience, was
For the same reason, I have yet to hire an agent. clear.
Or was it?
I could be missing somethingthough, maybe
I should bring my father along and hire an
Shortly thereafter, he was professing his
agent. Who needs more help, a 5' 9 3/4" guy
respect for Hoffman. "I consider Abbie Hoffwith a $5 million offer to play football or a 5' man a success," Rubin proclaimed. Apparent9 3/4" guy trying to get a $15,000 job selling ly, he was talking about a different Abbie Hoffman than the one he had labeled as "living in
ball bearings in Toledo.
?
the past" no more than an hour before.
"Good morning, Jim."
Or was he?
"Good morning, Mister Spacely. I'd like you
The problem with Rubin is that he's not sure
exactly what he is trying to say. The man is conto meet my mother and father, my brother
Tommy, my sister Lynda, Aunt Myrtle, and fused by the contradictions between the social
Cousin Emmy, our dog Opus, and my agent activism he once participated in so fervently and
Bob."
the mockery with which he now speaks of those
"How do you do? I'm pleased to meet all who refused to abandon the social batof you. And Jim, I'm happy to tell you that tlegrounds after the resignation of Richard Nixif you come work for us, we've agreed to hire on. He's confused by a dubious attempt to
your roommate also."
reconcile his claim of social consciousness with
"Oh, go ahead and sign, son. They're so his doctrine of self-fulfillment.
I believe Jerry Rubin does have a social consincere, not tike all those companies."
?
science. I like to believe most people do. I know
know."

Join
The Heights

Passive Social Consciousness

So while the obvious dissimilarities continue, Abbie Hoffman does.
But like most of us?and unlike Abbie
my friends wonder why I bother to mention
them. Some have proposed that I am jealous? Hoffman?Rubin prefers to store thoughts of
that 1 am motivated by a want for materia) poverty and pollution in the subconscious,
goods. Nonsense! Doug Flutie's newly acquired where they won't interfere with contributions
millionaire status is the furthest thing from my to his favorite charity?his IRA account.
mind as 1 prepare to graduate into the world
Rubin was repeatedly asked what a yuppie
could do to participate in some form of social
of the unemployed.
activism, and was repeatedly stumped. The
Doug, you could have at least asked Don to same question must have been asked a half
dozen times, and not once did he provide a congive me a job too.

answer.
"We will be running this country and we'll
create situations where social reforms are possible," was his stock response. Obviously,
paid with his
Rubin's business lunches
Card?haven't
allowGold
Express
American
ed him time to give the matter much thought.
Just prior to Thanksgiving, 1 saw a feature
on the news about the owner of a software company who assigned his employees a day to join
him in distributing a truck load of turkeys he
had purchased to benefit the poor of Roxbury.
That is the type of example of yuppie social activism Rubin's questioners were looking for.
Unfortunately, distributing turkeys to the poor
would rate a very low spot on Rubin's list of
Crete

?

priorities.

After Hoffman claimed, "Therich earn their

money the old-fashioned way; by screwing the
poor," Rubin responded, "If you have aims
to be rich, you are hypocritical to applaud the
phrase 'screwing the poor.'
Notice, Rubin did not say that the rich do
not screw the poor. He implied that those who
would like to be wealthy are going to be screwing the poor themselves, and should not be so

critical of the practice.
Very few people include exploitation of the
poor in their formula for wealth. But Rubin's
statement illustrated the conflict between a
social conscience and monetary ambition; social
concern can get in the way of business development. It's not that Rubin wants to screw the
poor; it's just that the time it takes to deliver
a few hundred turkeys could be spent soliciting
new clients. The average yuppie just doesn't
have the time to pad his wallet and do
something for the poor.
Rubin's claim that you pan make money and
exercise a social conscience is correct. But like
most of us, he should stop just thinking and
talking about it and actually do something.
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Campus School

Interaction Changes Students' Perspectives
Upon receiving her grad degree, she
hopes to become a teacher at the
Campus School.

by John Morrier

The Campus School in Roberts
Center serves 59 multihandicapped
students, providing them with educaDennis Goguen came to BC as a
tional, recreational, and vocational pre-med/biology
A
major.
training. According to Principal sophomore practicum placement at
Donald Ricciato, the students come the school caused him to change his
from Greater Boston, and range in major to special education. The
age from seven to 25 years. The placement changed my whole
school employs about 30 staffpersons perspective," he said. "The high
and also relies on volunteers.
degree of dedication at the school was
Sophomore School of Education a deciding factor." Goguen develops
augmentative communication
students are required to attend practicum training at the school. Also, the systems for impaired students, and
PULSE program has a placement at demonstrated the system used by Patthe school. The volunteer training ty, a student at the school. Patty
often results in students choosing received an Apple IIC for Christmas.
special education as a career.
Operating a switch with her elbow,
Marie Mullin is currently a she can communicate using the
teaching assistant at the school. She system's voice synthesizer. Patty said

attended BC as an undergrad, and
has one semester left as a graduate
student. As a teaching assistant, she
helps to develop and implement individual educational plans (IEPs) for

that she likes Italian food and rock
music. Her bright smile and her laugh
communicate as much as her
computer.

Michael and Chuck are two other
students at the school. They are involved in the school's extensive voca-

the students. The students are taught
math, money skills, and reading.

The Heights Cannot Fill
The Empty Spaces Without Your Help
PLEASE Pitch-In And Join Today.
A great new book from HUMANinteractlon

Subtle winning ways

tell someone they like youl

to

How TO
(tit
Monday
J
Hk

If you want a date for Friday.
Nothing attracts people to each other
certain subtle signals. YOU can
\u25a0"\u25a0yy| \u25a0 learn what they are and how to use
M them. .with CONFIDENCE to make someyou're special. Benefit as
\u25a0 i
one f
s
you enjoy reading of the first-hand
experiences of others, like yourself,
A'""
Km trying to attract someone they like.
'mt
B|No, you don't have to be beautiful,
Bwealthy, popular or unique in any way
JH
8.... these tested winning ways do work
Kfl
Bfor everyone willing to try them.
We know how you feel about first encounters. Maybe you
are afraid to approach someone
scared you will be
rejected, or worse yet, laughed at or put down. Perhaps you're missing your chance to meet someone that
you find interesting because you don't know the right
way to go about it. Worry no more.
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tional program. Chuck works in the
bookstore, and Michael in the wood
shop. They both enjoy the school,
and the BC students they come in
contact with. They are able to use the
Plex and the library, and see many

.

people at both.
Ricciato cites the school's oncampus location as a major benefit

entire university are available to the by
school. He said,"The interaction is
very nice for our students. The staff
and students that work at the Plex are
Campus school students Chuck and Mike on their way to work.
very nice, very helpful."

Phot

History of Problems Ironed Out,
San Francisco Program Revives
by David A. McKaige
A little known program exists at
Boston College which allows students
to study for one semester at the
University of San Francisco, and
receive full credit for courses towards
their BC diploma.
According io Associate Dean of
A&S Marie McHugh, the program is
an even exchange where students pay
their luition to BC and pay the housing costs directly to USF.
Approximately four students per
semester lake advantage of the program. "Mostly students from the
School of Management," she added,"because students from A&S tend
to find a better selection of courses
here at BC."
McHugh explained that the program offers students from San Francisco an opportunity to attend
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for you to overcome these fears and to give you
new self-assurance. Discover how to make shyness
work for you. Know why "acting out of character"
i6 always the wrong thing to do. Learn how to use
the "verbal handshake" technique plus many more
subtle approach ideas you have yet to think of.
Read how a mere glance, scent or smile can ignite
a relationship and be sure
that you're using them the
right way. (You'll know you
know how!) Chapters also
uncover many sensitive areas
no one ever tells you about
but we tell it like it is
~3|
with humor and warmth. If ever
jAy
<M
you've wanted someone you like
Hk i
to "want to" know you then SI
;,s£!''' *
this book is a must! You won't
put it down til it's finished.
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1984-85 Intramural Activities
Second Semester
ACTIVITY

REGISTRATION

Men's Ping Pong
Women's Ping Pong
Tennis Tournament

W\

(Coed Doubles)

Racquetball Tournament

STARTING DATE

January 16-25
January 16-25
January 16-25

January 30
January 30
January 30

January 16-25

January 30

January 30
January 30

--

February 8

February 20

February 8

February 20

,

January 30 February 8

February 20

February 8-24
February 8-24
February 13-22

February 27

February 13-22

February 27

February 13-March 1
February 13-March 1
March 20-29

March 13
March 13
April 13

April 1-12

April 20

April 1-12

April 20

(Woman's Double)

"jj

I 11

|
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Tennis Tournament

February 27
February 27

(Coed Doubles)

r\

e»p late

Call Paul at
The Heights for
Possible inclusion
In feature story
On BC living.

7 nights accomodations at Casa Montego on the beach
Round trip airfare
84°, average time
unforgettable
Average temperature

(Men's Doubles)

"

Have A
Distinctive
Dorm Room?

SPRING BREAK MARCH 2-9

Coed Volleyball
Tennis Tournament

<

11 11 111111

the program now is back in full
swing, said McHugh.
The program is open only to
juniors, although there have been exceptions for seniors in the past. Applicants arc judgedby several factors
including"theiracademic record (a 2.9
grade point average is required).

(Women's Doubles)

Please send a copy of HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY in a I
plain envelope.(great gift item!) My payment of
$9.95 (plus $1.05 postage and handling) is enclosed. I may return the book anytime within ten 1
Ch«*encio»«o
\u25a0
days of delivery for a full refund.
V,sa

dilemma."
The exchange program began in
the early 197()'s. but had a history of
problems which forced its demise in
the early 1980s. The administrative
problems have been ironed out. and

feasibility based on course of studies
at BC. and "personal motivation."
"Most peoplereally get a lot out of
it,V commented McHugh.
For further information on the exchange program contact Assistant to
the Dean James Mayzik. S.I, Gasson
109

Invest in a Tropical Tan

Racquetball Tournament

\

IfWB

FL

students going to USF have little
trouble finding accommodations,
those coming to BC may be faced
with our ever-present "housing

(Men's Doubles)

How'lO
jji
j
\
St\
T,IITL' MoNDAY I

If \u25a0

BC'We try to make it an even exchange every semester, but that
doesn't always work out." she said.
The University of San Francisco has
more housing than BC, and while

JAMAICA I

Squash Tournament (Men's)
Squash Tournament (Women's)
Racquetball Tournament

"HOW TO FLIRT ON MONDAY" was written especially

\? B|j#

John

the students. The resources of the

to

?

'

Hoswel

I
|

|

I

Men's Soccer
Women's Soccer
Men's Spring Soitball
Tournament
Women's Spring Soltba!!
Tournament
Goli Tournament

Registration Information
The intramural olhce is located in the William J. Flynn Student Recreation Complex. The Intramural
Olfice provides schedules, field and court locations, league standings, as well as rules and regulations
tor all sports. Rosters for all teams may be obtained from the Issue Room at the Sports Complex. Completed entries must be returned to the Intramural Office on or before the roster due date. Team sports
require a $1 5.00 entry fee; individual tournaments are $2.00 These fees are refundable at the conclusion
of-each tournament if you or your team does not forfeit any contests.
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Symposium Critiques Bishops' Pastoral Letter
by

Christina Hippeli

path."

mation. He cited a few examples to
"The point of intersection between show the bishops had used both
The American Catholic Bishops' religious and moral concerns and incorrectly.
pastoral letter, linking the Church's economic issues precisely is the life
McLaughlin also argued for more
social teachings and the US economy, of the human person," Hollenbach
balance in the letter's emphasis, saywas debated and criticized at a sym- stressed.
ing the document's discussion of
posium Wednesday at Boston
Though the bishops have been atunemployment makes light of peoCollege.
tacked for their letter because others
ple's fears of inflation and fails to
The symposium opened with an believe they are calling for a simple, recognize that unemployment is not
hour-long explanationand clarifica- flat equalitarianism, Hollenbach said as good an economic indicator as it
tion of the letter's contents by this interpretation is false: "Equal was in the past. Changes in the
Weston School of Theology Procategories he had mentioned would
respect for persons doesn't necessarifessor of Moral Theology David ly mean identical treatment."
"enhance the credibility" of the letHollenbach, SJ. The meeting conter,
said McLaughlin.
The Church advocates an incentive
tinued with remarks from four BC to production to meet the needs of
"The emphasis is on rights instead
of responsibility to use the talents
we've been given in a useful and
creative way," said Economics
Chairman Harold Peterson. He questioned the degree to which government should interfere to maintain
these.
While the letter describes "a litany
by
of alleged injustices in the system"
which could presumably be corrected
by the government, Peterson said, "I
really wonder if these are rights to be
secured presumably by the state."
The right to a job is "a terrific
The panel looks on as Prof. Hollenbach addresses the symposium audience
goal," Peterson said, then asking if
faculty members and a discussion the poor. "Those who make greater
the government should interfere in
period for members of the audience. a contribution to society are entitled
the case of a person fired for
The first part of the pastoral letto greater rewards," provided these
nonpeformance.
ter presents three convictions: that incentives are leading to the correct
Sociology Professor Paul Scherrespect and reverence for human end of helping the poor and hungry,
vish said it is "important to examine
dignity are at the core of life, that Hollenbach said.
some of the underlying reasons it has
responsibility for dignity can only be
After Hollenbach's explanation of
touched the nerves of so many peorecognized in a community where part one of the document, four
ple." He emphasized there must be
there is solidarity, and that protection panelists discussed the merits and
a moral guaranteeof a new American
of human dignity demands a special flaws of the second part, which ofexperiment extending to the
concern for the poor and powerless. fers statistics and specific suggestions economic sphere, a "call for a new
The bishops claim, therefore, that for improving the plight of the poor.
constrained capitalism."
there are basic economic human
"I come here as a card carrying
The document challenges not onrights. "Human rights should be economist and I applaud the
ly what economists know about
understood as statements of those bishops," said Economics Professor economics, but also people's
things which are minimum conditions Barry Bluestone. He said few
thoughts. "There is a cultural logic
disagree that something must be done about who the poor are and why
for participating in life in that community," said Hollenbach. "There about the economic situation, but
they're there," said Schervish. "This
really are rights in the economic opinions differ on how to change it.
letter runs in the face of that logic."
sphere."
Bluestone said he found the He added, "The letter calls for a
While the US has been a "beacon" framework suggested by the letter,
moratorium of those stereotypes."
in protecting human rights, Hollenwhich is based on the three primary
Ultimately the pastoral letter is a
bach said economic rights have not convictions, workable.
been stressed as much as otherrights.
The pastoral letter is not revolu"There have been failures and they tionary in its recommendations.
have been massive and ugly," he ex"What it calls for is what FDR callclaimed, citing a 7.1°70 unemployed for in 1944?an economic bill of
ment rate and 35 million Americans rights," said Bluestone. However, he
living in poverty as examples. "They added, "What's so starling about this
are a scandel that must be document in 1985, as opposed to
1980 [when the bishops began work
overcome."
The bishops' letter connected on the letter], is it's swimming against
economics and Catholicism, which, the tide" because of the improved
Hollenbach said, were previously economic conditions in the four
considered different sectors. "The years.
draft challenged such a split between
Economics Professor Francis
economic concerns on one hand and McLaughlin commented, "I really
religious concerns," he said. have no fundamental disagreement
I test prep services \u25a0
"Religious beliefs and moral values with the bishops' writing the letter,"
I 665 boylston st.
and convictions alone can't lead to but said it could be improved if the
boston, mass. 02116 I
I
economic conclusions. But Christian, bishops were more careful using
(617)266-5082
\
u
25a0
moral vision can help find the right economic data and statistical imfor-

religious document, said Schevrish.
"It is not a document about Earth.
It is not a document about God. It
is a document about both."
The symposium concluded with
debateand suggestions from the audience for the improvement of the
pastoral letter, which, Hollenbach

stressed, is still in the draft stage.
Responses were included on"a
videotape made of the meeting which

University Chaplain Robert Dinneen,
SJ, said would be used as a complete
record of the suggestions to the
bishops.
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Opportunity for those interested in exploring health careers.
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THE IDEAL
STUDENT'S
SCHEDULE

Because Store 24 is open 24 hours a day, we can provide
you with a schedule to meet your needs. We have full and
part time positions available on our Day. Evening and Night
shifts. You can work as much or as little as you want. No experience required. This position can lead directly into our
Manager Trainee Program.
We offer competitivewages, a comprehensive healthpackage (medical, dental, life and disability)and a 15%
employeediscount.
Please call or visit:
CarterPeckinpaugh
Store 24
1912 Beacon Street
Cleveland Circle

"
I
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STORE 24
Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Prizes include

For eight weeks.

renewable every year
for the rest of your life!

$50 gift certificate

HERE'S HOW TO GET STARTED
Pick three of your most intellectual friends
to form a 4-person team.
? $20 registration
fee per team.
? Must register at the Fore-N-Aft by Feb. 4.
? First 26 teams will be accepted, so
register now.
?

THE WINNING TEAM FROM BC
EARNS THE RIGHT TO PLAY IN

THE COLLEGE BOWL

AGAINST
THE WINNING TEAM FROM BU
The College Bowl victors will recieve a grand
prize and the honorable distinction of being the
most intellectual school.

The FORE-N-AET
835 Beacon Street
424-6995

h

(located one block before Kenmore Square)

rr!

Student Manager Applications
Available in
the Dean of Students Office, McElroy
Beginning Friday, Jan. 25th

738-4874

893-2477

Every Tuesday Night
starting February sth

\u25a0

Completed applications are due no later than

For other shifts and locations in the greater Boston area, please call:

M
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Murray House
1985-1986

Phone 735-3026 for appointment.

!

SJ

Boston College
Trivial Pursuit League

Orzel

for Beth Israel Hospital Emergency Unit.

Hollenbach.

PRESENTS THE

Steve

Volunteers Needed

Professor David
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Powell Class Among New Course Offerings
Development in Latin American
Politics. Both are taught by Eliza
Many new and diverse course of- Willis. The first class studies specific
ferings have been added to the groups in Latin America such as hte
College of Arts and Sciences (A&S) military, church, business elites,
list at the undergraduate level. They labor unions, peasantry and others.
range from a robotics class to an The second class looks at the theory
interdisciplinary travel program in ! of democracy and how it is (or is not)
Italy to the erudite Aquinas and the 'applied in Latin American politics.
DeUnitiate lntellectus offered by the Course work culminates in a 25 page
Philosophy Department.
research paper.
Probably one of the most publicizPC) 442?Political Institutions ot
ed new courses is Po 350 ?The Press Western Europe investigates the roles
and the Presidency. Offered by of referendums, electoral systems,
former White House Press Secretary parties and legislaturesfrom a cross
Jody Powell, the class meets once a national perspective instead of a
week and examines how the media country by country basis as is the
affects the operation of the White norm in similar courses.
House Staff.
Robotics, formerly relegated to
According to Tony Bogar,
science fiction classes in English
graduate assistant for the course, one departments is now being offered in
of its goals is to make students see the Computer Sciences department.
how a story becomes news and how Professor Jim Gips, who teaches the
by Ken Karan

to program one.

The history department is offering
many new courses, the most popular
of which is Hs 180?War in Vietnam:
A Survey, taught by Carol Petillo.
According to History Department
Electives Committee Chairperson
Paul Spagnoli, 298 students are
enrolled, making it the largest Boston
College history class.
The course is being offered because
of students' enthusiasm shown about
the topic at the end of an European
History course in which the subject
was briefly discussed. Spagnoli added, "Politicians are constantly making references to the war and not too
many people know what the lessons
actually were."
4
Hs 510?The Kennedy Years is a

seminar which continues and
elaborates on where US History
1933-1960 leaves off. Here students
news becomes distorted. James course, observes that robots are do extensive research at the Kennedy
Deakin, a retired reporter for the St.
becoming useful in factories and Library with original documents, a
Louis Post-Dispatch and Michael ultimately in homes.
rare opportunity for undergraduates
Robinson, from Catholic University
says Spagnoli.
the
program
will
learn
to
Students
in Washington, DC have been invited
Also of interest is a senior seminar
four Hero robot systems in the
as guest speakers. Approximatelyfive
Fulton basement. These machines are
graduatestudents meet in a separate capable limb movement, traveling,
of
discussion section after the class.
and can sense light and sound. Gips
Other new courses being offered emphasized that this was not a course
include PO 428 and PO 451-State and in how to build a robot, but in how by Paul Cloos

.

Irish Nationalism Yesterday and
656. The course is taught
by John Murphy, a visitingprofessor
form the University College of Cork
in Ireland and a former Irish senator.
The physics department now offers
Physical Electronics?Ph 430. The
Professor, George Goldsmith, emphasizes that students are expected to
have more solid state background
and more emphasis is put on the application of semiconductors.
Today?Hs.

The existentialist

movement

in

France is one of seven new courses
offered by the romance languages
department. The seminar, taught by
Dr. J. Izzi is conducted entirely in
French, and will examine the meaning of existence as developed by
Gabriel Marcel, Albert Camus, John-

Paul Sartre, Maurice Merleau-Ponty
and others. In particular the themes
of freedom, mystery, and the absurd
will be discussed.
Also of interest is the Travel ProItaly. This is an inter-

gram to

disciplinary course which gives
students the opportunity to study the
history of art and architecture from
the classical Roman times to the
Reniassance period. The trip's
itinerary in-cludes Florence, Rome,
and Venice.
BC students now can earn course
credit for helping to clean up the environment, lobby legislators and protect consumers through MASSPIRG
(Massachusetts Public Interest
Research Group). Students work
within the lobbying organization to
clean up toxic waste dumps, staff
consumer help hotlines, and participate in MASSPIRG's state house
watch project.

MASSPIRG works to push
targeted bills through the legislature.
Course credit may be arranged in
such diversefields as Biology, Communications, Political Science, or
others. Interested students can call
extension 3515 or stop by the
MASSPIRG office in McElroy 118.

BC Gains International Coverage

'

JUST 33 DAYS
FROM YOUR
FIRST HAPPY HOUR
IN THE BAHAMAS!

YOU ARE

"l

Prices from $349
* Roundrrip Air
* 7 Nights lodging
no hidden charges
taxes, gratuities included
Call tor morr information
/op: 964-94Z.'

V

?

fonv: 7.14-5848

?

/r/t: %<MMH

I milled Space - Call Now!
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you and me, some or them
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"Relatively small for football, the
5-foot-nine (1.75-metre) Flutie thrilled TV audiences throughout the US
during the season," writes Wanda
Wu in the December 5 China Daily,
a newspaper that sells for 10 fen in
the Orient.
Wu's story is just one exampleof
the worldwide exposure Boston College has received during the Doug

Flutie era?a media blitz Assistant
Director and News and Information
Manager of BC's Office of Communications Doug Whiting, has been
charting closely.
"This gives us a sense of how and
where BC is being talked about,"
said Whiting, whose filing cabinets
are packed with newspaper and
magazine clippings. "There is a lot
of new interest in BC."
Though the University no longer
hires a clipping service, a business

that collects all printed references to
subscribers, it still collects some of
the many stories written about the

school.
Whiting can only speculate on the
total number of stories written about
BC in the last year. "Hundreds and
hundreds," he says.
Besides the China Daily story, an
International Herald Tribune story
on the BC-Miami football game also
stands out to Whiting as showing the
extent of BC's media coverage. The
newspaper circulates in most of
Europe and reaches into Africa.
Flutie and the Eagles' popularity
with the press has also led to stories
in publications that do not normally
write about sports. In the television
column of the Wall Street Journal,
George Y. Higgins, a BC alumnus,
wrote a story about "That Championship Season."
Gerard Phelan, not his roommate,

was the

subject

of a "Talk of the

importedby iabatt importers,

Town" story in the December 10th
issue o c The New Yorker, a reserved
magazine that normally shies away

from sports.
The New Yorker caught up with
Phelan when he was in New York to
celebrate Flutie's inclusion on the
Kodak All-American Squad, and
where "he wasn't surrounded by a
buzzing cloud of reporters asking him
how he liked being called the Crown
BC Stories, page

inc., amherst, new york
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Surplus Sports Revenue to Pay for Arena
Wcontinued from page 1
struction beginning in May or June,
Campanellasaid, "My own opinion
is that we won't be ready. There's
just an awful lot of work. You don't
just build a building." He called
Flynn's hope for a May or June starting date "an optimistic prediction."
Campanella said McHugh Forum
was the most likely site for the Sports
Complex, although the proposal had
not been put before the Trustees for
approval, which is necessary before
any change of this magnitude could
begin.
Regarding the hockey team. Campanella said having it off campus two
years would be "avoided at all
costs," and that he hoped construction could be completed in 18
months. He said the ideal would be
to knock down McHugh Forum the

.

of the wooden end zone seats, and
construction of a new press box in
place of the larger press box next to
McHugh Forum.

Delay

Campanellasaid BC was all set to
begin expansion of the parking
garage and stadium renovation. The
only delay is the agreement with the
MDC for the land (Beer Can Hill)
needed for the expansion, a snag
Campanella expects to be solved "in
the next couple of weeks."
At this point BC would apply to
the city of Boston for variances in the
zoning codes to allow construction of
the garage, since Beer Can Hill abuts
Newton, according to Campanella.
He also said as soon as plans for the
Sports Complex were completed, BC
would go to Boston for construction
permits.
Campanella noted neighbors were

Executive VP Dr. Frank Campanella.

My opinion is that we won't be ready.
There's just an awful lot of work,"

?Executive Vice President
Frank Campanella

a guarantee.

Flynn noted that the Sports Complex is part of a package renovation
of Lower Campus athletic facilities.
This involves an extension of the
parking garage, the additionof 7,000
seats to the garage side of Alumni
Stadium, removal of the small press
box on that side of the Stadium and

If You Need a JOB
HELP! UNLIMITED

being apprised of BC's plans for the
Lower Campus construction, and
their thoughts about its potential effect on the area were being heeded.
He said meetings had been, and
would continue to be conducted by
Community Affairs Director Dr.
Laurence Barton. Campanella stressed that the neighbors would be aware
of what was going on.
"I'd say we'd add about 7,000
seals by the parking garage. We have
a permit for 32,000 seats, we're not
going to go over 32,000. So we're going to take out the endzone seats,

(one of the six exclusive B.C.

student agencies)
is looking for students who want
to make money by:

>

hr

Campanella said there were no
definite plans for a fund drive,
although the possibility had been
discussed. He did note that the difference between excess athletic
revenue and the cost of the Sports
by Complex would be made up through
gifts, although whether they would
be taken from a general fund drive

Phot
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McHugh Forum ?scheduled to be replaced by a new basketball/hockey arena.

\u25a0BABYSITTERS"
// you love kids

-

and kids love you call joy at

Parents in a Pinch, Inc.

739-fC/DS

Part-time, flexible, daytime hours, good I
pay including transportation.
I
References required.
I

SPRINGBREAK

MARCH 2-9
Bahamas - $360 plus tax
Bermuda - $339 plus tax
Florida - $329 plus tax
Final payment due Jan. 31st.
Includes - Air Fare
- 7 nights hotel accomodations
- other features
for

more information, call BC Travel, Carney 30
at 552-8638

Flynn

which were rickety and in bad or a specific Sports Complex fund
drive had yet to be determined.
repair," Flynn said.
Hockey, Big Fast Considerations
"We'll be tearing down the upper
Two problems are therelocation of
section of the stands near McHugh,
the
hockey team for a year, and the
a
new
box
constructing
press
and
there. We won't change the capacity Big East requirement for teams playof the Stadium. The problem isn't ing in an 8,000 seat arena by 1987.
"Harvard played a year off camhaving a couple thousand seats above
32,000; it's playing a big team like pus when their arena was being
West Virginia, with a ticket demand renovated. They played at BU. Three
possibilities to look into are BU, Norof 60,000," Campanella said.
theastern and Harvard. But we hope
Funding
Flynn said the funding for the
Sports Complex would initially come
from surplus sports revenue of the
past few years. This is currently
about seven million dollars, although
Flynn noted that the money BC will
receive from Katz football telecasts
isn't finalized yet and the basketball
and hockey seasons have not been
completed.
"The plans are for it to be financed with excess athletic revenue that
has come our way through winning
seasons, excess revenue, TV money,"
Campanella said. He firmly stated no
money from the general University
budget would be used toward construction of the Sports Complex.
Flynn agreed with this, saying he
Snowshoveling $4.75/
believed President Monan had said
no general University budget would
Bartending $5.60
be used for the Complex.
Party Help $5.60
"I believe the start of it will come
from that [excess athletic department Tutoring $8.50
revenue], although there could be a
Clerical $4.00
fund drive. Where the rest of it is
etc.
coming from I couldn't tell you,"
Flynn said.

u

day after the last hockey game this
year, and have an ice sheet laid down
on the new facility before the team
begins practice the second hockey
season afterwards. However he noted
this was the ideal setup, and wasn't

Athletic Director William

that wouldn't happen. That's
something to look into further down
the line," Flynn said.
Throughout ihe Big East there is
a tlurry of arena activity. Villanova
has a new arena under construction,
and a story in Wednesday's New
York Times said Seton Hall would be
kicked out of the league if they didn't
have an 8,000 seat arena by 1987.
Flynn doubted there was any truth to
the Times article.
As far as construction delays endangering BC's Big East standing
Flynn said, "I think they'd like it
completed in '87. But I think as long
as we have it under construction, it's
no problem."
Campanella commented, "My
own sense is that as long as there are
definite plans that we're being
brought up to the capacity the Big
East wants, we wouldn't beat risk as
long as there was good progress."
The only prognosis on completion
came from Flynn. "The sooner tlv;
better," he commented. "They
[McHugh Forum and Roberts
Center] were both built in '58 and are
out of date."

Babysitting $3.25
Housecleaning $4.75
Painting $5.50
Furniture Moving $6.00

Sales $3.50

Take the Initiative,
Fill Out An Application
Carney 30

552-3034

1970 - 1985
Fifteen Years of Service,
Learning, and Excitement
PULSE marks its fifteenth anniversary this semester and we hope
you'll join in the celebration.
\u25baTRY A FIELD PLACEMENT. They're challenging, great experience,
a refreshing and rewarding change from campus life and not as time
consuming as you might think. Come to the PULSE Office, McElroy
117 and talk to the staff. There are opportunities for many different
kinds of work in many different neighborhoods. Work with children
or in mental health, serve as an advocate or just be a friend. Try
a PULSE course, too, if you are interested in better understanding
yourself, the placement and the city.
\u25ba ENTER THE
at the office.

COMPETITION TO DESIGN A PULSE T-SHIRT. Details

\u25baJOIN IN THE FESTIVITIES OF A PULSE WEEKEND, a not-to-bemissed spring event. Films, tours, barbeque, and a brunch will be
its highlights.
Visit the PULSE Office, McElroy 117, Monday through Friday from
9 till 5. We're eager to see you.
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Grads Raise $9,000 Biking Across Country
by Christina Hippeli

After leaving college and before
entering the job market, 1984 Boston
College graduates David Benninghoff and Kurt Smith decided to
raise money for the American Cancer
Society?by bicycling 3,672 miles
across the United States.
"There were times when it was
tough," said Benninghoff of the two
and a half month journey, citing a
day Smith and he spent riding up and
down through mountains. It was the
day of a football game Benninghoff
said he would have certainly attended. "I wasn't having fun."

Phot
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But the Greenwich, Connecticut
native said, "I'd think of all the
positive things we were doing. It was

dil

good in many ways."
BC grads Kurt Smith and David Benninghoff pause on their track across
He stressed their sense of. acthe US.
complishment not only at pedalling

across the country, but also at getting the trip organized and "reaching
a lot of people."
The trip raised $9,000 for the
American Cancer Society, short of
the pair's $10,000 goal. Hoping to
collect the difference, Benninghoff
will spend this week speaking on
various radio stations in the Boston
area to encourage contributions.
Benninghoff's interest in biking
across the US was kindled his

sophomore year when he researched
biking for a public speaking class.
Since then he said he had "tossed the
idea around" with his roommates.
Last spring. Smith also expressed interest in the trip and the two began

planning it.
"We decided it would be more
worthwhile if we did it for a charity," explained Benninghoff. They
chose the American Cancer Society

Good friends won't leave you flat.

because Smith's father died of cancer
five years ago.
The alumni spent the summer arranging the fundraising for the trip.
They sent their pamphlets to companies, merchants, and individuals to
solicit contributions. They followed
this up with door to door collections
in Connecticut and Massachusetts.
Benninghoffand Smith left Boston
September 19, riding l?-speed
bicycles loaded down with about 60
pounds of gear. They traveled an
average of 70 miles a day and took
off a total of three weeks along the
way for sight-seeing, arriving in San
Diego December 1. .
Originally the pair had planned to
camp out most nights, only renting
a hotel room every few days to rest
and shower. However, halfway
through the trip they discoveredthey
could gel hotel rooms donated.
Benninghoff said they would go to
the hotel armed with a pamphlet explaining their trip and"a tired look."
Though they were sometimes rejected
because the hotel was fully booked
or because the desk clerk was not
authorized to give them a room for
free, the two generally got a room by
the third try, Benninghoff added.
"Everyday was an adventure. We
met a lot of people when we'd stop
off every 20 miles or so to gel a drink
or some Gatorade," recounted Benninghoff. "That's how we rubbed

elbows with the locals."
While the trip was mostly a
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"positive thing" for Benninghoff, he
said, "Probably the best moment,
when i fell higher than ai any other
moment, was when we passed under
ihe California sign."
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Mcontinued from page 8
Prince of Football."
To The New Yorker Phelan is the
hero's accomplice. "The truly powerful stories of moral exhortation, like
Jthe Frank Merriwell books or the
adventuresof the Hardy boys, always
featured at least one fellow who was
good without being great," the story
said.
But football is not the only story
that gets BC in the headlines. According to Whiting, economics professor
Barry Bluestone is the second most
written about figure on campus.
Bluestone, known for his economic
forecasting model and theories on the
shift of industry out of the US, was
profiledin Newsweek magazine and
is frequently quoted in the Wall
Street Journal, Whiting said.
BC has recently made news for the

X

appointment of former President
Carter Press Secretary Jody Powell

as to the O'Neill Chair. Whiting said
that The New York Times has run a
story on Powell at BC and Time
magazine has also contacted him for
an interview. Wednesday a reporter
from Spokane, Washington called to
do a story.
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To get BC mentioned in the news.
Whiting, a former reporter for
Dedham's Daily Transcript, Whiting
and nis staff send out news releases
on important University events and
follow those with phone calls to
reporters and editors.
An extensive computer file holds

the names of hundreds of news con"We're
about what we
approach the* with," Whiting said.
"When a letter from BC comes, they
know it's notl;garbage."
Whiting said he has not been finding
for bad news
tacts.

about BC wittejll the positivepublicity the Univerjfty has received. "But
when such a
becomes available,
everyone is
in getting on to
it," he said. %
has outweighed the
The good
bad, howevff, and BC's greater
notoriety, espprially the popularity of

invested

Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.

the football t*am, has made it much
easier for the school to reach prospective students*
"We don't use the success of the

athletic program directly," Whiting
said. "But the increased awareness of

BC around the country makes it
easier to talk about the school. We
don't have to start from square one."
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Opinions Differ Over Bus Service Efficiency
by Kim Ventura

Students forced to wait in the cold
weather have increasingly raised the
question of whether or not the shuttle busses transporting students to
Newton Campus and Cleveland Circle run on a set schedule.

Patty Berg, '86, said the buses
arc
"disorganized at times." She blamed it on the drivers not being "in con-

with each other."
Freshman Caroline Higgins
described the buses as "pretty dependable. I usually luck out on catching

tact

them,"she said. She complained

'The timing gets off every now and then
but it's [the service] pretty good. We try."
?Crystal Bus Driver

Boston College claims there is an
efficient schedule which provides
students with frequent service.
Students and bus drivers disagree.
Assistant to the Director of Plant
Services Daniel McLaughlin, who is
in charge of the BC's transportation
system, said there is a predetermined bus schedule that was agreed upon
by General Manager of Crystal
Transport John McConnon and
McLaughlin when the company was
hired for service last summer.
The transportation department
printed copies of the schedule and
made them available to students on
the buses and in the dorms at the
beginning of the year, McLaughlin
said.
The schedule listed the times of
departures from the three major
stops ?Newton, Cleveland Circle and
St. Ignatius Church?allowing ten
minute intervals between each bus.
Theoretically, one of the eight buses
can be caught "every ten minutes or
less" Monday through Friday, 6:30
am to 6:00 pm, McLaughlin said.
There are only three buses running
from 6:00 pm to 2:00 am during the
week and all day weekends. Hence,.
the time intervals are longer.
To be certain the buses run according to schedule, McLaughlin uses
"tracking or monitoring devices"
which are sheets of paper on which
the drivers record the timesand locations at designated stops.
McConnon, however, denied
agreeing with McLaughlin on a writ-

about "a 40 minute wait the other

day."
Three students agreed with fellow'
student Higgins, when she complained the timing was "really bad at
night." The wait tends to be much
longer than during the day, they said.
"Students could wait anywhere
from three to twenty minutes," said
an unidentified driver. "We don't
have a schedule?that's what's

wrong." The driver said he complained to McConnon, but the
manager did not do anything about
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Another unidentified driver admit-

ted, "It's real easy to run behind someone else." He too said he has suggested a schedule to McConnon.
Asked about the monitoring
devices, the driver said he was unsure
of their purpose. He called them
"count sheets" and explained that
they are for "counting heads to see
what time is busiest and where kids

are going." He said he fills them out
the first week of each month.
"You schedule yourself. I don't
have anything here telling me when
to go," he said pointing to the
dashboard of the bus. "The timino
gets off every now and then, but it's
[the service] pretty good. We try." he
said.
There is an "exact time departure
schedule" from 6:00 pm to 2:00 am

A crowd of students board

a

Crystal bus.

that McLaughlin, McConnon and the
bus drivers agreed on.
To promote safety, a bus is
scheduled to leave the church for
Newton on the hour and half hour.
A bus is scheduled to leave for
Cleveland Circle a quarter past and
quarter to every hour. This way,
students can be sure of the exact time
a bus is available without waiting in

potential danger for an extended
amount
of time explained
McLaughlin.
BC changed services from Carroll

Bus Company to Crystal Transport
during the summer. "We became
aware of their [Carroll] increasinginability to meet our needs."
McLaughlin said. "There were too
many complaints from faculty and
students about the former company.
So, we decided to put the contract out
for bid," he said.

To put the contracts out for bid BC

drew up a list of specifications including the "number of vehicles, the
BC Busses, page 20

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN'
JAPAN EUROPE AFRICA AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC SOUTH AMERICA - THE FAR EAST
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES'
FREE TRANSPORTATION!. GENEROUS VACATIONS!
More than 300,000 Americans
Japan, Africa, The South
not including members of
Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services
are America...nearly every part
now living overseas. These
of the free world!
people are engaged in nearly
(3). Companies and
every possible activiGovernment agencies
ty...construction, engineeremploying personnel in nearing, sales, transportation,
ly every occupation, from
secretarial work, accounthe unskilled laborer to the
ting, manufacturing, oil
college trained professional
refining, teaching, nursing,
man or woman,
government, etc.-etc. And
(4). Firms and organizamany are earning $2,000 to
tions engaged in foreign conss,ooo per month...or more!
struction projects, manufacTo allow you the opturing, mining, oil refining,

-

-

-

-

?

?

Students arriving from Newton Campus.

Get Acquainted with Us
Before You Get Acquainted
with Each Other

time schedule. "We never did
anything like that," he said.
"Each driver has his own schedulewhen to start and when to stop,"
McConnon said. The Newton loop
and the Cleveland Circle loop each
take approximately 20 minutes. The
drivers basically go by that, he said.
McConnon, also the dispatcher, is
responsible for the regularity of the
buses. He works out of his car, parked in various locations along the
route during the day. The drivers do
not know where he is at any given
time. This is so they cannot "goofoff," he said.
Asked about the tracking devices,
described by McLaughlin, McConnon was not sure of their purpose.
"We only used them maybe twice, to
make sure the buses are being used"
according to the agreement, he said.
He said he receives minimal complaints from students regarding timing. It "very rarely happens" that a
student waits more than seven to ten
minutes, he said.
After waiting between 15 and 20
minutes for a bus, freshman Geoff
said he has waited "up to 45 minutes
for a bus a couple of times. There's
no way they go by a schedule," he
ten

portunity
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Directory

(1). Our International
Employment Directory lists
dozens of cruise ship companies, both on th? east and

west coast.
what type
cruise ship
such as
restaurant

You will be told
of positions the
companies hire,
deck hands,
help, cooks,
bartenders, just to name a
few. You will also receive
several Employment Application Forms that you
may send directly to the
companies you would like to
work for.
(2). Firms and organizations employing all types of
personnel in Australia,

\\

\ y\

apply

covers.

associates JL

/

to

overseas employment, we
have researched and compiled a new and exciting directory on overseas employment. Here is just a sample
of what our International

REPRQ

said.

A private practice devoted to
reproductive medicine.
Because with some matters
it's privacy that counts.
* free Pregnancy Testing
? Birth Control
* Premenstrual Syndrome
Giving private care tor less
than clinic care Don,t you
deserve the best?

engineering, sales, services,
teaching, etc., etc.*
(5). How and where to apply for overseas Government
jobs.
(6). Information
about
jobs.
summer
(7). You will receive our
Employment Opportunity
Digest...jam-packed with information about current job
Opportunities. Special sections features news of
overseas construction projects, executive positions
and teaching opportunities,

90 Day Money
Back Guarantee
Our International Employment Directory is sent to you
with this guarantee. If for
any reason you do not obtain
overseas employment or you
are not satisfied with the job
offers...simply return our
Directory within 90 days and
we'll refund your money promptly...no questions asked.

Reasonable fees. Evening hours.
1297 Beacon St., Brookline, MA 02146

RENT A TV CO.

*

"I just pace myself," he said. If
there's a bus in front of him, he will
wait for it to get about five minutes
ahead before following, he said.
"They [the buses] always come in
bunches," complained frustrated
junior Paul White. "Look, here
come three and all are Newtons. It
pisses me off," he said, while standing at a bus stop.

Centralia.WA 98531

j Get Acquainted Special! j

Weekend Special...
I

J

?

Complete GYN Exam
-PAP Smear
Birth Control Counseling
Diaphragm or One Cycle
of Birth Control Pills

Please send me a copy of your International Employment
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash.... check.... or money order.... for your
Directory.

?

l

?

821-1717
19" Color TV
4 Month Rental $75
Free Delivery

International Employment Directory
131ElmaDr.Dept.T21

731-0060

VCR
19" Color TV

We Deliver on Friday
We Set Up Your VCR
We Pick Up on Monday

ORDER FORM

(at Coolidge Corner)

associates JL

L

1

NAME

please print

ADDRESS

3 ? \3\3

J

CITY

APT*
STATE

International Employment Directory 1984
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Ex-Yippies Debate Idealism' vs 'Realism'
means he has sold out, he said, "No,
actually I'd use the word taking
over."
Hoffman spent seven years
underground and took on the identity of Barry Freed in order to escape
the FBI and other authorities. During that time, he was active in environmental issues, the nuclear issue
and a collection of essays entitled

raised in display to the crowd.
"This is thefirst time I've been to
,peak in a planned parenthood

Mconfinued from page I
yuppie ethic combines self-interest
with loving others."
Hoffman listed a number of projects he will be involved in and invited
others to join him, particularly on a
summer trip to Nicaragua dubbed the
"People's Peace Corps."
"Democracy to be true to itself,

center," announced Hoffman. "The
Jewish position on abortion is that
the fetus does not achieve life until
it finishes graduate school and the
mother has the right to do anything
she wants with it until it's about 23."
The two former yippies each
received $2,500 for the two-hour
debate. Hoffman announced his fee
for the evening would be donated to

demands dissent," said Hoffman.
"Question authority and you'll find
out it's illegal, immoral and just plain

stupid. I urge you to question
authority."
Both men opened the debate with
a series of puns. Rubin indicated that
since the audience may not recognize

Phot

by

Mike

him without his beard and attire of
the '60s, he brought his American
Express card along with him. In ad-

Sle per

dition, his contract insists he be provided with Perrier water, which he

Abbie Hoffman

Square Dancing in the Ice Age.
Despite having been arrested 41
times, "hopefully 43 by February

the People's Peace Corps and money

12" when he is participating in two
demonstrations at the United NaHoffman does not consider
tions,
by
himself a "criminal." "1 am an
outlaw," he said, "but not a

I'hot

from the following evening's debate
would go to his daughter's education.
"I'm not trying to be a saint here,"
said Hoffman.

Mike

Sle per

Rubin is presently a venture banker
on Wall Street. He said he runs six
miles a day, and is married. When
asked if this new lifestyle and attitude

Jerry Rubin

.
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The premedical and predental programs are to be examined with special
attention to the curriculum of the
premed and predental students, student advising, and the application
process to medical and dental

schools.

The Committee is composed of
Associate Dean Marie McHugh,
Psychology Department Chairman

Randolph Easton, Biology rrotessor
Maurice Liss, Biology Department
Chairman Douglas Powers, and
Theology Professor Pheme Perkins.
Its findings and recommendation will
be reported by April I.
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"While recognizing the obvious
strengths of our premedical and
predental programs, it is useful from
time to time to examine such programs to see whether there are ways
in which they might be improved and
strengthened," explained Neenan.
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A committee has been formed to
review the premedical and predental
program at Boston College, Dean of
Arts and Sciences William Neenan,
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After a series of questions, the
crowd of approximately 1,000 gave
Hoffman a standing ovation.

Pre-Med Review
Is Scheduled

The invitation justsaid black tic.
Thanks to your friends,
you also wore a jacketand pants.
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DOMESTIC & INTERNATIONAL
AIR, BUS & STEAMSHIP RESERVATIONS
YOURS ? CRUISES ? HOTELS ? RESPRTJ
? SALES INCENTIVE TRIPS
? HONEYMOON TRIPS EVERYWHERE

f BC Students

1 We will service all
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Lowenbrau. Here's to good friends.
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Doug Flutie to Become Newest General

.

by Tony Zarillo

Editor's Note: The following was
compiledfrom reports in the Boston

Globe and Boston Herald
At first it was a possibility. Then
it was expected. Now it is reality.
Doug Flutie decided Thursday
afternoon to accept the offer being
presented by the New Jersey Generals
of the United States Football League.
The deal will reportedly pay the
1984 Heisman Trophy winner between $1.25 and $1.4 million for the
next four to five years.
Flutie now becomes the third
Heisman winner in a row to sign with
the new league. The first, 1982 reci-

pient Herschel Walker, is now a
halfback with the Generals.
The reported figure would make
Flutie the highest paid football player
ever. According to Flutie's agent Bob
Woolf, the 5-9 quarterback will sign
the contract "probably Tuesday or
Wednesday".
The agreement marks the end of a
18 day ordeal, in which Woolf was
the ringmaster of a circus which included the Flutie family. Generals'
owner Donald Trump, and the

USFL's rival, the National Football

League (NFI i.
Woolf said that terms were
agreed upon in Orlando, Florida on
Tuesday. Woolfe then advised Flutie

and his father, Richard, to accept the
The NFL seemed very nonchalant
offer. On Thursday Flutie called over the signing, and Woolf claimWoolf to say that he would agree to ed that no NFL team had contacted
the terms.
him since he became Flutie's agent.
Flutie refused to talk to the press Said one NFL general manager,
following the announcement, "Bernie Kosar is the kind of guy who
although he did release a statement can take you to the Super Bowl, not
with the Associated Press which said this guy."
in part, "I'm a little bit relieved that
Many NFL peple worried that the
this is out of the way now and 1 can
signing of Flutie by a NFL team
get to work. Pm just excited."
would throw the league's salary
The USFL believes the acquisition structure out of line. "There is a ripof Flutie will be the shot in the arm ple effect in our league which doesn't
the league needs to challengethe NFL exist in the USFL. When Mark
once the USFL switches to direct Gastineau signed a multimillion
competition with the older league in dollar contract last year, one of the
the fall of 1986.
results was that Randy White sat out

of training camp and Fred Dean
missed half the season," said NFL

Commissioner Pete Rozelle.
Doubts remain for Flutie even
after the signing. Questions still remain about his size. Also Flutie is in
a situation where he enters camp not
a certain starter. Current General
starter Brian Sipe seems determined
to save his job, and head coach Walt
Michaels seemed at times less than

enthused with the prospect of Flutie's
signing.

One thing is certain, though
Doug Flutie has become a very rich
?

voting

man.
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Eagles Edge Conn 78-77, Fall to Pitt 61-55
by Sean Hennessey
A Michael Adam's jumper with
four seconds to go in overtime
boosted Boston College to a 78-77
victory over Connecticut Saturday
night.
Perhaps now we are seeing why the
Boston College basketball team was
picked sixth in preseason Big East
polls. After raring out to an 10-0 start
the team lost a heartbreaking overtime thriller to defending national
champion Georgetown, 82-80, and
has since lost four of their last five
conference contests including a
pathetic loss to the Pittsburgh Panthers, 61-55, last Monday night in
Roberts Center. The loss dropped the
Eagles' record to 2-5 in the Big East,
and 11-5 overall.
As with the Syracuse and St.
John's games this game was there for
the Eagles' taking. Against the
Orangemen and Redmen, the Eagles
were up by as many as seven and 10
respectively. Monday night against
Pitt, BC held a 13 point second half
lead. The problem, obviously
enough, is the Fagles' inability io
hold the lead; a lack of killer instinct
to put teams out of the game when
the opportunity exists.

After the Eagles lost their lead to
the Redmen and eventually the game,
Dominic Pressley suggested the team
relaxed a bit, that they didn't execute
when it counted. Michael Adams felt
the same way: "We couldn't get the

job done down the stretch." Following the Pitt loss, Roger McCready
stated the team would have to look
at itself and that "we're going to have
to learn to get tough."
To lose this game against the Panthers seemed inconceivable. The
Eagles had proved to the country that
they indeed belonged when they
brought Syracuse, Georgetown, and
St. John's all down to the wire. Pitt
would merely be a game to restore the

confidence of the once 12th ranked

Eagle squad.
After receiving a much needed
halftime talk by Eagle head coach
Gary Williams for the atrocious first
half performance in which the Eagles

defense tonight, we weren't really
working," said Williams. Indeed.
The Eagles committed a merciless 30
fouls, sending a team that was
shooting 38 percent from the field to
the line 40 times.
The main benefactor of the Eagle
good will was freshman forward
Charles Smith, who finished with
game highs of 26 points and 11 rebounds. Smith would go to the line
a Big East conference record 21
times, sinking 18, also a league
record.
The Eagles went scoreless for the
next seven minutes, enabling Pitt to
tic the game by outscoring them 11 -0
on a Keith Armstrong lay-up, two

"...We're going to have to learn to get
tough."
?Eagle Center Roger McCready PI

Hradv

by

commited 10 turnovers and shot 35
percent from the field (the starting
front court of McCready, Terrence
Talley, and Trevor Gordon shot a
woeful 1 for 12 from the field), the
Eagles went up by 11, 46-35, on a
Tyrone Scott lay-up with 11:43 left.
It appeared that Pittsburgh's time
had run out ?the remainder of the
game would be a mere formality.
It would have been if it had not
been for the Panthers free throw
shooting. "We weren't playing

Darryl Shepherd jumpers, and four

Smith free-throws and a lay-up. Stu
Primus answered with two freethrows but Smith came back with two
more of his own to tic it again at 50.
Although Pitt was threatening, the
Eagles had shown late in the first half
just what their offense was capable
of, by scoring 18 points in five
minutes. They seemed capable to do
ii again. But when Curtis Aiken gave
Pitt only its second lead of the night
al 52-50 (the first coming at 2-0) on

Men's Swimming

Eagles Thrash Opponents
by Steve Condon

competitions. Also, the BC quartet

The Boston College men's swimming team enjoyed a successful week
as they notched victories over Holy
Cross an d Southeastern

yard freestyle relay.

of Jonathon Blood, Mike Cusack,
Dean Schneble, and Kenny closed out
the meet with a victory in the 400

Quinn added,"We really swam

Massachusetts University.
well. Once we established that early
Last Wednesday the BL swimmers lead, we pretty much coasted the rest
travelled to SMU and took home a
convincing 72-41 victory. The Eagles
began slowly, being swept in the first
event. However,in the following
three events, BC outscored SMU
24-3. This outburst foreshadowed the
Eagle performance to come.

of the way. We showed today that
our depth is one of our strongest
points."
BC coach Tom Groden agreed, adding, "We swam well, and showed
that we are a good team."

Men's swimming, page 15

Eatle center Trevor Gordon applies defensiveaspressure.
Pitt denied the inside with
either
a collapsing 1-3-1 zone. As a result
two free throws, the 3429 Roberts
faithful started getting restless.
Primus wa.s forced to throw one up
Primus answered with a 16 footer with three seconds remaining on the
from the corner to tic it but the shot clock.
Pitt rebounded but Aiken missed
Eagles immediately found themselves
down again when Shepherd buried a
another shot as would Primus off the
six footer. Hovever McCready subsequent Eagle possession. With
answered with a four footer inside less than a minute to go Pitt had the
which resulted in a three point play ball and a timeout. The Panthers
opted not to go to Smith but to
that gave the Eagles their final lead
of the night, 55-54.
another freshman, Demetrius Gore,
who would sink a double pumped
Eagle fans showed their appreciation by erupting with a deafening eight footer along the baseline with
just 0:47 remaining, making it 56-55,
roar during Pitt's possession. Pitt
Pitt. "The shot was there, so I took
responded with a missed Aiken foul
line jumper rebounded by Primus.
B( -Pill, page 16
BC couldn't do much with the ball

Eagles split versus NU
by Kenny Carty

Boston College head track coach
Jack McDonald approached Saturday's track meet versus the Northeastern Huskies with mixed
emotions.
"The men performed at the
Millrose Games last evening in New
York. Many of them will not run or
will, instead, run other events."
Without these starters, the Northeastern men crushed BC 89-42.
But those men that did not run, instead, were treated to a fantastic performance by the BC women, who at

Freshman Greg Greene garnered
first place finishes in the 500 yard
freestyle, and in the 200 yard freestyle
event. Greene's time in the 500 yard
freestyle (4:59.92) was the record for
a BC freshman in this event. BC captain Lonnie Quinn praised Greene,
"Greg is just swimming great. He's
a great competitor, and a real positive
sign for the future."
Other individual standouts for BC
were Kevin Kenny and Geoff Geis.
Kenny notched a first place finish in
the 50 yard freestyle event. His time
of 22.43 was the fastest time recorded by a BC swimmer in this event
during the dual meet season. Mean-

while, Geis was the victor in both the
one meter and three meter diving

Phot

least

Eagle Swimmers wait for the gun.

Photo by Paul Calitri

gave

Eagle supporters

settled, BC had taken 11 out of the
remaining 13 events, to close with the
impressive thrashing.
Leading the way for BC was
Junior Lisa Wilkins, wh took two
wins, first in the long jut (16 feet
11 inches) and then the triple jump
(34 feet IVi inches). Junior Sue
Goode increased BC's lead with a
strong victory in the high jump (5 feet
4 inches).
Following a Husky victory in the

mile (Donna Petrosovich, 5:09.9), the

Eagles steamrolled to take the remaining seven events. Starting with
senior Martha Madaus's victory in
the 600, it was apparent to all that

something to cheer about, rolling to
an easy 81-37 victory over those same
Huskies.
After falling behind 18-0 following the first two events, the Eagle

the Northeastern women were about
succumb.
With BC in full control, freshman
Jennifer Weekes stole the show in the
1000 yards with a time of 2:43.07.
Junior Leslie Freeman (200 yards)
and sophomore Virginia Connors
(two mile) closed out with victories

straight events. Before the dust had

Track, page 16

women appeared to be digging a hole
that they would be unable to crawl
out of. However, the Eagles stormed back to grab a lead by taking four

to
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Sports Briefs
Indoor Soccer
The second annual "Battle of Boston " will be played on Saturday, February
2 featuring outstandingcollege players of All American and All New England
caliber from local communities. Brandis University, Boston College, Boston
University and Babson College will supply the competing teams. The action
will run from 5-9 PM at the South Shore Sports Center on Recreation Drive
in Hingham.
Representing BC will be sophomoreEric Wise of Framingham, who is All
New England Sweeperback, sophomore Steve Masiello of Winchester, leading
scorer for the Eagles, and team veteran junior Todd Toesing of Hanover,
New Hampshire.
The formal of the tounament is a World Cup Draw of 6 thirty minuic
games with each team playing every other team.
Eagle fans are encouraged to attend this event which will showcase many
of the finest New England players.
BC will lake on Babson al 5:00, followed by a 6:10 matchup versus BU
BC lakes on Brandeis al 7:20

Women's

Beanpot

The Women's Beanpol dales have been announced. They will begin on Tuesday, February sth at the Bright Hockey Cenier on the campus of Harvard
University Al 6:00 PM, BC will lake on Boston University. Followed by
Harvard laking on Noriheastern at 8:30.
The finals will take place on the following Tuesday, February 12th, at 8:30
PM. A consalation game will be played at earlier at six.

Hagler vs.

Hearns

Women's Basketball

Big East Opponents Fall to BC
by Terence Connors
Utilizing tough defense and excellent outside shooting, the Boston
College women's basketball team
conquered the University of Connecticut 64-53 Saturday afternoon at
Roberts Center. It was the seventh
straight game the Eagles held a Big
East opponent to under 60 points.
The win raised BC's record to 13-5
overall and 7-2 in the Big East.
Earlier in the week the Eagles
destroyed Seton Hall 78-50 on the
road.
Keying the Eagles' win over the
Huskies was strong defense and
superb shooting. BC held UConn to
a 36% field goalpercentage while hitting 56% of their own shots.
BC's defense, which BC coach
Margo Plotzke termed a "blue collar defense", prevented the Huskies
from getting the ball inside and forced them to take poor shots.
On the offensive end BC passed
;he ball well, resulting in several easy
inside baskets. Marie Grant, the
Eagles' leading scorer with 17 points,
was the prime beneficiary of BC's
passing prowess.
The Eagles' superb ball movement
was reflected in the statistics as they
had 18 assists compared to six for the

Huskies.
BC got off

to a good start, jumping out to a 10-2 lead in the first five
Marvelous Marvin Hagler will hold a public news conference loday at 10 minutes of the game. During that
AM for all siudenis at Hynes Auditorium in Boston. The news conference streak BC held UConn scoreless from
will cenier aroung Hagler's upcoming light against Tommy "Hit Man" the field, with the Huskies' only
points coming on two free throws by
Hearns.
center Peggy Walsh.
The Huskies responded with a
brief 6-2 Hurry to pull within four
points at the 13 minute mark, the
closest they would come except for
the opening minutes of play.
Georgetown's 66-65 loss to St. John's on Saturday was the Hoyas First
Midway through the first half the
since February 21, 1984, to the same Redmen. The loss puts the Redmen Eagles broke the game wide open
into first place in the Big East with a 7-0 mark, and could boost them to with a 14-0 run which gave BC a
the top spot in the polls for the First time since 1951. The Hoyas are now commanding 34-12 lead.
7-1 in tne Conference.
A solid defensive effort by the entire team was the key to the BC streak
as the Eagles stifled UConn's inside
game and forced the Huskies to shoot
low percentage shots. During the
streak BC held UConn scoreless for
over six minutes.

Twine Vine

Spotlight

Also contributing to the Eagles'
the strong outside shooting
of Jane Haubrich (15 points and a
team-leading 10 rebounds) and Pam
Thornton (eight points and a teamleading six assists), who each hit two
spurt was

baskets.

Ph">o

by

Stev

Htzpairck
BC's Marie Grant puts up the jumper.
At the end of the first half BC was
leading by a 40-20 score, having held

UConn to 33% shooting white converting on an amazing 58% of their
shots.
In the early minutes of the second
half the two teams traded baskets, a
situation definitely to BC's advantage. During that period BC was able
to maintain its lead due to two inside
baskets by Grant and a pair of free
throws by Thornton.
UConn made a brief five point run
at BC to close within 17 points at
46-29 but were unable to get any
closer until the final minutes of the
game. The Huskies' improved outside shooting keyed this run as they
hit two outside jumpers.
Despite the improvement in the
Huskies' shooting (they hit 41% of
their shots in the second half), the
Huskies were unable to make a
significant dent in BC's lead because
the Eagles continued to have the hot
shooting hand, converting 53% of
their shots in the second half.
BC ended any serious hopes of a
UConn comeback with a 6-0 spurt of
their own to increase their lead to 23
points, 52-29, the biggest lead of the
game, with just over 11 minutes left.
The BC spurt featured balanced
scoring as three different players,

Rita Roach, Grant, and Haubrich
scored. Roach's running one-hander

keyed the run.
Over the final 6:10 of the game

UConn was able

to

make the final

score respectable by outscoring BC

15-6. A combination of strong
shooting, both from the field and the
free throw line, keyed the Huskies'
surge.
UConn's rally fell far short as the
Eagles held on to win and sweep the
season series between the two teams.
Earlier in the season BC beat the
Huskies 75-63 to open Big East play.
Plotzke commented after the game

that "We're playing like a team."

She stated also that the team did let
up slightly in the second half.
[_]

Eagle Notes... BC's next game is
Tuesday against Holy Cross, a nonconference battle against a traditional

rival in Roberts Center... On Saturday the Eagles face off against Big
East rival St. John's also at home...
Earlier in the season BC defeated the
Express 54-47 as Ann O'Doy led the
Eagles with 13 points. ...BC outrebounded UConn by a 35-25 margin...
The Huskies enjoyed an advantage at
the free throw line, hitting 81% of
their opportunities while the Eagles
converted 67%.

Women Swimmers Roll On
by

Skip Barry, (left), is a valuable sixth man to the BC men's.basketball
team. Barry, only a freshman, posses a deadly jumper from the outside.Tara McKenna. (right), is a star on the BC women's swimming
squad. She specializes in the 100 and 200 breastsiroke. Recently,
McKenna sweep both events in a match versus Providence.

Becky Tosado

Mary Kennedy, senior captain of
Boston College's women's swimming
and diving team, became the' first
woman swimmer to score 1000 points
in the history of BC swimming during Saturday's meet against Providence College.
Kennedy, whoreceived a medal for
her accomplishment led the team to
a 100-39 victory over the Friars. She
reached 1000 points by finishing first
in the 200 freestyle with a time of

2:00 and in the 500 freestyle with a
time of 5:26.
"I'm psyched to go out with a
bang," said Kennedy who will be ending her four years at BC and wrapping up her 11th year of competitive
swimming this season. She is looking
forward to the upcoming championship meet season including the Big
East, New England and National
competitions.
Last Tuesday's meet against the

University of Massachusettsresulted
in seasonal bests for many members

What I Would Do With 7 Million Dollars
a few friends?the undergraduate
population of BC and its surrounding
I'here aren't many people on the schools. Naturally this is just a sugBoston College campus who haven't
gestion. But, unfortunately, we
purchased a Megabucks ticket at one
haven't received an invitation from
time or another, and some of us have Doug as of yet.
Example number 2: Most people
spent more lime fantasizing about
than
we
jackpot
have .would take a little more time to enwinning the
joy their status as the nation's most
Operations
our
studying
eligible bachelor or bachelorette.
Management.
Take Joe Namath for instance.
Well, last week Doug Flutie stepinto a socioeconomic Whereas Flutie recently announced
ped

by Greg Shea

and Vin Sylvia

stratosphere
that transcends most of our fantasies.
Not only did he gain Megabucks. but
he already had Megafame .and
Megapopularity as well.
But perhaps transcend isn't the
proper word. His idea of how to live
out the fantasy might be somewhat
different than the average person's.
Of course, this is purely speculation.
Example number 1: I he average
person might throw a party. A big
party. Rent the HMS Queen
Elizabeth, perhaps, music provided
by Mick. Keith and the boys. Invite

his engagement. Namath ?whose

prestige as the country's most heralded young quarterback in the midsixties paralleled Flutie's current
position?took a somewhat different
approach. The former University of
Alabama and New York Jets star
spent an amount of time?actually
about 20 years?becoming acquainted with some of his most

enamored fans.
Namath and Flutie do have one
other thing in common besides their
large bank accounts and ability to
throw a tootball farther than some

of us can run, however: Namath,
now about 40 years old, recently married a woman in her early 20's?
approximately the same age as

Flutie's fiance.
Now we're certainly not condemning the institution of marriage? outparents certainly seemed to think it
worthwhile?it's just that some
people?the author's of this thinly
disguised suicide note to name a
pair?might take a little more time to
exercise the wide range of options
provided by a seven milllion dollar
contract and national celebrity.
Example number 3: Car consumption. Sure Doug plans on purchasing
a maroon Porsche, but what about
a gold one? Having just a maroon
Porsche in the driveway without an
accompanying gold vehicle is like
wearing a BC "away" uniform

without the pants.
And for those formal occasions, a
chauffered Rolls Rovce is

fashionable?a gold Rolls, of course,
with a maroon interior.

Example number 4: In a recent
Boston Magazine article, Flutie listed
his favorite restaurant as the Ground
Round. Hell Doug, buy it; don't eat
there. Pier 4 is always an enjoyable
dining experience, and while the
caviar at the Bay Tower Room tends
to be on the salty side and the Dom
Perignon is somewhat overrated, the
view is exquisite.
Of course, Flutie has been able to
live out his dream through dedication, discipline and a lifestyle
somewhat more low key than whai
we've described above. We, on the
other hand are nervously awaiting
our first job interviews, while sitting
aside a quarter keg of Pabst, listening to a scratched copy of Let it Bleed
thumbing through the empty pages
of our little black books, munching
on a cold piece ofOak Square pizza
awaiting the arrival of the tow truck
for the third lime this month.

of the women's swimming and diving team.
Freshman Kathy Koval of New
Jersey qualified for Nationals after
swimming the 100 butterfly in 59.6
on Tuesday. Koval swam her lifetime
best of 2:04 in the 200 freestyle. She
is one of various new BC swimmers
who according to captain Kennedy
possess talent and depth and can help
improve the women's 5-3 record.
The women divers had their best

this season at UMass where Linda Gailius captured first-place
finishes in the one-meter and threemeter events. Junior diver Anne
O'Brien finished second on both
boards and Casey Jamieson was third
in the one-meter event.
Also at UMass, BC's "Irish relay"
of Denise Callahan, Diane Flaherty,
Kennedy and Suzy Sullivan made
their best time of 1:42 in the 200
meet

freestyle.
Other outstanding finishes include

Tara McKenna who swam 1:08 in the
100 breastroke and 2:27 in the 200
breastroke. McKenna won the Nationals competition last year and is
expected to compete again this year
with several other teamates.
Sullivan swam the 1000 freestyle
for the first time with a time o-f 10:59.
Other seasonalbests were achieved by
Linda Dixon who swam 1:12 in the
100 breastroke, Callahan who swam
2:15 in the 200 butterfly, Kennedy
who swam 5:20 in the 500 freestyle,
Christine AJoia who swam 4:57 in the
400 individual medley and the 400
medley relay comprised of Callahan,
McKenna. Koval and Kennedy, who
finished first in 4:08.
Women's swimming, page 15
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Eagle Skaters Roll On, Boost Record to 21-7-1
Commentary

Hockey Rolls,

BC Icemen Impress All

10-3, 9-3
by Mike Corcoran

Boston College continued its
dominance in Hockey East with a
pair of one-sided victories this past
week. Coming off a 10-3 rout of the
Northeastern Huskies at Matthews
Arena, BC returned home yesterday
and recorded a 9-3 thrashing of the
Hockey East cellar-dwelling Black
Bears of Maine.
The Eagles scored three goals in
each period while Scott Gordon turned in another strong game in the BC
net. Doug Brown had the game winner in this one, a wrist shot at 9:19
of the second period.
The victory propelled coach Len
Ceglarski past the mentor "Snooks"
Kelly. It was Ceglarski's 502nd college coaching victory.

Coach Len Ceglarski expected
trouble from Northeastern before last
Monday night's game at Matthews
Arena. "I was a little afraid. They
had lost four or five, and they're not
so bad. Maybe we'd have a Jetdown." The only trouble BC had was
avoiding injuries against the fighting
Hounds of Hunnington Avenue
while rolling to a 10-3 triumph.
The Eagles wasted no time in forging in front of the inferior Huskies.
When NU defenseman Paul Fitzsimrrrons was called for holding at 3:18,
it took BC only 36 seconds to
capitalize on the revitalized
powerplay. Danny Shea and Bob
Sweeney outfought a Huskie
defender for the puck to the right of
the NU goal, allowing Shea to flip a

pass back to Dominic Campedelli, (4
assists) at the right point. NU goalie
Bruce Racine made a left pad save of
Campedelli's blast, but Scotl Harlow
put the rebound home with a quick
wrist shot from the left of the slot.
Less than two minutes later BC

doubled its lead. Defenseman Bob

Emery had a shot from the left

faceoff circle blocked, Shea fanned
on the rebound effort from near the
left corner of the net. The weak attempt skidded toward the crease,
where Neil Shea quickly deposited it
into the goal.

by Ken Carty and Mike Corcoran

BC team is a solid unit succeeding
because of hard work, not a collection of selfish individuals overwhelming opponents on sheer skill.
Ceglarski cited his juniors as a key

Twenty-eight games into the
regular season, the Boston College
hockey team sits atop the Hockey
East standings with an impressive
20-7-1 record. The Eagles have
dominated play within their division
as well as against foes from the
Western Collegiate Hockey Association (WCHA). With a strong skating
and aggressive squad, head coach
Len Ceglarski is optimistic about the
rest of the 84-85 season.
Ceglarski, who became the fourth
member of the 500 win club against
Providence College 10 days ago, said
of this year's squad, "This is the
hardest working team I've ever had.
Twenty-six out of the 28 games we
by were"ready to play."
BC compiled an 11-5 mark against
the western competition, the only
team of the eight in Hockey East with
Captain Tim Mitchell attempts a shot against Maine last night.
a winning record against the west. It
is this edge which has boosted BC to
Freshman center Bill Kopecky (2
The game winner was scored by
a commanding lead in Hockey East,
goals, 1 assist) put BC up by three at
Sweeney (2 goals) at 19:09 of the
since the interleague matches count
opening period With each side play11:29 when he tipped a Campedelli
in each league's standings.
slapshot past Racine after Chris
ing with three men, Sweeney took a
John
BC's winning record is reflected in
Stapleton had fed the puck back to
pass from defenseman
left
individual
and team statistics.
point.
at
center
ice
near
the
the
McNamara
Through January 20, three Eagles
-The contest had been physical
boards. Streaking over the blueline,
he faked a slapshot from 40 feet out,
were among the top 10 scorers in
throughout, but Northeastern, realizHockey East. Junior left wing Scott
ing that they were simply not going
and using Husky defenseman Bill
The
first
a
a
game,
rough.
screen,
to win this
Whitfield as
fired wrist
Harlow is challenging Northeastern's
got
from
the
Rod
of three confrontations occurred at
Racine's
left
side
Isbister for the Hockey East
past
shot
top of the left faceoff circle.
scoring title, while junior Bob
16:16 of the first period. Hockey East
scoring leader Rod Isbister of NU,
Sweeney and freshman wing Ken
"Sometimes the goals come easy,
they did against BU [a 10-1 romp]
Hodge are also in the top 10.
started things with a cheap punch in
Scoring isn't the only area the
a jammingsession to the left of Eagle and they did tonight," Ceglarski
Eagle's have excelled in this season.
goalie Scott Gordon. The Eagles
said.
defended themselves, and soon six
With the quest for 500 wins over,
Junior goaltender Scott Gordon has
been"the backbone for most of the
players, three from each team, were
Ceglarski seemed more relaxed than
in recent games. He laughed hearticooling their skates in the penalty
Eagles' games, and he leads the
Jy at a question about pressure inbox.
league with a 3.79 Goals Against
Average (GAA).
As was the case with each of the
volved in getting the 501st win.
The BC power play, which Ceglarthree skirmishes, which involved
But the easy victory over Northeastern, BC's first round Beanpot
multiple players and were instigated
ski had been concerned about before
by the hosts, no major penalties for
opponent, has a negative side for
the 10-3 blowout at Northeastern last
Monday (see story, this page) leads
fighting were called. Since a fight in
Cdglarski. "The Beanpot was all I
he
night,"
game
Hockey East with a 25.7% convercollege hockey means a three
was thinking about all
suspension, the referees instead imsaid. "I'd hate to think we'd get
sion mark despite its pendulum like
posed roughing and high sticking
cocky, and not be ready mentally.
performance. In penalty killing the
penalties.
Eagles trail only New Hampshire and
There's no reason we shouldn't be up
Providence, having avoided shorBetween the three confrontations
for the Beanpot."
there was still nearly 44 minutes of
thanded damage at a 79.7% rate.
Eagle Notes...Senior Dave Livhockey left to be played. Never losIt is usual for teams that are doingston broke the record he shared
ing sight of this, the Eagles continued
ing
well to have players shining inHockey, page 16
dividually. But make no mistake, this
to dominate.

reason for the success of the team
thus far. "[Johnl McNamarra,
[Dominic] Campedelli, Micheal Barron, Brown and Neil Shea, Sweeney.
They're playing like they're 25-yearsold. They carry themselves so
maturely."
This team reminds Ceglarski of the
1967-68 squad that lost to Cornell in
the NCAA's in terms of working
hard. He gives credit for this to the
leadershipof his seniors. "Tim [Mitchell], Dave [Livingston] and Jim
[Herlihy] are on thekids all the time.
They keep saying no way are we going to let down or lose. And they're
all damn good hockey players."
The freshmen have also contributed greatly to this year's success.

Fitzparick
Stev

Phot

Hodge, Danny Shea, Bill Kopecky,
have all played well. Shea is on the
Eagles' top line and Hodge teams
with Campedelli al the points on ihe
powerplay. Kopecky has come on
strong the past few games after returning from Finland with the US
Junior Olympic squad. Ceglarski said
last spring after recruiting the incoming freshmen that they were al! good
puckhandlers and passers who could
come in and contribute. They have
proven him correct, and should pro-

vide a solid backbone for future winning teams, even as the juniors and
seniors are this year.
Challenges still remain?to recapture the Beanpot, where the favorites
never seem to win. Beating Harvard
for the title would be the most rewarding for the team, since they allowed the Crimson to escape McHugh
Forum earlier this season with a 6-6
tic after having a three goal lead in
the third period. But to face either the
Crimson, or arch-rival Boston
University (who they've beaten twice
this year) for the title, the revenge
bent Northeastern Huskies will have
to be defeated again.
Winning the first Hockey East
further affirm
BC's superiority in the league and
assure BC an NCAA birth.
tournament would

Men and Women Swimmers Drown Foes
Men Crush
HC, SMU

BC Women
Drop PC
page / 4
In the victory against Providence
the Eagles totally dominated the
competition by winning eleven of the

from

Wcontinued from page 13
On Saturday, BC hosted Holy
Cross, and the Eagles had few problems as they trounced the Crusaders
92-19, Holy Cross was simply no
match for BC as the Eagles swept
Holy Cross in four different events.

fifteen

Also, BC had the winner in all but
two events.

Quinn noted that Holy Cross is a

team just

starting out, "They just
started swimming competitively, and
we just had superior talent in all
areas. They just don't have strength
to match our team."
The highlight for BC was Geis,
who continued his dominance in the
diving competitions by winning both
diving events. With his performance,
Geis qualified for the NCAA Diving
Championships. Having qualified
last season also, Geis becomes the
first BC swimmer or diver to qualify
for the NCAA's two years in a row.
Another bright spot for the Eagles
was the performance of freshman Joe
Poirier, who finished second in the
100 yard backstroke. Poirier has just
started this semester at BC, and is
already making a contribution to the

events were about all
had to cheer about.

Phot

by

John

team.

These two victories raise BC's
record to 4-2 on the season. Their
next meet is Tuesday against Babson

College.

events.

Kennedy's two first place finishes
were part of a BC onslaught.
In the 200 medley relay, the team
of Callahan, Dixon, Aloia, and Kennedy took first with a time of
1:57.08. After a Friar victory in the
22 individual medley relay, BC came
back strong in the sprints with
Flahertytaking the 50 backstroke in
30.09, and McKenna capturing the 50
breaststroke in 32.10. Kennedy gave
BC the sweep of the sprints with her
triumph in the 50 butterfly.
Providence proved tough inthe 100
meter events, taking the breaststoke,
butterfly, and backstroke, but these

Eagle women power their way to victory over Holy Cross.

lioswel

Friar supporters

The Eagles continued their
?dominance by sweeping the diving
competitions, capturing both the optional and required 1M diving event...
Gailius continued her individual
sucsess by sweeping the events; edging out teamates O'Brien and Kristine
Achille in the optional, and teammate
Jamieson in the required.

The Eagles closed the very
sucsessful meet with victories in the
100 individual medley (Di\on), and
the 100 freestyle (Sullivan).
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Inconsistent Play Demonstrated by Eagles
Ucontinued from page 15
it. We never gave up. Everyone had
a good feeling about coming
back."responded Gore.
McCready missed a tough inside
shot but Gordon rebounded and was
fouled while attempting the lay-in.
With 0:29 left, Gordon missed the
first free-throw and after a Panther
timeout, he missed the second. Armstrong rebounded the second miss
forcing \dams to foul. Pitt would
sink five more free-throws in the remaining 0:28. The key to the Pan-

thers upset was self evident; they
made the most of their free throw opportunities, sinking 33 of 40 while the
Eagles would struggle, converting 17
of 24. This kept the contest closer
than it should have been

Brady

"This is probably the lowest point«
in the season for us," reflected!PJ
Williams. "It's very disapointing. We hy
had our opportunities but we missed free-throws and lay-ups. We can't
make excuses. We just didn't come

Phot

to

pjay."

The BC bench ponders last Monday's loss to Pittsburgh.

Women Tracksters Blast Huskies, Men Fall
Mcontinued from

page 13

finish off a very succesful
afternoon.
BC was also tough in the team
events, upending Northeastern in
800, 1600 and 3200 yard relays.
The men were not as fortunate.
Having performed the night before
in Madison Square Garden, they
knew what io expect versus the
Huskies. Despite the possible effects
in the Northeastern meet, McDonald
was thrilled io be present at the
MiLLrose Games.
to

"Just to be invited is an honor."
McDonald's troops did not disappoint as the members of the mile
relay (seniors Craig Coffey and Edwin Drakes, sophomore Ray
Hawkins and freshman Rob Davis)
finished a strong third. The two mile
relay team (seniors Ross Muscato and
Todd Rcnehan. junior John Clopeck
and sophomore Chris Blanchet) placed fifth.
In much of the same manner as the
Northeastern women succumbed to
the Eagles, the Husky men rolled to
their strong 89-42 victory.
The Eagles were never in the contest as the Huskies opened up a quick

lead by taking 3 out of the first four
events BC junior Jim Kenny proved a bright spot as he placed first in
the 35 pound weight, with a distance
of 64 feet 3 inches. Kenny also placed third in the shot put. The other

field events belonged to the Hunington Avenue Huskies. NU hauled
Off victories in the pole vault, long
jump and high jump.
Continuing to roll, the Huskies
took victories in the mile, 55 meter
hurdles, 400 and 800 yard dashes.
The Eagles were not without their
own stars. The squad which one nighl
earlier had run in Madison Square
Garden, once again came through.

Skaters Continue Success
defense allowed few Huskie scoring

Mcontinued from page 13
with Ed Rauseo for games played.
The NU contest was Livingston's
127th at the Heights. He hasn't missed a game in his career. The win tied
Ceglarski with his mentor John
"Snooks" Kelly on the all-time
career win list at 501.
Eagle goalie Scott Gordon had a
light night against the Huskies. The

chances, and with BC up 7-2 after
two periods, Shawn Real took over
between the pipes for the final 20
minutes.
BC spread the wealth around
against NU. Fourteen Eagles figured

in the scoring, eight of them with
more than one point. Harlow,
Kopecky and Sweeney each had two
goals. Gordon chalked up an assist

on BC's sixth goal, a slapshot by Jim
Herlihy in the second period.
Matthews Arena, the oldest hockey
rink in the world, could be BC's
home during construction of the new
Sports Complex, which will be built
where McHugh Forum now stands.
The last hockey sellout at Matthews
was January 1981 for a game against
BC. The Eagles upset the tt\ ranked
Huskies that night 5-3.

QAlvok at eJJie Tjfctagdte

I

777? Z?/we Cft/ps o/ Boston College

to come away with a distance of 46
feet II inches and more importantly, first place. The 600 yards was
taken by Drakes with a time of
1:12.80. A cross country star in the
fall, Clopeck won the 1000 yards.
BC will participate in the Greater
Boston Championships over the

,

With the upcoming championships, McDonald is optimistic
stating, "We are as ready as we have
ever been for what is upcoming."

Skiiers Top Massachusetts
by

Scott Burns

This weekend, in a league race at
Waierville. N.H., the Boston College
men's ski team, ranked No. 1 in a
preseason poll, lived up to its rating
with a second place finish in the
slalom and a first in the giant slalom.
The women's team, after a strong
first weekend, faltered at Waterville,
placing fifth in the slalom and third
in the giant slalom.
Saturday, the men received a
strong run from Jeff Lewis who filled in lor injured Mike Leidcr and
finished sixteenth to help them to second place in the slalom competition.
John Coughlan was the hero yesterday, picking up two seconds on his
second run to lead the Eagles to a
first place in the giant slalom. BC had
been down by three seconds, but four
Eagles bunched the top ten to overcome the deficit.
The women, on Saturday, had a
streak of bad luck as they finished
fifth out of six teams in the slalom,
despite Ingrid Vanson's second place
run. Yesterday, however, Laura
Hourihan. Vanson, Cornie Ryan,
and Tara C.lackin placed in the top
fifteen as they finished third, .03
seconds behind Plymouth State.

Last weekend, freshman George
Abdow won both the slalom and
giant slalom to lead BC to third and
first place finishes. After a strong
third on Saturday. BC stormed the
giani slalom, placing five skiiers in
the lop eleven. Following Abdow
were Coughlan in fourth, Leider in
fifth, John Crowley in seventh, and
Eric Vanson in eleventh. Abdow has
now finished in the top three in all
four of his races.
At Berkshire East, the women
skiied to two second place finishes,
getting strong performances from
freshmen Ryan, Glackin, and
Monica Connell who finished in the
top fifteen in both races. Hourihan,
the captain, overcame a knee injury
to place third and sixth while Vanson chipped in sixth and seventh

,

place runs.
In league standings, the men trail
UMass by a single point while the

'

women are third behind UMass and
Plymouth State. Despite the men's
standing, their national ranking
should still be in good position as
UMass is not a member of USSA,
which ranks the nation's teams. The
women came into this weekend ranked seventh nationally, but will probably fall after this weekend.

I

Jib's

Qal. jlfpbtwotn] 2

weekend. Thursday's action begins at
noontime, followed by a 3:00 starting
time Friday. Saturday, the final day
of competition, starts at 1:00. All
events take place at Harvard.

However this time it was individualy. Hawkins flew in the triple jump,

1
So You Missed
The Recruiting Meeting.
But That Doesn't Mean
You Still Can't Have a
Beer at The Heights

(

Jr.

John r

Heights Sports Meetings
Monday at 4:30
McElroy 113
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Coach Williams, in Depth and Candid
by Tony Zarillo

Editor's Note: Gary Williamsis currently in
his third year as men's basketball coach at
Boston College. He has compiled a 55-24 record
following Saturday's victory over Connecticut.
Before coming to BC, Williams was headcoach
at American University. In his four years al
American University, Williams compiled a
72-42 mark. Thefollowing is an interview with
Williams which took place in his Roberts Cnier

office.
Coach Williams are you pleased with the
team's performance thus far this season?
Overall 1 am. We lost some lately, but we
started out well beating Michigan State and
Wake Forest. We came into the Big East
and lost to Georgetown and Syracuse, two
games we should have won. It hurt our
confidence. Confidence is something we will
have to work on. It showed in the Pitt and
St. John's game.
What players have surprised you thus
far?
You never know about freshmen, but

the worst thing is to talk about it over and
over. We just need a win.
Are you surprised at Ihe results in Ihe Big

Skip Barry has done a good job. Roger
McCready has given us scoring, and Terrence Talley has come in and done what we
ask of him.
What players have disapointed you?
One player in particular hasn't. Our
shooting in general has been. We have
missed some shots we can make. You have

Easl thus far?
No. Georgetown will lose two before the
tournament. It will happen to anyone,
especially when you have to play the Saturday and Monday games back to back like
everyone has to.
to make those shots against good teams,
Do you feel Ihe Big Easl is the top conbut thet can be corrected. We have to work
to score, we knew that from the beginning.
ference in America?
It is something frustrating for us.
This year I believe it is. Maybe last year I
by
Are you planning some lineup changes?
would not have. If you have All-Americans
I hate to mess with the starting lineup.
from the conference, you have Ewing,
Mullin, Pinckney. That's three and you
Will some players gel more playing time
than they have in past?
don't even have the 'Pearl' (Dwayne
Eagle coach Gary Williams
Yes. Jamie Benton is getting more comWashington).
What does BC have to do the rest of Ihe
fortable, and Tyrone Scott is just playing
and (Stu) Primus leaving, these are players
himself back into shape. They will be seeing way Io get into Ihe NCAA tournament?
we will need. We are still looking for a big
more action.
We need 18-19 wins, and have some good man, and a point guard.
wins. We beat Michgan State and they were
Coach, do you feel that Boston College
Can you explain the sudden scoring
in the top twenty. We need to beat St.
will ever be able to land the really big
droughts the team has experienced in the
John's, Georgetown, Syracuse or Villanova.
last several games?
recruit like Ihe Patrick Ewings or Ihe Pearl
On top of that I think we need one win in
Washington?
We look at the tapes; the missed free
throws, bad passes. It is just a combination
the tournament. Last year we lost to St.
Just because a player does not have a big
of things, not just one player. Sometimes
John's by one point at the tournament and
reputation out of high school doesn't mean
they went to the NCAA's and we went to
he won't be a sucessful player. I don't
think they should rate recruiting before they
the NIT. 1 think our schedule should help
too.
to
that
we
have
arc in college. I think they should rate them
They
us
have
consider
played about ten games against top twenty
after a year or two. One thing though is
teams.
admissions. Every other school in the conDo you think the NCAA committee will
ference will accept a student as long as he
has a 2.0 average in high school. At BC
choose five learns from Ihe Big Easl?
I think they definitely should.
they look at the students record; his classes
Do you think they would choose six
and his SAT's. You are eliminating some of
teams?
the best players in the conference. But that
1 don't know. But if six teams from the
is their prerogative, and l respect it. We
conference are in the top forty teams in the also attract players because of BC's reputacountry then I think they should. You
tion, that otherwise we would not have gotteams
you
should receive credit for the
have ten. It has its up sides also.
Will Ihe proposed field house make an
to play.
by
How has recruiting gone so far?
impact upon recruiting?
P.I 1 feel it has gone pretty well so far. We
We will do better. Without ii, it is tough
recruited Steve Benton out of Philadelphia.
to attract (he players who can pick and
choose. We have along with Seton Hall the
He is a 6-5 swingman. We also got Kelly
Monroe, a 6-4 guard out of Holy Cross
worst. It will help us to have a better
High School in Connecticut. With Talley
facility.
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An intense Gary Williams with his staff.

John "Snooks" Kelley, the Maker of Men
National Youth Sports Program at
the Heights and was hired in 1982 by
the New Jersey Devils of the National
Hockey League to scout players in
the New England and Midwest

by Jim Van Anglen

As he walks up the gravel driveway
his modest house in Waban,
former Boston College hockey coach

to

regions.

John "Snooks" Kelley takes short,
exact vigorous steps. His deep-set
eyes, which have seen over *even
decades of hockey players, seemingly hide behind a pair of dark-rimmed
glasses and a chocolate brown derby
pulled over his creased forehead.
People call him several namesSnooks, Snooker, coach Kelley, or
simply Coach. Yet everyone knows
Kelley as one thing?hockey

Five hundred wins are behind
Snooks but he still knows what attaining the 500 level meant to Ceglarski and what it means to collegiate
hockey.
"I don't think he [Ceglarski] has
anything but to be proud of what he
lias done as a coach at BC. I think
the alumni at BC; the Jesuits at BC;
and the students at BC should be

eternally grateful that he came and
coached a team when he did and has
built the thing up to such a situation," noted Kelley.
Looking over his shoulder at the
picture taken after victory number
500, Kelley explained that Ceglarski
understands the significance of join-

tradition.
Snooks' record is indisputable?36
years as Eagle coach; a 501-243-15
record; a National Championship in
1949; nine appearances in the NCAA
finals; another nine in ECAC Division I post-season play (including a
championship in 1965); and eight

New England Championships.
Still, the biggest achievement, the
one that indelibly sealed Snooks'
mark on collegiatehockey took place
February 23, 1972 against Green Line
arch-rival Boston University. It was
win number 500, a mark that, until

that point, no other coach had
reached.

The late John Madness of
Michigan Tech {555) and Army's
Jack Riley (513), and still coaching
the Cadets, both joined this elite circle after Snooks.
With 502 wins to his credit, present
Eagle coach Len Ceglarski, who
played for Snooks on that 1949
Championshipteam as a sophomore
and later captained the 1950-1951
squad, was, according to Kelley, a
tough, hardnosed player.
Sitting at his desk and fumbling
through a book, Till the Echoes Ring
Again, A Pictorial History of Boston
College Sports, Kelley searches for a
passage which describes his

'

successor.

After several minutes, during
which he discusses the exploits of his
close friend Bobby Orr, the legendary
defenseman for the Boston Bruins,
Kelley finds what he is looking for.
" ' Public attention centered on the
matchup of Boston University's
Barrity and Boston College's scoring
star [Len] Ceglarski (21 goals, 31

points). The latter was the
quintessential Kelley-style player, a

ing Maclnnes, Riley, and himself at
the 500 plateau.
"I really think that coach Ceglarski knows what a great thing it is to
win 500 games. When he just
analyses the situation, and feels as
though there has only fceen three guys
before him do it. But this is the key
thing?he [is] the second Boston College guy to do it--which is
unbelievable,"continuedKelley.
"And, yet, he's so deserving of
it that's the thing you have to
remember about it?he's so deserving of it. It so belongs to him. It
would be an injustice if it ever went
somewhere else," added Kelley, his
voice cracking.
When Ceglarski joined his hockey
mentor in this illustrious company,
the hockey tradition at BC they both
embody has been forever solidified
in the annuls of collegiate hockey
tradition.
?

'Snooks.' BC's first 500 game winner.
desire that he once played several
games with a broken nose and of
whom Kelley says: 'Lenny was one
guy I never had to worry about. He'd
do anything you asked him. He
listened to every word I ever said, and
he'd make any sacrifice just to play
hockey,' ' reads Kelley in a ruff
voice.
"When I said the prayer [before
the game]," continued Kelley, putting down the book and pointing to
the floor next to his left knee, "he
[Ceglarski] was right there, at my

knee."

But although Ceglarski has joined
Kelley in the 500 win circle this season
(a 5-2 win over Providence College
January 19), Snooks was the first
he was the generator of Eagle hockey
?

tradition. There were great teams
before Snooks took over the reins in
1932, But he was the one that
brought BC hockey to national light.
BU in 1972 was the powerhouse of
the East, havingonly lost two games
the previous year enroute to capturing the NCAA Championship, On
paper, the Eagles just were not supposed to beat the Terriers that cold

February night.

Yet, BC did win that game?for
Snooks?before 4,0(30 ecstatic fans at
McHugh Forum.
At the 7:27 mark of the third
period, forward Ed Kenty, playing
with a broken nose, blasted his third
goal of the night past Terrier goalie
Tim Regan to put BC ahead for
good, 6-5. Kenty notched his fourth
tally with 12 seconds remaining in the
contest to give BC the 7-5 victory.
A picture hangs on Kelley's wall
behind the desk at which he sits
among assorted memorabilia. It
depicts his reaction when the final
buzzer went off that memorable
February night. Centered on a scarlet
background, all one sees is Snooks
from the back clinching his fists over
his head.
Even more stunning is the simple,
yet powerful placque underneath the
photo--"The 500 th win for Coach
John A. Kelley."
For Kelley, that day was almost 14
years ago. During the intervening
years, he has worked for BC as a
special assistant to Athletic Director,
William J. Flynn. Kelley directed the

NEED HELP IN ORDERING BEER?
your Bud men on campus.
supply you with necessary
equipment with no deposit!
handle all your orders for
Anheuser-Busch beers at a local package
store, and when available, we will have
posters and other special merchandise to
help support your events and parties.

We are
We can
draught
We will

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT US
Andrew J. letter & Michael P. McCauley
TEL: 964-0823
23 Hillsides A
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765 Beacon street

* Newton Center

969-4020
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527-971 1

10% Discount for all Salon Services with a BC ID

(

Go From Senior To
Manager.

DELI

Whatever your degree, the Navy can put you in a
position right away. You begin your Navy career

1918 Beacon Street
Cleveland Circle
566-9307 Boston, Massachusetts

1 Mon.-Fri. 6 AM-8 PM

Sat. & Sun. 7 AM-BPM

And from your first day as a Navy officer,
you have decision-making authority. You're
given the level of responsibility you
need to turn textbook knowledge
into professional know-how, fast.
X?

DELIVERY SERVICE

Between 6:30 P.M. and 10:30 P.M. Sunday-Thursday.
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Craned Keeee a* peanut butler cup. M*M'.« chocolate candle* Cruehad
Oreo* cookie.
Nabtaco* Junior* Mint.
Granola Chocolate Chip.
Coconut Ral>ln.
Cruahed Heath* Candy ChoooJaU Covered Ratable
Butteracotch Chip. Mixed Nina Walnuta Almond. Banana. ?
Pineapple
Bhiebcrriet Strawbcniaa ? Pecan.
Large Scoop
11.70
Large Scoop w/1 Mlxln
2.00
Large Scoop w7 2 Mlxln.
2.15
Large Scoopw7 3Murine
2.35
Pb>t
2.25
Pint w/1 Mlxln
3.50
Pint *72 Mlxln.
3.90
Phil ui/S Murine
4.30
»M
*«" Pint of Hot Fudge
Half
1.75
Ice Cream Pie.
7.95
Chocolate Almond Pie. Black Bottom Pla, Mlxln Pie. Cookeo? Pie. Mod Pkt
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Navy Recruiting Boston

order or more entitles you to
homemade Hpt Fudge FREE!!
(Only When You Ask For It)
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300 Harvard St. (Coolidge Corner)
Brookline 232-9103
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Campus Visit on 7 FEB.

$15.00

342 Walnut St.
Newlonville MA. 332-7823
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If this kind of responsibility interests you, call the Naval
Management Programs Office:

a half pint of our

OICVC S

H

f\

The Navy benefits package is outstanding: 30 days' paid vacation
earned each year, medical and dental care, low-cost life insurance
and tax-free allowances.

MINIMUM ICE CREAM ORDER $5.00
PLUS DELIVERY CHARGE J 1.25

U

-?

All you need is a BS or BA. You must
\ J
be no more than 27 years old, pass physical
! '^
and aptitude exams, qualify for security clearance, and
be a U.S. citizen.

Coffee
CookeoTM
&
8 Special Flavors of the Day
Select a Mixin ingredient (below) and have it expertly kneaded Into your
favoriteLarge Scoop of ice cream.
?

,

management

f

with some of the most sophisticated technical
and general management training available in
important fields like electronics, inventory
control, purchasing, personnel administration,
engineering and systems analysis.

Steve*
Vanilla

~^

aO

470 Atlantic Avenue
Boston, MA 02210
Tele: (617) 223-0222

Get Responsibility Fast

,

P
Volunter rogram

Mental

Hospital

by Lisa Amendola

Offers Valuable Training

on their time commitments, indicated
Shubow. "If they can give a full day,
they'd have the chance to work in the
acute and/or active treatment
wards," she said, adding that
students could also work in clinical

The Massachusetts Mental Health
Center is seeking volunteers to get involved in its therapeutic programs
and work with patients.
A comprehensive mental health
facility, according to Director of the
volunteer program Mrs. Lillian
Shubow, the center cares for and"accepts everybody?the emotionally
disturbed, and the retarded, as well
as the young, elderly, and the blind."
The center, located on 74 Fenwood
Road serves the 200,000 residents of
the Brighton, Brookline, Boston,
Back Bay, and Jamaica Plain areas.

settings.
Acknowledging that "while a day
committment would be great." she
realized that not all students had a
whole day to give and emphasized
that "as little as four hours a week
could make a difference." Students

willing to commit parts of their
weekends are needed to work on projects at the Fenwood, informal living
patients, or at one-of the
half-way houses, spending time helping patients with cooking, athletics,
even cosmetology. "Either way".

quarters for

Students volunteering will have the

opportunity to work in any one of 10
to 20 different programs, depending

said Shubow, "it is a considerable

learning experience."
Elaborating on the value of the
volunteer work Mrs. Shubow
pointed out that the facility "is a very
didactic center," as well as being "a
training hospital for psychiatrists,
psychologists, and therapists."
Students volunteering will have the
opportunity to "see first hand how
a mental hospital operates; the
myriad of illnesses and types of
treatments

available."

More importantly, Shubow said

she believes, students will learn the

mental hospital is not a dangerous
place. Volunteering "will dispel any
frightening myths students have
about mental hospitals; it is nothing
to be afraid of," she stated adding
that, "two visits will often make
students comfortable here-these are
people who are more afraid of
students than students are of them."
A number of Boston College
psychology students are currently
working at the hospital. One BC student, Mike Carey, works alongside
a hospital doctor arid tries to analyze
ihe dreams of schizophrenic patients.
While the program is especially

geared for those in psychology
related majors, Shubow emphasized
that the center "can never have

enough student volunteers," adding
that the program is "open to every

interested student."
Shubow pointed out that the,
Massachusetts Mental Health Center
is accessible by T. The center is about
a six minute walk from the Brookline
Village stop on the D line, and is in
a safe area. Interested students can
obtain more details by calling
Shubow a( 734-1300, extension 356
or 357.

Haitians Smile Despite Misery
Mcontinued from page 2
ed she had lost her American Airlines
wings, and she started to pout. Her
mother kept telling her she could get
more on the next plane, but she kept
whining that she wanted the old ones.
I looked at her and it made me
angry. She was holding a $30 doll and
crying because she did not have
more. I thought about the kids in
Haiti who have never eaten a
chocolate bar and who would play
for hours with a rubber band or a
bottle cap. What is wrong with our
country, where from the age of two
months on, we stop smiling and
worry only about ourselves, our little worlds and how many "things"

in them.
Maybe the only thing I learned on
this trip is the importance of a touch,
a smile, a hug, a song, but even so,
it was worthwhile.
Some people say that going on this
we can find

to put

trip has made them appreciate the
comforts of the "good old USA." It
makes me appreciate the friends that
I've missed, but it makes me look at
our culture *vith a critical eye and
notice how much we miss by our prepackaged, lifestyle.
Going to Haiti really made me
open my eyes and become aware of
our world. It makes me feel responsibel to do something, which is hard.

BAKERY

Decorated

2PZA
O*T~

most especially, I have gotten to
know what a caring person Father
Bob is.
Just being in Haiti for a week

helped to look at my own future, and
to plan some serious goals for my
life. I thank everyone who made it
possible for me to go.

. .

DelUious Cookies
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but l am really glad that I went. I met
some wonderful people, both Haitians and members of our group, and
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673 Boylston St., BOSTON, MA
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, Strictly Confidential

VIDEO BIZ
of Newton

Rent a Video recorder for as low as

$7.95/day

(deposit required)

And rent movies for $2.00/day
from a library of over 2000 movies.
1280 Centre St., Piccadilly Square
Newton Center, MA 02159

965-7120

Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
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395 Washington
Brighton Centre, Mass. C'?lj.

Looking for some new ideas to have some fun?
Something you can do with 1-20 people?
Then look no further. Send for our detailed list of favorite
drinking games today! Send $3.95 to: Friendly Drinking Games, P.O. Box 1041, Washington, PA 15301
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Winter meditations.
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January
January
January
January
January

24
25
28
29
30

From 70-4 in the Bookstore
Deposit - $20.00

j
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Police
B
lotter
by

Susan G. Parker
January 19

At 12:30 am a student sustained an
ankle injury when sledding down a
hill behind Hardey Hall and was
taken to the Infirmary.
Just after 2 am Newton Rescue was
called in to the Infirmary to assist a
nurse applying CPR to an intoxicated
female. The drunken female was
revived and transported to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital.
Police responded to a false alarm
at Chevrus Hall that was caused by
an activated pull station just before

3 am.
At 7:11 am police responded to a
false alarm at Gonzaga Hall where
an unknown party had activated a
smoke detector by spraying a fire extinguisher into it.
Police filed a report on off-campus

students who caused property
damage ai approximately 2:30 pm.
At approximately 8 pm a studeni
who sustained a laceration to his
hand when a piece of the glass protector shattered at McHugh Forum
was treated by an attending physician
there and returned to the stands.
A stereo was reported stolen from
a motor vehicle at approximately IO
pm.
Just before IO pm police responded to a fire alarm at Keyes Hall where
a smoke detector had been activated
by a fire extinguisher that had been
sprayed into it.
At approximately 10:30 pm an RA
on Newton Campus confiscated
alcohol and police took it into
custody.
January 20
Frank McLaughlin of Rochester,
New York, was arrested for larceny

of a motor vehicle by police at 1:21
am when they reponded to a disturbance behind Edmonds and Walsh
Halls. Upon arrival they found that
the non-student had stolen a jeep and
had caused an accident leaving the
scene.

Responding to a fire alarm at
Walsh Hall just after 2 am, police
found a smoke detector that had been
activated by someone damaging it.
January 21
At approximately 2:30 pm police
took a report of damage sustained by
a pair of pants at the January 19th
hockey game where glass had

January 23
Police responded to Edmonds
Hall on a report of varidalism in the
lobby at approximately 2:30 am.
They found an unknown party had
smashed the glass in the lobby door.
Just before 2 pm an employee sustained a foot injury after a door fell
on his foot and was taken to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital for treatment.
Police responded to a report of an
injured party at Duchesne Hall just
after 11 am. The injured person
stated he had walked into a wall after
feeling light-headed and was taken to

shattered.

At 2:30 pm police took a report of
a motor vehicle accident that occur-

red near Roberts Center.
January 22

Police took a report of a student
throwing a bottle out of a window of

the infirmary.

24
Just before 4 am police filed a
report on suspicious activities on
the Newton Campus at the basement of the Law Library.
Police responded to a car acciJanuary

dent on St. Thomas More Road.
One victim was treated for minor
injuries by BC emergency team at
the scene and Metropolitan Police
were notified. This occurred at

approximately quarter past seven
in the evening.
Later in the evening police

to Edmonds Hall on a
report of an unwanted male.

responded

Upon arrival, officers located the
suspect and escorted him off campus after issuing him a tresspass
warning.
January 25
Police along with Newton Lire
responded to an alarm of fire in
the trash room on the second
floor. The sprinkler system had
been activated causing the fire to
be extinguished. The fire chief

had the area vented and determined the fire to be accidental. This
look place at approximately 12:30
am.

BC Busses:
On Schedule?
Mcontinuedfrom page 11
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behavior for drivers and other legal
requirements," McLaughlin said.
"We were looking for the best carrier," he said. Crystal was chosen
from the final nine bidders. The one-
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year contract cost BC $355,000.
Crystal has better equipment than
Carroll, according to McLaughlin.
The eight bus fleet is now the larger
MBTA style.
In addition, there is a perimeter
shuttle, which continuallycircles the
campus, and a garage shuttle which
transports faculty to campus from
the garage.
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McLaughlin said he is "very pleased" with his choice of Crystal
Transport. He is confident that BC
provides an efficient and much improved system that in previous years.
"They [the students] never had it so
good," he said.
McConnon does not "like being
compared to Carroll." He said he
wants Crystal to be "judged on its
own merit, not in relation to another
carrier. We provide excellent service," he said.
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The drivers said they take the
credit, if any, for running an efficient
and regulated service. "We do it on
our own," said one driver.
Aside from the many complaints,
students admit Crystal is better than
Carroll. "1 don't find myself waiting
as much," said Berg.
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McLaughlin said he will review
Crystal's service at theend of the year
before renewing the contract. If he
is not satisfied, "the contraci will just
go out for bid aeain." he said.
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You
Spring Break in Daytona Beach!
and a friend can enjoy your Spring Break
this year with this eight day, seven night trip,
including round trip air fare, hotel reservations and $500 spending money!
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telephone: (

school name:

I state that I am

i

zip:

state:
)

.

i

of legal drinking age in my state of residence and hold no interest
in an alcoholic beverage license
Mail this entry form to: Lite Beer Spring Break Sweepstakes

[

\l

\.

P.O. Box 4171
Blair, NE 68009

"TE BEER SPRING BREAK SWEEPSTAKES
OFFICIAL RULES-NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

|
j

\

0n an Official Entry Form or plain piece of3" x5" paper hand print
your name address phone num ber, age, and the name of your
college or university.
2. MAIL ALL ENTRIES TO: Lite Beer Spring Break Sweepstakes, PO.
Box 4171, Blair, NE 68009. Each entry must be mailed separately.
All entries must be received by February 8, 1985. Winners will be
determined in a random drawing from among all entires received
under ,he supervision of the D. L Blair Corporation, an independentjudging organization whose decisions are final on all matters
relating to this offer. We cannot be responsible for lost, late or
misdirected mail.
3. This sweepstakes is open to residents of the United States who
are 0f | ega| drinking age in their state and who are attending a
college or university on a full or part-time basis at time of entry.
The Miller Brewing Company, Philip Morris, Inc., their distributors,
affiliates,subsidiaries, advertising and promotion agencies, retail
alcoholicbeverage licensees and employees and families of each
ARE NOT ELIGIBLE. Sweepstakes void where prohibited by law.
per
Limit one prize
on prizes
are the sole responsiTaxes
,
,
? family.
i State
\u25a0 \u25a0 \u25a0 _,
bility of prize winners.
All Federal,
and local
laws and regulations apply. The odds of winning a prize depend upon the
number of entries received. For a list of major prize winners, send
a SEPARATE, self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Lite Beer
Spring Break Winners List, P.O. Box 4179, Blair, NE 68009.
4. The Grand Prize winners and traveling companions must agree
to depart,to Daytona Beach, Florida during the winner'sschool's
1985 Spring Break. Trip includes round trip air fare, seven (7)
nights hotel accommodationsand $500 spending money. Grand
Prize travelers must agree to depart and return on dates specified
by the Miller Brewing Company. No substitution of prizes is permitted. Grand Prize travelers must be at least 19 years of age
by the departure date of the trip. Prize winners will be obligated
to sign and return an Affidavit of Eligibility within 10 days of notification. In the event of non-compliance within this time period,
an alternate winner will be selected. Any prize returned as
undeliverable will be awarded to alternatewinners.
j
Co.,
Milw.,
Wl
Brewing
Miller
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University of Medicine and Dentistry of
New Jersey
Graduate School of BiomedicalSciences
Sniwi' rvM/or.s (Chrmistrv and Hiolonv)

Graduate program in anatomical sciences
leading to a Ph.D in biomedical sciences. Has
fellowships of Sb.bOQ per year available to
qualified applicants. Research studies in
Neurosciences, Cell and Developmental
Hi ology, Cardiopulmonary-Vasculature
Systems, Teratology and Environmental Toxicology, and Endocrinology. Interested
students are invited to write tor more

information:

Anthony Y. Boccabella, Ph.D.
Chairman - Department of Anatomy
UMDN|-New Jersey Medical School
Newark, NJ 07103

EXPERIENCED

NURSES' AIDES/
NURSING STUDENTS

_»

Full or Part-time. 1985 salaries now
in effect. If you're looking for the

highest competitive salary and

benefits package, excellent working
location close to Coolidge
Corner and public transportation, give us
a ca11... you won't be disappointed!
For more information, call Mrs. Crowley,
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HeightsReview:
Broadway Bound Drama at Wilbur Theatre
Pack

of Lies. At the Wilbur Theatre, 252 Tre-

mont Street, Boston. A pre-Broadway engagement through February 2. Call 423-4008 for

showtimes and prices.
by Veronica Barrett

E.M. Forster once wrote "If I had to choose
between betraying my country and betraying
my friend, I hope 1 should have the guts to
betray my country." It is this conflict between
friendship and loyalty to one's country that is
the central theme ofPack of Lies.
The play is based on a true story of a suburban London couple whose home is commandeered for surveillance of the
neighborhood as part of a plan to crack a Russian spy ring. The conflict occurs when a known
spy is seen emerging from the home of the
Krogers, their closest friends. The Jacksons are
informed that the Krogers' home is the base of
the spy ring.
The play is a slice of life study that exposes
the emotions, relationships, and motivations of

real life characters. The script is superb, focusing on the many complications that arise from
betrayal. The characters continue their daily activities in an effort to maintain their sanity. The
anguish of Barbara Jackson's deceit is compounded by her frustration at the invasion of
the privacy of her home. She is hurt at the
realization that not only is her best friend a spy,
but that everything, including their friendship,
might have been a pack of lies.
Rosemary Harris is compelling as the
loyalty?torn Barbara. The power of her performance lies in her uncanny ability to become
the character. Onstage, she has all the mannerisms of a gentle, submissive woman, who

suffers the turmoil of an internal struggle. This
struggle, which is more important than the
deceit of her friend, is the struggle to assert her
identity. When Barbara betrays her friend, the
pain is not alleviated by her sense of duty to
her country. Barbara betrays her best friend
because she can not challenge authority. She
is not capable of such an assertion of self-

worth.
Harris' wonderful performance was not matched by Dana lvey, who portrays Helen Kroger.
Ivey does not so much overact, as she seems
overly conscious that she is acting. Her brash,
uninhibited Helen seemed to be a forced role.
Patrick McGoohan immediately dominated
his scenes with a mesmerizing stage presence.
As the governmental agent who oversees the
surveillance, McGoohan combines authority,
sensitivty, and a touch of oddballishness.
George N. Martin is splendid as the gentle,
confused Bob Jackson, who wants only to
make his wife happy.
Pack of Lies has few technical flaws. The
lighting was harsh, and the sloping stage floor
caused most of the actors to stand in strange
postures. McGoohan is obviously a nonsmoker, and Martin is not a drinker. The
cigarette and decanter were awkward in their
hands.
A talented cast, a compelling script, and a
perfect stage setting would have been enough
to make Pack of Lies an outstanding play. The
accuracy with which real life situations were
copied, from the tea cozy on the kettle to Barbara's nagging of her daughter, gave a special
magic to the performance. If the magic can be
sustained, this play should have a long run on
Broadway.

Hutton and Penn Bring
Spy Bio to the Screen
The Falcon and the Snowman. Directed by
John Schlesinger. Starring Timothy Hutton,
Scan Perm and Lori Singer. An Orion Pictures
release. At the Sack Cheri.

by Brenda Barrett

Does it seem possible that two altar boys
could growup and become traitors to our country by selling top secret information to the Russian government? The Falcon and the
Snowman is not your typical spy movie. It is
a true account of the lives of two traitors in our
time. Christopher Boyce (Timothy Hutton), the
son of a former FBI agent, and Daulton Lee
(Scan Perm), the adopted son of a wealthy doctor, grew up next door to each other in the same

affluent California suburb. It seems a little
ironic that one young man, heading towards
.the priesthood, and another, delving deeper into drug use and dealing, should come together
and commit such a brilliant and daring act of
espionage.
Boyce, under the influence of his father,
takes a job with a company involved with

monitoring information that is gathered from

satellites for the CIA. As a "seemingly"
trustworthy person, Boyce fits in without any
problem. He discovers during the course of his
job that the CIA not only collects defense information, but also uses its power of influence
on other countries, such as Australia. The idea
of selling secrets to the Russians becomes appealing to Boyce. For what purpose? Boyce,
a product of the Vietnam era, might want to
slight the U.S. government for the wrong that
it has allegedly done,
Boyce realizes that his best friend, Daulton
Lee, would fit nicely into his scheme. Lee, interested in the potential money that could be
made from dealing with the Russians, agrees
to act as a courier in Mexico. This is also con-

venient for him since he is not wanted in the
U.S. outside the bounds of a prison. Boyce's
plans are carried out with somewhat surprising ease. Both men take on code names that
are derived from their hobbies,"Falcon" from
Boyce's interest in falcons and "Snowman"
from Lee's dabbling in cocaine.
Timothy Hutton, as Chris Boyce, was chosen
for thisrole because of his impressive past performances. He did not disappoint director Johp

Boyce (Timothy Hutton) and Lee (Scan Perm) in deep trouble.

Rosemary Harris and Patrick McGoohan in Pack
Schlesinger with his captivating portrayal of an
idealistic spy. Hutton researched his character's
role thoroughly and even went as far as to keep
in close correspondence with Boyce (who is still
in prison) throughout the filming. "1 wanted
to show the moral ambiguity of someone who
thought that the best way to serve his country
was to betray it,"says Hutton.
Scan Perm, who earlier played the role of an
easygoing, beach-bound "druggy" in the
movie, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, captured Schlesinger's attention. Perm is spectacular in his portrayal of a complex and confused Daulton Lee. Both Hutton and Perm had
worked previously together on the set of Taps

of Lies.
and had developed a special chemistry between
them. Schlesinger must have found this an even
more appealingreason to use these two superb
actors. The only drawback of having such fine
talent on the screen is that the movie is not long
enough for any of the other characters to quite
make it out of the background. This does not
detract from the overall impact of the
thoughtfulness and intensity in the movie.
The Falcon and the Snowman does not condone the behavior of either Boyce or Lee, but
it does suggest that there is something more to
the act of espionage than just disloyalty and

greed.

It's Crazy?Troubles of
Modern Life at the ICA
by Lauren Leja

.

"God spoke to me through a color TV,"
cries Lenora Champagne. "He told me he was
sick of the hungry and the poor. Don't have
anything more to do with them. Pluck out thine
eyes, for it is better to be blind than face

reality."
i
Using live and taped narrative, song and
dance, Lenora Champagne, Kevin Duffy, and
Patricia Pretzinger create From The Red Light
District. This performance piece addresses
materialism and the threat of misused religion
and its psychological effects.
Champagne runs onstage and immediately
begins her preaching and screeching. Dressed
like either Patty, Maxine, or Laverne Andrew,
Champagne drawls religious inanities like Jerry
Falwell. "Eve took a bite of that apple, and
now we are all here in the Red Light District.
There's big sins and little sins...but woe to those
who sin for any reason but money."
Lenora's red hat, covered with plastic cherries, bobs up and down, as she becomes more
agitated and excitable. But when one feels that
they have entered the set of the 700 Club, the
lean and spidery Patricia Pretzinger grabs her
fiddle and carefully saws away. Lenora and the
bespectacled boy-next-door, Kevin Duffy, pay
homage to

their "American Bread", with

amusingly childlike and sincere voices.

From The Red Light District is constructed
of fragments of reality? cooking show
ideology, camping, lightening victims on gay
beaches. The trio amusingly and naturally lives,
rather than enacts, the bits of life they hope to
expose. Champagne criticizes the role of the
"morally righteous" and the misdirected
religious fervor of society. This performance
piece suggests that a moral position can
degenerateinto bigotry and that the world has
not recognized this frightening transformation.
The ignorance and acceptance of this form
of religious terrorism is shown in its many
forms, from television evangelists ("You can't
eat money, but it sure does make life a lot
easier") to mispriced thriftshop paperbacks
("The heart of the Christian system depends
solely on the institution of the death penalty").
Personal development and relationships also
preoccupy Champagne. Clad in a stark white
surgical gown, she wheels out a tiny table,
covered with an antiseptic cloth. "I always
wanted to be a doctor. Everyone told me that
1 secretly-yearned to be a man." Lenora quietly chuckles, and proceeds to furiously scale a
large silvery fish with glassy eyes. Champagne
Crazy, page 23
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Some Nyet's and Da's For 'Uncle Vanya'
Uncle Vanya. A play by Anton Chekhov
presented by the Huntington Theatre Company
through February 3 at the Boston University
Theatre, 264 Huntington Avenue.
by Lily Robles

The Huntington Theatre Company's Uncle
Vanya is an admirable production of the complex and obscure Chekhov comedy. The play
is about ennui, and it successfully demonstrates
the boredom of-every character without becoming boring itself. It is a show worth seeing
because it paints a good picture of life in turnof-the-century Russia. From the set design to
the costumes, it is a visual journeyto an intrigu-

. .

ing time and place.
In contrast to the strong visual quality of the
play, however, are the weak emotive aspects.
The Russian dramatist Gorky wrote in 1898,
"l saw Uncle Vanya the other day and wept
like a woman. s.d came home dazed, and my
soul was torn by the play.
For me, Uncle
work;
it is. a hammer
Vanya is an awesome
with which you strike at the empty skulls of the

the brother of Alexander's first wife and guardian to his daughter, Sonia. Together for many
years, Vanya and Sonia worked diligently to
aid and support the professor in his important
academic career. During Alexander's stay,
"however, Vanya becomes disillusioned with his
genius and discovers an uncaring and preten-

tious man.

Vanya must deal with hate and envy due to
the professor's career success. He must also
deal with his desire for Yelena, the professor's
wife. By the end of the story, Vanya must confront his feelings of worthlessness. He has spent
his whole life working for the cause of one man.
Finding out the truth about Alexander,
eliminated his only reason to work and the only
hope in his life.

His niece, Sonia, said it best when she commented,"At least where there's uncertainty,
there's hope." She, too, is disillusioned when
she realizes that Dr. Astrov, the man she has

loved for ten years, has no feelings for her. Inuncle's in a strikingly effective manner.
stead, he also desires the beautiful Yelena.
Monica Merryman, as Yelena, is another
The five main characters of Uncle Vanya noteworthy actress. She is perfect as the sultry,
upper class female consumed by boredom.
have comparable stage time and lines. It is difreally
just
Stephen Markle, as Dr. Astrov, is by far, the
who
is
play
ficult to determine
the
about. The first few acts are so preoccupied weakest cast member. His portayal of the unwith Yelena that one might view her as the profulfilled intellectual turned alcoholic is less than
tagonist rather than Vanya. But as the play unbelievable. He had the nerve to overact though
folds, two characters emerge out of the tedium: he couldn't keep his accent consistent. He is far
Vanya, in his final realization, and the only too sarcastic with lines which required more
character who can truly call him "uncle," subtlety. Chekhov would never stand for his
Sonya. These two players are outstanding.
little improvisations such as the rasberry in the
Jack Aranson, in the title role, brings to life first act. In a play where understatement and
the old, vengeful, despairing Vanya. Aranson timing are essential, Markle's incessant interrecently appeared as Sir Toby Belch in the Hunruotions are distracting.
tington's production of Twelfth Night.
Uncle Vanya is a great play which the HunMaryann Plunkett, acclaimed for her awardwinning role in the Broadway production of tington Company does a good job performing.
It is entertaining theatre in a professional setAgnes of God, appears as Sonya. Youthful optimism and naivete comprise her character's ting and excepting the faults of only one actor, is well worth the time and money.
disposition. These qualities oppose those of her

..

public."

Fair 'Warning'

Something has definitely been lost since 1898.
Although the Huntington Theatre production was interesting and entertaining,it tore no
souls and hit no one over the head. Chekhov's
play is one which demands a careful balance
of opposing dramatic emotions and techniques.
Understatement and exaggeration,apathy and
enthusiasm, satire and sincerity are just some
of the contraries which make up this masterpiece. Some members of the cast were able to

by Stephen Dalton

ironic tone of the work. Others were
not as effective. This inconsistency caused the
play to lose some of its potential power.
The story of Uncle Vanya takes place m a
capture the

country

house in Russia. A pedantic retired pro-

fessor named Alexander and his second wife,
the exquisite and young Yelena, visit Alexander's brother-in-law,Uncle Vanya. Vanya is

Gwyllum Evans, Monica Merryman, and Maryann

Plunkett in Uncle Vanya.

Rembrandt Etchings at the MFA
Rembrandt's Etchings. An exhibit at The
Museum of Fine Arts, 465 Huntington Avenue,
Boston, until April 7. Take the Green Line to
Copley and switch to Arborway. For more information call 267-9300.
by Allison Coppola

How often have you thought to yourself, "I
really should take advantage of the museums
in Boston?" Maybe you can't seem to find the
time between classes and sporting events or
maybe you figure that "a museum is a museum,
you've seen one you've seen them all."
Well suprisingly the Museum of Fine Arts
(which offers free admission to BC students)
has more to offer than one might expect. Aside
from a special film series this spring, featuring Japanese and Polish films, the museum offers lectures,

concerts, and

recitals of all kinds.

Currently on exhibit are nearly 300 of Rembrandt's etchings (from the years 1630 to 1658)
selected with an eye for quality of impression
and with a desire to include both celebrated images and those less familiar.
In 1631, Rembrandt established himself as
a portrait painter in Amsterdam. With the
Anatomy Lesson of Dr. Tulp, now in the
Hague, the twenty-six year old artist surpassed all the painters of Amsterdam in forceful
illusionism and dramatic vividnesss of represen-

tation. From 1632 on, Rembrandt's fame increased steadily, reaching its high point at the
end of the decade.

Beginning in the 16405, a series of tragic
Rembrandt's human
and artistic outlook. His mother died in 1640.
An etching of her (1631), revealing her aged
features and wise visage is exhibited in the
Gallery). He lost his wife Saskia, following the
birth of Titus, their only surviving child. An
etching of Saskia (1642) pictures her as
hopelessly weak and may be the last record
Rembrandt was able to make of her features.
Yet this disillusionment and suffering seemed only to have had a purifying effect upon
Rembrandl. There came a revelation of an
events caused a change in

altered sense ofvalues. He seemed to approach
his immediatesurroundings and his fellow men
with a heightened sensitivity to human values
and to interpret the Bible with deeper sincerity.
Rembrandt's landscape etchings include
numerous trees and woodland scenes along
country roads. The Three Trees (1643) shows
a prominent image of the trees, with foliage
darkly silhouetted against a dawning sky. There
is a draughtsman seated on the top of the hill,
a carriage full of people approaching him, and
a pair of lovers hidden in the dark bushes of
ihe foreground.

Rembrandt also did many etchings of Biblical
subjects. It was essential for him to humanize
his subjecls and to endow them with profound
psychological content. He dealt largely with the
figure of Jesus Christ himself, and set out to
combine the human and the divine in his
characterization.

Some of his masterpieces include Christ
(1641), and Return of the Prodigal
Son (1636). In Agony in the Garden (1657) the
gloomy aspect of nature reflects the tragic content of the drama.
In his street scenes, Rembrandt created many
varied images including The Pancake Woman
which is a lighthearted etching of an old woman

Crucified

frying pancakes and selling them to people
passing by. A mother is shown restraining her
baby from touching the hot pan, as a small boy
eagerly digs into his pocket for a penny.

There are also many self-portraits (with
which Rembrandt seemed to have an obsession)
showing his slow descent into old age, as well
as striking caricatures of his wife, mistress
parents, and son.
The failure and catastrophe in Rembrandt's
late years, along with the burden of advancing
age, contributed to the somber undertone of
his works. Perhaps his greatest skill was to express visually a growing awareness of the
transcendental in human experience.
A deep feeling of humility penetrates the
gloom of his late works and raises them to a
spiritual level in which individual experience
takes on universal significance. Rembrandt, in
reaching this phase went far beyond the boundaries of ordinary Dutch realism.
His contemporaries depicted the world
around them, but Rembrandt, through his
paintings and etchings, mirrored the world
within himself.

Two Promising Debuts at the Channel
by Tom Devaney
New Man and Pleasure Pointe at The Channel Jan.23

In the ultracompetitive industry of progressive music, talent laden bands often fail to
surface on the commercial scene nationally
because their music simply does not progress.
Such may be the case with the two liberally

talented bands. New Man and Pleasure Pointe
who performed at The Channel on Wednesday
night. Even "Mama" Cass Elliot was rather
gifted but she also choked on a ham sandwich.
The major similarity between the two groups
besides the coincidence that they both sound
like early Fixx, is that regardless of how robust
and enjoyable their sound may be, there was
no element of transition in their live performance. Consequently, both bands' sets suffered
from the problem of three minute funky tunes
becoming five minute bores.
New Man, a Boston-based, five piece band,
with an incredibly tight sound will most likely
receive some commercial airplay and has the
potential to become a national hit. However

polished they

may be. their brand of arena funk
has been heard before. Nevertheless, WHTT,
WXKS (KISS 108), and other stagnant. Top 40
stations thrive on stuff like this.
New Man is not stagnant. They have
everything that produces success? looks,
flashy style, two strong vocalists, and a new
video. What may determine whether New Man
becomes successful and remains successful
depends on their ability to change.
Cuts like "You Make Me Feel", "Love
Somebody", and the title cut from their five
song EP Bad Boys, incorporate an electronic
drum, "Princeness", that almost drags your
feet to the dance floor. Unfortunately, none of
New Man's songs were less than four minutes
long and thus lost their freshness. The video
for Bad Boys which showed the band prancing around Boston lifter gorgeous girls includes
the vinyl version of the song which was shorter
and better than the live track.
The song "Bad Boys" is a definite high
school sing along with a "Cha-cha"-like beat
that should initiate some notice. The video incidently, will be aired nationally on MTV's program 'The Basement Tapes' February 12 at 10

pm and is worth a look.
Judging from Wednesday's performance.
New Man must incorporate more of their
elaborate sound to be able to keep up their dancability. After eight dance cuts the band began
to sound too familiar (ie. Fixx, Duran
Duran)?somewhat like listening to an hour of
the theme music to Eyewitness News. New Man
has the tools, let's see if they can fix the sink.

Pleasure Pointe's set of Fixx-like dance tunes
addressed such topics as modern fashion and
the superficiality of society but seemed almost
self descriptive. Vocalist Ron Ramon looked
like John Waite and sounded too much like a
cross between Simon Leßon and David Bowie.
The seven piece group also dragged bouncy
beats out into the icy Atlantic too often. Songs
such as "Black English Woman" and"The
Look" had great rythym mostly due to the
spastic twangs of bassist Brian McNeil, but suffered from self-indulgent elongation.
If Pleasure Pointe can add to thejr "Fixxwith-funk" sound they, too, could possibly be
MTV guest VJs.

Two Minute Warning the newest release
from Australia's Angel City, is filled with
apocalyptic visions of what our world has, and
could become. "Underground" begins the
album with an impassioned, angst-ridden vocai
by singer Doc Neeson. The stark production
highlights guitarist Rick Brewster's solo by
isolating it against a menacing, bleak musical
landscape, as well as the lyrics of the song which
tell the story of a man driven by fear and confusion to the sanctuary of the underground.
"Front Page News"is a Bad Companyish
soul-strut, highlighted by nice blues guitar fills.
"Want To Be With You" tries for a softer
mood but fails miserably, due to the lack of
range of singer Neeson. Unlike the opener,
"Underground", which relies on its guitar
work, this cut demands power and passionboth of which are absent in Neeson's
vocal."Walking to Babylon", reiterates the vision of Armageddon powerfully by combining
the conspicous throbbing of bass player
Hiilburn, with the crying, mournful guitar
workout of Brewster.
The band reverts to the worst of heavy metal
posing in, "Sticky Little Bitch": "You're a
sticky little bitch/You think you got it made/1
just hope you don't know more than 1 know."
Two Minute Warning suffers from the lack of
vocal dexterity of lead singer Doc Neeson.
despite the superb guitar work of Rick
Brewster.

Rhino Revives
by Stephen Dalton

Thanks to the folks at Rhino Records it is
now possible to get many out "of print sixties
classics by such faves like: The Turtles, Manfred Mann and The Animals. The latest of these
is the reissue of the Best of The Spencer Davis
Group, an album containing some of the finest
British Blues ever recorded.
For anyone who wonders how the British
Blues scene evolved into groups like Cream.
Humble Pie, The Vardbirds and John Mayall,
as well as what Stevie Windwood was doing in
his pre Blind Faith and Traffic days, this album
is a must. The Spencer Davis Group rode the
crest ofThe British Invasion with a sound deeply rooted in" the blues.
The album begins with the classic, "I'ma
Man," a timeless song about coming of age,
highlighted by the scorching organ and guitar
work of brothers Steve and Muff Winwood
"espectively."KeeponRunning" with its gritty fuzz-guitar and rumbling, speaker-shaking
bass, is propelled by the heartfelt soul of Stevie
Winwood's vocal. The Ray Charles chestnut,
\u25a0'Georgia on My Mind," shows Stevie doing
his best to imitate his idol. The-resuk is an uncanny resemblance, even down to the jazzy
piano solo by Winwood.
The group's biggest US hit, "Gimme Some
Lovin," is a raucous up-tempo tune, fueled by
Winwood's gut-wrenching blues shout, and nice
percussion accents provided by future Traffic
member Jim Capaldi. The finger pickin'.foot
stompin' country-blues of, "Midnight
Special", is a nice change of pace from the
dance-oriented songs just mentioned. It is interesting to point out how much Stevie Winwood's vocal sounds like Sticky Fingers era
Mick Jagger on this cut.
Nowhere is the intricate interplay between
guitarist Muff Winwood and brother Steve
more evident than in, "Can't Stand It." Guitar
and voice become an extension of each other
when Stevie scats, squeezingevery note for all
it's worth. The Best of The Spencer Davis
Group captures a joyous, unpretentious period
of musical magic you won't waht to miss.

193 Years of Advice
by

Lisa M. Stepanski

I'm thumbing through my 1985
issue of The Old Farmer's
Almanac, with its familiar, cheery
yellow-orange cover and the hole in
the upper left-hand corner. I once
read that it costs Yankee
Publishers, the people who compile
the Almanac, a small fortune to put
that hole in every copy.
Nonetheless, they continue to do it,
year after year. The hole has been
there since the first Old Farmer's
Almanac was published in
1792?or at least long enough to
become a part of the Almanac's
\u25a0 mystique. According to its
publishers, that's reason enough to
continue the tradition. And
besides, how else can you hang
'your Almanac in the outhouse or
barn or other suitable location?
My almanac resides in my kitchen, squeezed between my
cookbooks. I refer to it at odd
moments, particularly during dinner, when the supply of cereal
boxes and soup labels has been exhausted. The Almanac is not the
kind of publication you would
want to read at one sitting. To appredate its contents, you need to peruse it slowly, savoring every tidbit of information. The
advertisements alone provide hours of entertainment. It's an eclectic mix that ranges from
ads for a musical dachshund to an electric card
shuffler and something called "VitaSex,"a
tablet that promises to "renew vigor in twenty
minutes." I'm intrigued by page 121 which
features ads for Kondon's Nasal Jelly and Bag
Balm. Kondon's claims it "has relieved nasal
congestion since 1889," while Bag Balm is an
"all-purpose OINTMENT helps FAST Protection." I alreadyknow all about Bag Balm, having ordered atm of this unique stuff last year.
Its charmingly decorated tin, resplendent with
garlands of flowers, a cow's head and a
healthy. Bag Balm coated udder, is a fine addition to my toiletries shelf. Perhaps this year's
/4/>wa,itfc-inspired mail order will be the timehonored Nasal Jelly.
The Almanac is not only the place to find
advertisements for some of the more interesting
products ever sold, but it's where you can go
for practical information, as well. This
unassuming paperback holds the secrets of the
universe, such as the length of the days, the
"Movable feasts and fasts"for the year, and
what the weather (supposedly) will be on a
given day. The chart labeled "Gardening By
The Moon's Sign" shows how to use the moon
as a guide to planting. If you want to know
when to plant your barley or winter wheat, consult the "Outdoor Planting Table" on page

Crazy Stuff

172. In the Boston area, plant your parsnips
between April first and thirtieth.
As you may well imagine, the Almanac is a
reliable source of trivia for those who are addicted to such & pursuit. The article about a cannon that is used to fire dead chickens at
airplanes is a joy for "chicken-trivia enthusiasts. "TheAlmanac apparently is fond of
chickens; there is also an ad for some that lay
colored eggs, as well as an article on how to
hypnotize the long-suffering fowl. And did you
know that the Massachusetts state motto is "By
the sword we seek peace, but peace only under
liberty?"(Stranger still?the Washington state
motto is "By and by."Unfortunately, the
Almanac just lists the fifty mottos. It doesn't
explain them.) Or perhaps you are suffering
from an incurable case of the hiccups? The
Almanac's article "Surefire Home Remedies
for the Hiccups" may be of some use. My
favorite one is "Wet a piece of red thread with
your tongue, stick it to your forehead, and look
at it." That's a cure too good to go untested.
The Almanac is a source of edification,
amusement, and practical items (such as those
inevitable personalized return address labels?
1000 for $1.29.) But I find that it's even more.
It also reminds me of the natural world that
is somewhere beyond the confines of my citified
existence. Like the Almanac, certain aspects of
that world will never change. The stars and
planets are still doing the same rhythmical
dance across the heavens that they were doing
when Robert B. Thomas first assembled his
compendium of "new, useful, and entertaining matter." That's heartening. So, too, is the
hole in the corner of my Old Farmer's
Almanac.

Mcontinuedfrom page 21
recounts her childhood medical practice, with
its shelf-full of maimed Barbie dolls. She and
her sister performed the usual battery of tests
on their limbless victims, concentrating on the
Crazy Lady, a doll with a mohawk and a tattoed body. This torture evidently satisfied
Lenora's medical inclinations, as she eventually
finds a loft in Greenwich Village, and a degree
in French Literature.
A boyfriend of Lenora had a roomful of
photographs of his ex-girlfriends. When he suddenly approached Lenora with a camera as she
was shelling peas, she realized a photograph
would signal the end of their relationship. "I
pulled my shirt over my head, and continued
to shell peas. He took the picture anyway. 1
looked like a Moslem woman, head covered
and hands working."

This camera episodeparalleled an earlier one,
recounting a childhood attempt to photograph
Lenora. Her reactions were identical both
times, echoing the deeply-ingrained belief that
a photo sucks away life, as it reproduces an
image.
The scripted-out thoughts of Lenora, as
spoken by Kevin Duffy and Patricia Pretzinger,
illustrate both an artist's desperate need for selfexpression and release, and the fear of imposing her personal needs and experiences on
fellow performers. Kevin complains about just
this, whileLenora is hanging from his neck with
her legs wrapped tightly around his middle. He
walks about the stage, with Lenora in tow, voicing his opinion, "1 always have to act out your
problems, Lenora. You think that because it
happened to you, that it's important. Well
everyone is not you." "But Kevin, you just

A celestial
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Celestial Images?Harmony
Of Artistry and Astronomy
Celestial Images is an exhibition of
astronomical charts that date from 1500 to
1900. The show runs until March 24 at the
Boston University Art Gallery, 855 Commonwealth Aye. Admission is free.
by Robert Guilleman

Celestial charts are rare mixtures of art and
science that have lost their once exhalted position. The neglect that they receive today contrasts greatly to the attention they commanded in the early modern age. The popularity of
astrology expanded in the Isoo's with the invention of the printing press and a flurry of
astrological discoveries such as a shift to a suncentered view of the solar system. During this
period, planispheres (flat representations of
stellar spheres) were printed and widely
distibuted. Their accessibility and improved
detail aided navigationand spurred a popular
interest in the then simpler astrology. Before
long, star charts saturated Europe and reached the New World where they kindled interest
in the study of the heavens.
Just a few centuries later the ravages of progress made its mark on astrological works of
art. Star charts that mark thousands of stars
were replaced by computers that tracked
millions of astronomical bodies. Modern
navigation bypassed the sextant with satellite
communications, and the new complexities of
contemporary astronomy made the science less
accessible to the layman. It is not surprising that
celestial charts have spent much of their recent
history locked away in dusty archives and

private collections.
Although modern

astronomy is incredibly
advanced, its charts and tables (packed with

figures and equations) do not reflect the
wonderous quality of a starry night. A true
representation of the enchanting beauty of the
cosmos lies in the outdated stellar catalogues
and maps printed in the days of Columbus.
These elaborate maps combine art and
science in a beautiful and natural way. Images
of mythological characters, such as Hydra and
Pegasus, were used to define the different constellations. They brought to the charts an air
of grandeur and mystery. Similarly,
meticulously drafted diagrams covered with
graceful arcs and circles depict the paths of
planets. Each study of the constellations is filled
with fine details, illustrations and designs that
involve the eye as well as the mind.

Celestial Images has uncovered 70 objects illustrating planetary systems and constellation
designs. The exhibit is composed of the finest
works of famous cartographers and
astronomers throughout the golden age of
celestial cartography. The earliest known
American star chart and a rare volume of charts
from the famous 17th century astronomer
Cellarius are a few of the many works on
display.

The final effect of Celestial Images exceeds

: the impressions received at most mainstream

shows. One experiences a rare mixture of art
and science in a rich historical context. This is
an exhibit of universal appeal.

chart.

don't understand. Everyone confides in me and
tells me their problems, and...", Lenora begins,
and paces the room, dragging Kevin along on
her back. This short episode was quite amusing, as well as clearly illustrating this common
problem of artists specifically, and even
civilians in general. That sense of suffocation
and physical ambush is one that is felt, but
dismissed as trivial. This enactment shows the
physical manifestation of emotional conditions
and it seems that Champagne feels it necessary
to show tangible prrof of this human condition.
The main body of interaction among the trio
was tinged with melodrama and a comical
criticism of today's society, and the direction
it is heading. Bits of epileptic dancing, and
taped background conversations ("Yeah, I saw
those guys on Jones Beach get zapped by
lightening. It was the gay part of the beach, so
1 guess God got them.") interrupt the action
and also provide the catalyst for further action.
Crickets chirp on tape, creating a forest and
a dark campsite, at what was, moments before,
simply a table in the middle of a room. At
times, the ridiculous and exaggerated dancing,
and the caricatures of the actors themselves,
give the performance the feel of a vaudeville

show.
By intertwining live and taped narrative, song
and dance, Lenora Champagne, Kevin Duffy,
and Patricia Pretzinger have successfully produced a comical and critical performance piece.
While admonishing a once religious position
that has evolved into a destructive one, From
The Red Light District is Champagne's attempt
to sort out her life while shuffling through the
jumbled events of the past. "I lost my way
home once, but don't forget that you can
always do your own dance."

BC Film Society Presents
Best Canadian Animation
by Paul Paez
Last Thursday night, The Cinema Society of
Boston College presented The Best of Canadian
Independent Animation.
Canada has long been known for its
animated films since its National Film board
was established. However, there are also
numerous independent producers of animated
films in Canada. The Best of Canadian In-

were deported to Louisiana from 1755 to 1765
by British Troops. Many of the Acadians died

Louisiana. The survivors and their
decendents are now known as Cajuns.
Another excellent film is "Sing Beast
Sing"(l980) by Mary Newland. A nine minute
black comedyby the man who made the classic
"Bambi Meets Godzilla." "Sing Beast Sing"
stars the Mung Beast, Toledo and Bert.
Together they symbolize a destructive love afdependent Animation was assembled by the fair between industry and pollution. Toledo
Canadian Consulate General in Boston to plays a mean piano as he sings a rocking Jazz
showcase the best works of those independents song called "I'm Mad" by Willie Mabon.
from the last ten years. Most of the short films
"Clockwork Lemons" by Steven
in the series were created by universities in VanEvangelatos, is a humorous account of three
couver and Toronto.
sinister lemons who take over a supermarket,
Most people associate animation with Saturand terrorize the patrons.
day morning cartoons or Walt Disney, but the
The last piece in the compilation was "A
animated films presented in Independent History of the World in Three Minutes Flat."
Animation generally use less traditional forms. The title tells it all.
The Canadian animators 1 film with clay, paper,
The Best of Canadian Independent Animamodels, and montages of still photographs. An
experimental piece entitled, "Five Cents a tion is an opportunity to see entertaining films
which cannot often be found at the local
Copy" is animated soley with photocopies.
Despite their experimental quality, most of theaters. The Cinema Society of Boston College will continue to present excellent but rarely
the short animated films compiled in Independent Animation are very entertaining. They are seen films throughout the semester. The next
all enlightening, some are funny, and of course, film on the Cinema Society's agenda is Eisensas with all experimental projects, some do not tein's classic, Potemkin. Also scheduled is a
make any sense at all. Some of the highlights "War is Absurd" series which will include All
in the series include "Reveille" a 1982 piece Quiet on The Western Front, and Dr.
made by Francine Leger. This five minute film Strangelove. Look for dates, times and locadepicts the plight of Acadian colonists who tions in the calender section of The Heights.
enroute to
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'Blood Simple'?Cinema for the Eighties
Blood Simple Directed by Joel Coen. Will be
showing at the Nickelodeon Cinema in
February.
by John Guillemin

Few films capture the spirit and mood of
time as Blood Simple, a new thriller which
will be appearing at the Nickelodeon. To Have
or Have Not reflected the rugged individualism

(heir

of the 40s and The Graduate caught the restless,
rebellion of the 60s. This new thriller tacitly
portrays ihe professionalism, the aggressiveness, I he reserve and the uncertainty of
ihe eighties with a clarity and reality nol yet
seen in this decade. Blood Simple also has an
elegant balance between cimematography, acting and plot that sets a new standard lor

cinema.
Blood Simple begins like any other suspense
movie'where a wealthy bar owner hires a corrupt detective to murder his runaway wife and
her lover. But from this routine start ihe movie
quickly leaps into the unexpected. The plot
twisls and I urns irying to maintain a sleady

course while the perplexedcharacters continually get in (he way. An unexpected murder and
a bungled burial scene add a "stranger ihan fic-

Whai add the contemporary flavor to Blood
Simple are the aloof and confused relationtion" element which colors Blood.Simplewiih ships, the terse, comic dialogues, and the reserved displays of emotion. These qualities are
a rare realism.
Yet the amies of the actors are not enough characteristic of loday and, seen as a whole,
io make this film unique. Outstanding accurately reflect this era. The professional
cinematography gives Blood Simple a unique cinematography, the emotionallyrest ained aclook and places it in a class by itself. The ting, and the uncertain direction of the plot
camera flies back and forth from hazy, heart- together make an accurate, if not altogether
rending panoramas of the Southwest to "the pleasant, picture of the 80s.
sharp details of faces, hands and highways. The
There are some short comine* in Blood Simrestless camera skims across bar counters and
floors providing an abundant array of odd
angles. You find yourself peering from under
sinks, behind ceiling fans and out of closets.
This collection of vivid images does more
than stimulate the eye and intrigue the mind.
They are ingeniously used to accentuate the
mood and emotion of the movie. This old The River.Directed by Mark Rydell. Starring
technique is given new life because a subtle Sissy Spacek. Mcl Gibson, and Glenn Scott. At
cqualibrium is achieved between acting, setting the Sack Copley Place. Call 266-1300 for
and camera effects. Blood Simple is a rich mixshowtimes.
lure of lights, colors, and sounds that enhances
by Christopher Hanley
the underline tension, and make this movie par-

Spacek and

by Andres Hurwitz

Whoever said that a bad script ("Even
philosopher/cops get hungry," and "You can
bet your liver I'll look into it"), a bad plot (a
hooker turned law student joinsa motley bunch
to hunt down a band of savage, high class
murderers), and bad acting invariablymake for
a bad movie? Avenging Angel proves him dead
wrong. This movie is not just typical exploitation of violence and attractive women. It's a
fun and entertaining exploitation of violence
and attractive women.
The heart of what saves this movie from certain sudden death at the box office lies in the
characters who come to the aid of comely Molly
Stewart (Betsy Russell), alias Angel, in her
search for the men who have brutally
slaughtered her mentor, the illustrious Lieutenant Hugh Andrews. The helpful bunch include
a psychotic cowboy who thinks that he's Kit

Carson (Rory Calhoun), a colorful wimp named Johnny Glitter (Barry Pearl) who spreads
confetti and sunshine where ever he goes, and

Solly (Susan Tyrell), a middle aged lesbian who
lakes in wandering transvestites and uses
language that would offend a truck driver.
Shooting bad guys and looking tough, they
iaunt about town in an old hearse stolen from
a pet cemetery. Along the way they happen to
save a thirteen year old girl from life as a
hooker and send her to her sister in Arizona.
Does it matter that she sports a Rolex, a Sassoon cut, and looks like she went to Miss
Porter's? Nah. Credibility is not a factor in this
movie. Blood, on the other hand, is. If you enjoy seeing the mortally wounded writhing in
fading pain, this is your movie.
After seeing Avenging Angel, one might
wonder exactly what director Robert Vincent
O'Neil is trying to convey to his audience. Is
he showing us that crime doesn't pay?
(Although it did for Angel...) Is he presenting
the ruthlessness of street life in Los Angeles?
Is he trying to propel a few obscure actors in
to national prominence? Or is he simply blow?

Calendar
CAMPUS FILMS
Potemkin. The Cinema Society presents
Eisenstein'sfamous film, accompaniedby live
background music. A real treat. Playing Tuesday January 29 at Philomatheia Hall.
Showtime 7:30 pm.

All Quiet On The Western Front. A 1930's
rendition of ihe novel. The Cinema Society
kicks off its International Ami-War Series.
Playing Thursday
31 at Higgins 307,
Showtime 7:30 pm.
Mad Max/Road Warrior. A doublefeature
of two great actionfilms. Playing Friday and
Saturday at 7:3oand 10:00pm. Sunday at 7.00
pm. Call x3347 for time changes.

BC ART
Black and White. Drawings by Caroline
Blackburn, Connie Parker, Paula Raymond,

Chip Ryan, and Kevin Supples. Exhibiting
- the
Boston College Gallery in the Barry Arts
al

Pavilion until January 30th. Hours 4:30 to 6:00

pm:

PLAYS

56 Braille Si., Cambridge. Curtain at 8:00pm,
Saturday and Sunday. 2:00 pm. matinee on
Sunday. Call 547-6789. Ti.x $4.
The Bundle. Edward Bond's play of a changing 17th century Japan. Playing Thursday
through Saturday at the Suffolk University
Theatre, 55 Temple St., Boston. Showtime is
at 8:00 pm. Call 720-1988. Tix $10 to $12.

MUSIC

492-1724. Tix $6.

The Chairs, lonesco's absurd drama. Playing at the Cambridge Center Theatre Company,

times Ii is a film well worth

seeing

Gibson-Hard

The River has already attracted attention

with

two Golden Globe nominations for best
actress (Sissy Spacek) and best original score

(John Williams).
The River, excels in its photography. Director Vilmos Zsigmond has captured a world that
1 have never seen communicated so realistically. The scenes of the steel mill and the nature
shots of the river are tremendous.
The plot consists of Tom Ga'rvy's (Mcl Gibson) struggle to overcome the elements and
modern development to raise his family and his
crops. Tom must save his crops from Nature's
torrential rains. In the meantime he must fight
big business which wants to flood his land to
construct a hydroelectric dam. The dam would
ing away a tew stuntmen in order to make a
buck? Chances are that he is primarily interested in padding his bank account and that
there is no meaningful insight to be found in
this movie.
But it doesn't completely fail as
movies often do. Your attention is held through
the entire film. There is an intangible excitement and lightheartedness which flows
throughout and keeps a smile on the faces of
the audience.
Molly's past is rarely discussed. She is now
a hard working revirginated law student with
only a sm?ll dash of spice remaining from her
previous occupation. But she certainly hasn't
forgotten who she was as she quips to an LA
lowlife,"Hey, I aint no f?ing angel, pal."
She's a veritable future Sandra Day O'Connor.
Avenging Angel is not trying to put across
any deep intellectual message. It's low budget
teenage enjoyment. If you're not planning on
watching cable TV in about six months, see this
movie now. It's the kind of movie you'll love
to hate.
'\u25a0-

power the town and the milling plant where
Garvy brings his harvest each season. Tom Garvy has to deal with pending bankruptcy as well.

He is able to ward off the bank for another
season by taking a job as a strike-breaker in
a steel mill.
The scenes that follow are not pretty and not
like the nicely edited television clips we see on
the news. This is a very real look at what happens when peoples' jobs and livelihoods are
threatened. Also depicted are the lives of
destitute people and the extremes to which they
will go for money.
There is one scene which sticks in my mind
vividly. It captures well the conflict between
man and nature. When a deerwanders into the
steel mill the strikers, who have been pent up
for over a week, chase the deer ravenously and
surround it. They stare at the deer intensely as
if thinking to kill it, but in the next scene they
are shown setting it free. The scene repeats ttsel!
symbolically when the strike is over. The strikebreakers are allowed to leave the rjlant. but
without trucks to protect them from the
strikers. The strikers surround the "scabs" and
after a moment of great tension the strikers let
the "scabs" go unharmed.
Mcl Gibson's acting talent is perfect for this
movie. Gibson portrays the frustrated farmer
well and without dominating the other
characters. In one soliloquy 1 was particularly
impressed with his ability to capture the audience and keep them on the edge of their seat.
In the soliloquy Gibson describes the river and
his struggle against it."The river is like a snake
it wraps me so tight sometimes 1 can'f breathe."
It was a powerful seene ?the viewer actually
felt the anguish that Tom Garvy was goingthrough.

The River, a serious drama, has shown me
an aspect of life that I have never seen. It was
real and some parts were not pretty. It's worth
leaving the warm dorm to see what the .Garvys' life is like. This is not an action film. But
if you appreciate a good plot, beautiful and
striking photography, and great acting, t
recommend The River.
*
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Dr. Johnson Says:

Original Jazz. A 12piece band lead by pianist
Jan Jarczyk Playing at the Berklee Perfor-

mance Center, 136 Mass. Aye., Boston.
Showtime is Monday, January 28, at 8:15 pm.
Call 266-1400. Tix $1 to $2.

Bach Harpsichord Concern. Playing al Symphony Halt, 301 Mass. Aye. Thursday, January
28. Showtime is at 8:00pm. Call 266-3065. Tix
525 to $6.
Classical Guitar. Robert Guthrie plays works

of Bach, Roncafli, Villa-Loos, and Sor. Performance is at 31 Hemenway St., Boston.
Showtime is Sunday, February 3 at 3:00 pm.
Call 536-6340. Admission is free.

POETRY

Richard 111. Shakespeare's classic at the
Boston Public Library, Copley Square, MonWorks of Peter Davidson. These poems are
day January 28. Curtain is at 6:30 pm. Free read by the poet himself. Reading starts at 8:15
admission.
pm. Monday, January 28. The event takesplace
at the Blacksmith House, 54 Brattle St., CamBuried Child. Sam Shepard's Pulitzer Prize bridge. Call 547-6789. Admission is
free.
winning drama. Playing at the New Ehrlich
Theatre, 539 Tremont St., Boston. Curtains at
Readings. Susan Donnelly and Erika Mum8:00 pm, Wednesday through Saturday. Satur- ford read poetry Friday January31 at 8:00 pm.
day matinee at 3:00pm. Call 482-6316. Tix $6 at the
Newton Arts Cenier, 61 Washington St.,
to $11.
Newton. Call 964-3424. Admission $1.
Masks: Real and Imagined. A humorous
mime presentation. Playing Thursday through
Saturday at the Odyssey Mime Theatre, 10
West St., Boston. Curtain is al 8:00 pm. Call

ritating. And its lack of a decisive conclusion
is a bit disappointing. There is also an emphasis
on gore that might offend some. However, ii
could be argued that these failings add to the
harsh realism of the picture and therefore are
valuable in making the film more powerful.
Barring the above criticism. Blood Simple is
a high paced thriller with some great edge-ofscenes, excellent
your-seat stalking
cinematography, and an accurate sense of the

Times on the Farm

'Angel'?the Kind of
Movie You Love to Hate

Avenging Angel. Directed by Robert Vincent
O'Neil. Starring Betsy Russell, Rory Calhoun
and Susan Tyrell. At the Sack Beacon Hill.

pie. It has some inconsistencies that can be ir-

licularly stirring.

Happy Birthday Janie
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"It is, however, not

necessary,
that a man should forbear
to write, till he has
discovered some truth
unknown before; he may

be sufficiently useful, by
only diversifying the
surface of knowledge,
luring the mind by a new

appearance to a second
vtew of those beauties
which it had passed over
inattentively before."

?from the Adventurer

Review meeting today at 5 pm.
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Restaurant Review

The Backyard: A Casual, Inexpensive

by Ceci Connolly

The criteria for a "good"
varies according to per-

restaurant

found in the omelettes. Undercooking appears to be a major problem
with many of the entrees. Opting for
quiche or an omelette is opting for

well worth the cost. Topping choices
include fresh vegetables, pepperoni
and sausage.
Though the Backyard has a limited
dessert menu-usually four selections
per night-they deserve close attention.
While the carrot cake and other simple desserts are moist and pleasing
to any sweet lover, the mud pie

at the Backyard tended to be
high priced and the selection ordinary. The teas, on the other hand,
were impressive blends of different
herbs and spices and were extremely
low-priced ($.45).
Two flavors that would be best

ouor

sonal preferences, though most agree a risk.
that it takes a combination of atThe potato skins ($1.95) were also
tributes to be a truly quality a disappointment. With very little
restaurant. The Backyard, located in cheese or seasoning these were bland
Piccadilly Square near Newton and mushy, with too much potato
Center, easily meets the requirements and not enough skin. Boston ($2.50) should not be passed up. A
for individuals in search of a relaxrestaurant goers can find much betcreation of cookie crust, coffee ice
ing, fairly inexpensive, decent meal. ter skins elsewhere.
cream and warm chocolate sauce,
Dress at the Backyard is casual and
The Backyard's deep dish pizza is this delight
was not as filling as exone is immediately struck by the large one of the highlights of the menu. pected and well worth the seemingly
number of plants, mellow music and Pizza for two is the most expensive high price.
friendly service. The cozy restaurant item on the menu ($5.25, $.75 per
To complement dessert, one of the
does not rate as a culinary extopping), but extremely filling and 10 available teas is the best bet. Li-

suited to the conservative tea drinker
are the orange spice or the peppermint tea. For ihe more adventuresome the list offers such delight
as licorice spice, ruby mist and
jasmine spice. These teas also add to
the warm, relaxing atmosphere of the
restaurant.
Lor patrons

who enjoy a drink
with iheir meal, beer or an inexpensive wine are the most reasonably

travaganza, but the menu is diverse.
Perhaps its most popular dish is

priced.
The service at the Backyard was
friendly and efficient. Servers
neglected to offer cocktails more than
once, but in the lonii run this miuhl

The cozy
restaurant
does not rate
as a culinary
extravaganza,

Delight

\u25a0

be an appreciated oversight. Diners
are able to take leftovers with them,
which is quite beneficial considering
the large portions usually served.

Although the Backyard is not the
ultimate in fine dining, it provides the
setting for a relaxed meal that does
not break a patron's piggy bank.
Selective ordering is advised since the
Backyard has definite strengths and
weaknesses.

The Backyard is located in Piccadilly Square in Newton Center. It
is open seven nights a week for dinner, Sunday-Thursday until 11:00
pm, Friday and Saturday until 12:00
midnight. A cocktail lounge is open
upstairs until 1:00 am. Visa, Mastercard and American Express are accepted. Reservations are not needed.
965-6684.

FRIDAY NIGHT FUN!
Phot

by

but the menu
is diverse.

Stev

Come Hear BC Music Talent at
HALEY HOUSE COFFEEHOUSE
Feb. Ist, B:3opm - 12am, Friday
314 Hammond Street

I

the French onion soup ($1.95). Loaded with cheese and onions, this piping hot bowlful will take the chill out
of anyone. This soup, along with one
of the Backyard's three salads, is
more than sufficient to satisfy the
average eater.
Those more interested in a full
meal are wisest in choosing one of the
burgers?the kitchen sink burger is
a steal at $3.95?0r one of the many
sandwiches (ranging from $3 to $4).
The turkey club ($3.95), a particularly large sandwich, included fresh lettuce and tomatoes, tasty bacon and
adequate turkey.

itzparick
The Backyard in Piccadilly

Square.

$1 donation to benefit Horizons
(a new Boston family shelter).

B

O

Burger lovers will be most pleased
by the fact that the Backyard knows

the difference between rare, medium
and well done.
The quiches and omelettes, which
vary from day to day, should be
avoided. One of the Backyard's
specials, mushroom and cheese
quiche ($3.95), was eggy, lacking
mushrooms (though the few in it
were flavorful), and had a crust that
was better suited for pizza. Again,
the portion was quite large and included a choice of cole slaw or potato
salad, but the quiche just was not up
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Found: A watch in
my couch
in
McGuinn 404.
Call Professor Ben
Alper atext. 4147.
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PROCTER & GAMBLE
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL
CAREER PATHS
Come and talk with us at:

Inc.
presents
SPRING BREAK '85
featuring
* BERMUDA - from $334
'FT. LAUDERDALE -from $359
'BAHAMAS - from $359
ALL HOTELS ARE ON THE BEACH
Based on Boston Departures
New York Departures deduct $3 0
add 7 5% Tax & Gratuity.
Fro more info, call Mike

938-8839
ORGANIZE A SMALL GROUP.
EARN A FREE TRIP!

Expo'Bs
Career
Wednesday, Feb. 13,

9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Park Plaza Hotel, Boston

Career Expo 85 is a three-day career conference to acquaint
college and graduate school minority students with career
opportunities available in today's job market. Seminars for
students will be conducted on Feb. 12. The Job Fair will
be held on Feb. 13. Interviews will be scheduled for Feb. 14.

We will be scheduling interviews for management careers in:
Sales, Advertising, Market Research, Purchases, Customer
Service Operations, and Manufacturing,

Procter & Gamble believes in early responsibility as the best possible way to learn. Training
is on-the-job, personalized, structured to enable you to develop quickly. Salaries are
competitive with other leading consumer products companies, both at starting levels
and later on. Benefit plans, including Profit Sharing, rank among the top in U.S. industry.
For more information call:
Mr. M. E. Watts
TL
The Procter & Gamble
Manufacturing Company
780 Washington Street
Quincy, Massachusetts 02169

.

617/471-9100
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We are an Equal Opportunity Employer
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UGBC Expenditures for the Fall Semester, 1984 A Homeless Man's Home
Photos by PJ Brady

Net Expenses

Explanations

Arade.Tiics

$2,819.05

AIC
AHANA Affairs
Asian Students
Black Student forum
Book COOP

6,740.25

Academics Book
Loyola lee turn

Committer-

108.60
44. 12
494.71
2.04
4.95

Budget Committee
Campus Committee Council
Campus Pub/Benefit Series
ommunications
Commuter Committee
Cultural Committee

1,508.40
9,150.69
50169
854.99
2,088.48
9,821.65

Executive

1J.817.80

I aculiv student relations
festival of friendship
formal Affairs "

1,418.75
25 29
2,455.41
1,401.00
177.90
541.85
85 56
11,995.20
1 5,875. 15
1,106.16
2,467.55
7,514 18
8,627.25
2,242.57
L94L19
7, 125.57
2,861.12
205, 17
16,201.08

Casba
(

free Llniversify

Handicapped students
OLSA

Internship Office
MASSPIRC
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous/Orienfaion
Murray House
Newsletter/Heights Advertisements
OConnell House
OCCA

Pulse
Programming Miscellaneous

RSI.
UGBC senate
Social Justice Lecture Series

Good Measure

Lisa Bimbach, Video Screen
VCR

MLA membership
Secretary salary, office supplies,
telephone, Xerox computer
Monte Carlo night. Homecoming
tree flniversity booklet

lirst part ot yearly installment
Source

Film Series
OCCA Booklet
Programming book

Buckley, Sachaffley vs.

Weddington,

Westheimer, Anderson, Kilbourn

1 ranster Center
Llniversify Altairs
Llnion Latina
Special Lvenis

],(? 19,25
265.78
481.15
15,947.69

I

ranster dav at Fenway, Beaver Brown
concert, Hypnotist, Luau, Orientation

880, Stem the Tide, Freshman Mixer,
Wild Dance Party, Burgers for a Buck,
I rjve Boat Cruise, Little Fagles Day,
1reshmen Movie and 880, Post Came

Reception, Christmas video dance

Total

net expenditures to

date:

$149,925.28

Get Involved

- New Club

CIRCLE X

Located along the reservoir just behind Edmond's Hall, what seemingly appears to be
a pile of garbage is in actuality the home of
one of the many who live on the streets.

ETHEL

&$

BUD

Community Service Organization
First Meeting

MONDAY

JAN. 28
Cushing 229
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VISA® and
the
credit card* you deserve and need for
ID
BOOKS
* DEPARTMENT STORES * TUITION * ENTERTAINMENT
* EMERGENCY ? CASH * TICKETS * RESTAURANTS
? HOTELS
MOTELS
CAS * CAR RENTALS
* REPAIRS
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This is the credit card progra* you've been hearing
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ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifieds
FOR SALE

Dining room set. Heavy dark pine.
2 captain and 4 mate chairs. Round
table, 2 leaves. Treates top. Good
quality. $500. Susan x3402.

Is it true that you can buy jeeps for
$44 through the U.S. Government?
Get the facts today! Call
1-312-742-1142. Ext. 5882

-

-

K2 MlD233's.
Length 175. Tyrolia 250 bindings.
Call Monica 964-0754.
For Sale

Skis

HELP WANTED

Attention all Student Groups and
Clubs: We are the College Card Corporation. Our company provides the
opportunity for College Students to
obtain major credit cards - MC, Visa,
Sears, etc. We would like to bring our
program to your campus. If you are
looking tor an excellent fundraiser
and are willing to man a table for a
few days each semester then please
call us at 1-800-592-2121 (Lynn or
Mitch) or talk to Bill Thompson (in
the Campus Center) for more

noons. 964-2722.

Princeton Reviewers. We're here,
and we need help. If you want some
work, give me a call at 617/277-5280.
Pre-Valentine Blood Drive Organizational meeting for all interested in assisting prior to or during the drive Feb. 4-8. All welcome.
Wednesday at 6:30 McElroy 115

Government Jobs $16,559 $50,552/yr. Now Hiring. Your Area.
Is it true? Find out now. Call
805-687-6000, Ext. 4593.

You Can Gain Control With Supportive Counseling: Eating disorders,
relationships issues, personal growth.
Judith Weisman. M.Ed. 731-3305
Voice Eessons. Learn to sing correctly, prevent vocal strain, prepare
for auditions. Experienced teacher M.M., N.E. Conservatory. Near
B.C. Call 527-3320.

information.
Attention Business Majors. Looking for 5-6 students. Marketing,
sales, business management summer
program. $318/wk. For info call

Female Student wanted for light
housework Tues and Thurs. After-

SERVICES

877-1540.

Ski Vail Colorado Springbreak!
The West's premier ski resort. Hotel,
lifts, airfare, transportation to and
from airport. Parties. Parties, taxes
and gratuities. Only $499 - $588.
Contact Randy Seidl Mod 438

Summer Work. Work out of
doors. Hard workers only.
$1301/ month. For more information
write: Summer Work '85. P.O. Box
1651, Framingham, MA 01701.

Earn $500.00 per 1000 envelopes
stuffed. Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope To: Akram PO
Box A3576 Chicago. 1L 60690
Sports minded girl needed for parttime Sales position. Must be local and
available Tues and Thurs esp. Call
the Ski and Tennis Chalet, Newton
964-0820 Now!

B.C. Ski/Party Weekend!! Sugarbush, VT! Drinking Age 18! Feb.
8-10. Includes 2 nights lodging 1/2
mile from lifts, 2 breakfasts, 1 din-

MONDAY

FRIDAY

"Lobbying tor the Environment"
Kelly McClintock Director: EnCome and hear BC musical talent
vironmental Lobby of Mass. at Haley House Coffee House! Feb.
McGuinn 3rd floor lounge. SponIst, 8:30 - 12 am., $1 donation to
sored by the Environmental Action 1 benefit Horizons, a shelter.
Center.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

PERSONALS
Live Sex Acts at MA's! With your
hosts. Ken and Rocky.

When The
Heights Calls,

.

Please Pick

Council Travel/CIEK For Int'l
Student I.D., Low cost flights USA
and Worldwide, Work and Study
Abroad and More! FREE Student
Travel Catalog! Call 266-1926 or
drop by at 729 Boylston St. 2nd fl
Boston MA 02116.

964-2287

Nassua/Paradisc Island, for
Spring Break, From $349, call Joe
964-9422 or Tony 734-5848.

Up The

ner, 2 days skiing, parties, all taxes
and gratuities. Only $99. Optional
luxury bus, $26, leaving campus 4 pm

Nassau/Paradise Island. From
$349, Call Joe 964-9422, Jeff
964-4883, Tony 734-5848. Time is

Duchesne E. 204 964-1875, Mike
Rooney Roncalli 210 964-7967, Joe
Duggan Hillside D66 964-9422, John
Edwards Edmonds 320 964-9483,

$ $ NEED EXTRA MONEY? $ $
Quality Care is seeking dependable,
reliable and caring Nursing and Special
Education Students.
Work with mentally and physically handicapped children as well as geriatric patients. Call us today for more

Friday. First Come - First Serve.
Deposit $25. ASAP. Contact: Peter
Bell Fenwick 552-3088, Kelly Kossuth
Fenwick 314 552-3089, Craig Morse

Randy Seidl Mod 438 964-2287.

Events and Announcements

TUESDAY

BC Ski/Party Week!! Sugarbush,
VT! Drinking Age 18! March 3-8. Includes lodging, lifts, breakfasts, free
beer and wine, parties, taxes and
gratuities. Only $139. First Come First Serve. $40 deposit ASAP. Bus
transportation available Contact:
Craig Morse Duchesne E. 204
964-1875, Mike Rooney Roncalli 210
964-7967, John Edwards Edmonds
320 964-9483, Randy Seidl Mod 43B
964-2287

The Gold Key Society is once again
looking for blood donors. Please
sign-up now or walk-in io Gasson 100
Feb 4
The Stylus, BC's own literary and
is now accepting
manuscripts for its winter and spring
issues. Submit your poems, short
stories, essays, photos, drawings,
prints, and experimental work to
arts magazine

Phone And

Join!!

running out.

((ftS\) QUALITY CARE®
VW

information.

"The Complete Nursmg Service''

755 Boylston St., Boston, MA 482-3500

McElroy 127.

The Boston College Charasmatici'
Prayer Group meets every Tuesday
night at 7:30 in St. Joe's Chapel.
Come and enjoy a new experience!

?

? Sick of Writing Term Papers ?
Why Not Join The Heights

THURSDAY
Thursday Night Alive, weekly
meeting for Campus Crusade lorr
Christ. Thursday, 6:30 at O'Connell
House
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And Do Some News Writing?
News Meetings Sundays at 7 p.m.
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YES,YOUCAN RENTACAR... ATAVIS.
AT COST!! |
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Avis feci ures GM cars.

Chevy (elebrity.

quality and leave a deposit.
What's more Avis has low daily, weekly and weekend rates
Plus very s Pecial hall tlav and
overnight rates. And every
Avis rental includes unlimited

So the next time you need a
ear, put the quality and service
Avis l? WOrk for you
ecau Avis
harder

°J

If you're at least eighteen
years old, with college 1.D., a
for
major,credit card and a
driver s license. Avis will be
happy to rent a car to you. No
credit card? You're still okay
at Avis if you're at least 19
with college I.D. and can cash

? «*«*?f

'*

«*"«\u25a0
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This offer limited to rentals at
our West Newton, Washington
Street location only. For information and reservations, stop
in or call \vis:

969-5550
1229 Washington St
West Newton, MA
969-5550
MIS SECONDTOHOIK.'
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Ft. Lauderdale $339
Bermuda $329
Roundtrip Air
Space Um jte( j

Transfer
"s Roundtrip
7 Nights Lodging
is

Welcome Party

Volga Vodka

D

9

24-12 oz. cans - loose

B

H3

SUNTORY JAPANESE

M

Draft Beer 2 liters
$3.99 ea. plus free T-shirt

HH

\u25a0

CIGARETTES
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SPRINGBREAK
COME JOIN BC

*
*
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964-2399
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Prices good to 2/3/85
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Set
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up your roomate for

evening

with

Otis Day & the Nights
Saturday, Feb. 76 - McElroy Commons 9PM 'til the shouting's over
Shama-lama with the band from Animal House
Tickets go on sale Tuesday, Feb. 5, 9AM at the McElroy Ticket Booth
$17.00 per couple - get in line early!

P

February 2, 1985
8:00 - 12:00 P.M.
McElroy Third Floor
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\ Tickets on sole in the Rut,
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$5.00,

{

If you missed this last semester,
here 's y° ur last chance!
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Jan. 28th
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From the 'Ms tO the '80s
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Your

at the
GOLDEN
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Campus
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Refreshments and food served.

4.00P1T1

Murray Conference Room
Come ask questions. You're

paving tor it!
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H O U S F

Coffee IIOIISP

Friday, February Ist 8:30-12PM
Well be seeing you there!
:
:

C A S B A :
shows are at 7 & 9pm
Eddie & the Cruisers
Year of Living Dangerously

The Dating Game:Come find ydurself a date.
You never know who you might meet!
Friday, Feb. Ist

OIK

mj

Stoakley Carmicnael

Wednesday, January 30th

U

. .

,

ln AA PP

Ask Dr. Campanella and other Budget Committee members

p*gq

Come at BPM and party all night!

Feb. 4, 7:3opm
New Theatre

QUESTIONS ABOUT TUITION?

at the
films
Jan. 28
Feb. 4

(L et >s All Greet Friends And Neighbors)

1

Friday, February Ist
JFK Post on Chiswick Road

UGBC BLACK STUDENT FORUM
BLACK HISTORY MONTH presents:
$2 oo with bcid
$3.00 without

SON of L.A.G.N.A.F.

[[

The best way to solve
DDARj CMC
RIIQIMO
DUOinva r nv-JDLCIVIO
/5 t0
in complaints.
Call Crystal Transport: 787-1 544

DONATIONS NEEDED:/* BU student was injured in a swimming accident in Belize.
He is a member of the Jesuit International Volunteers, which was
initiated at BC
His medical and transportation costs will exceed $ 7000. Anyone wishing to donate
please contact the PULSE Office.

FREE U IS UP TO YOU!
UGBC wants to run it, but we need your interest and support!
Let us know:
1. What you would like to teach as a course this semester?
2. What course you would like to see offered this semester?

With your help we hope to get FREE UNIVERSITY off and
running by mid-February. Please return this form to the
UGBC Office ASAP! McElroy 123.
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